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Plan Purpose and Goals (II A)
(1)

Plan Purpose and How It Will Be Used

The overall purpose Portage Area Recreation, Park and Open Space Plan is to update, expand
and refine regional recreational planning related to recreational facilities and recreational
programs in the Boroughs of Portage and Cassandra, and the Township of Portage. Specific
planning goals are as follows:











Update and expand the Comprehensive Recreation, Park and Open Space Plan (1995) that was
prepared for Portage Borough and Portage Township;
Include the recreational needs of the residents of Cassandra Borough within a recreational plan
for the very first time;
Integrate regional recreation and comprehensive planning that are occurring concurrently;
Address the sustainability of recreational facilities and programming in a manner that meets
regional demand and can be realistically supported by taking into account the full array of
recreational providers in the Portage region as well as the larger region;
Inventory and ascertain the condition and adequacy of recreational facilities within the
communities;
Ascertain the adequacy of recreational programs within the communities;
Continue to explore and even expand the degree of municipal/school cooperation in recreational
services, facilities and programming;
Receive wide-ranging citizen input on long-term recreational needs and trends from all ages and
recreational interests within the communities;
Develop recreational facilities and programming that addresses a continuum of users and age
groups; and
Provide for a cost-effective but complete array of recreational facilities and programs as a part of
the community facilities and services infrastructure that enhances the quality of life in the three
communities.

The Plan will identify recreational needs, issues
recommendations and an implementation strategy.
(2)

and

opportunities

and

provide

Special or Unique Community Concerns

The three communities have individually or share a number of special or unique concerns,
directly or indirectly related to or affecting recreation:









The three communities comprise the Portage Area School District (PASD), a factor that directly
impacts certain types of recreational facilities, programming and opportunities, and indirectly
reinforces the sense of community identification;
Portage Borough, Portage Township and PASD representatives comprise the Portage Area Joint
Recreation Commission, with Cassandra Borough on its own recreationally;
Acid Mine Drainage (AMD) largely from past mining activities continues to drain into many
surface waters of Portage Borough and Portage Township, rendering them unusable or at least
limiting use of the surface waters to certain locations;
The location of Cassandra upstream of the largest contributors to AMD results in greater access
and use of the Little Conemaugh River, which essentially bisects this community;
Crichton McCormick Memorial Park (CMMP) in Portage Borough is the focus of recreational
facilities, activities and events in the region, while Derby Park is the focus of activities and
facilities in Cassandra Borough and portions of Portage Township and several nearby
communities;
There are few neighborhood or satellite recreational facilities in the region;
Facility maintenance sustainability is by necessity the priority for recreational service providers in
the region, rather than widening the array of facilities or organized recreational programming;
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(3)

The need for some type of indoor recreational venue has been discussed within the region for a
long period of time although financing and other economic realities have rendered these
discussions just that; and
With the exception of a few loop trails in the immediate Portage area, all regional trails remain in
the conceptual stage.

Issues, Opportunities and Goals of the Plan

Simply stated the Plan should identify the manner in which recreational needs are being met in
terms of facilities and programming, and any unmet needs. In doing this, the Plan should
include:







(4)

Maximizing the utilization of existing recreational resources in the region, including an existing
regional CMMP, the many facilities of the PASD, Derby Park as an important community park and
the many acres of open space;
Providing recreational facilities and programming that reflect and meet the needs of the aging
demographic profile of the region’s population;
Achieving cost-effectiveness in maintaining and expanding recreational facilities and
programming within the context of the constrained economic resources of the region’s population;
Building on the long heritage of outdoor recreation in the region, ranging from hunting and fishing
to hiking and cycling as well as motorized trail use;
Maximizing the multiple-use of facilities to meet recreational needs in a cost-effective manner,
whether owned by a municipality, another public agency or the private sector; and
Understanding the relationship between the resolution of long-standing environmental issues
(e.g. AMD, mine refuse piles, etc.) and encouraging greater outdoor passive and active
recreation.

Recreation – Community Life and Sense of Place

Recreation is not just seen as a “leisure activity” in the Portage area but as a part of the way of
life. Outdoor activities have been important to Portage area residents for many decades.
Historically, hunting, fishing and organized sports have been parts of the way of life for
generations of area residents. In terms of organized sports, the Portage Bulldogs, a semiprofessional football team, was active in the second quarter of the 20th Century was comprised
mostly of rough-and-tumble coal miners and even ended up on the short end of a 45-0
exhibition game played in Portage in 1935 against the Pittsburgh Steelers. Portage was home
to 1964 NBA All-Star Len Chappell, a 6’ 8” power forward/center who played basketball for
Portage, then at Wake Forest University before playing for a number of NBA teams during
1962-71. The 2005 PASD High School football team went 9-0, and was the WestPAC
Champions, and high school football “under the lights” is still a popular event that embraces
athletics, civic pride and socializing. But the Portage area is not all about organized sports,
sustaining Crichton-McCormick Memorial Park, which offers swimming, baseball and multiple
types of facilities for all ages, and Derby Park in Cassandra, which also provides active
recreational facilities and access to the Little Conemaugh River. During his planning process,
area residents voiced their interest in recreation as a part of the community. Residents heavily
use area recreational facilities and would like to see even more in the way of facilities and
programming. Given the maturing demographics there is interest in recreation for all age
groups. Also, given the climate of the region, winter sports are becoming important, and
reflecting trends nationwide, Portage area residents long for hiking, biking and motorized trails.
http://www.search.com/reference/Portage,_Pennsylvania
http://www.profootballarchives.com/1935nflpit.html
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Community Background and Character (II B 1a)
The definition of "Portage" is to transport overland between bodies of water. The genesis of the
Portage Area began out of such a necessity to connect Philadelphia and Pittsburgh for
commerce purposes in the 1800’s. Water travel was possible from Philadelphia to Hollidaysburg
via the Schuylkill, Susquehanna and Juniata rivers and from Johnstown to Pittsburgh and
beyond by way of the Conemaugh, Kiskiminetas and Allegheny Rivers. However, the Allegheny
Ridge provided a non-navigable obstacle to meeting this objective. The Allegheny Portage
Railroad, in conjunction with the Pennsylvania Canal, was to involve a 36 mile long route that
contained ten planes, each with a stationary engine at the crest; a stone viaduct across the Little
Conemaugh River; a 900 foot long tunnel; a skew-arch bridge of the tow spans, among several
other minor bridges; and 11 levels. The portage would involve a 1,400 foot rise in elevation from
the east and nearly 1,200 feet from the west.
Although Cambria County is situated entirely in the Allegheny Plateau Region of Pennsylvania,
an area of rolling uplands cut by deep, steep stream valleys, it is near the eastern edge of the
region where the plateau ends in the Allegheny Front. Portage Borough, Portage Township and
Cassandra Borough are located at near the western side of the Allegheny Ridge. This region
was historically key to traversing the Ridge and accessing territory to the west. Several layers of
physical features, man-made structures and phases of development within the immediate area
have merged to give the Borough of Portage its present look. On the extreme northern edge of
town and outside of the historic district is PA Rte. 53, the route having been established during
the 1830s as the path of the Allegheny Portage Railroad. To the south and paralleling Route 53
is the original Main Line of the Pennsylvania Railroad. Established during the 1850s, it remains
active as a spur serving a local coal operation. Between these two transportation corridors on a
northeast to southwest diagonal is the 15' high express viaduct of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
currently operated by Norfolk Southern. This 1896 addition to the landscape effectively
disrupted residential development patterns in this area isolating somewhat the northwest corner
where some early development had occurred.
Portage Borough has been the commercial and economic hub of the portion of Cambria County
known commonly referred to as “The Main Line” due to the fact the main line of the former
Pennsylvania Railroad bisects it. In addition to many commercial activities, the Borough is
home to numerous houses of worship, varied residential areas, Crichton- McCormick Memorial
Park, a library, a museum, a senior center, the fire company and the area emergency medical
services provider. Highway transportation is critical to the Borough located near the junction of
PA Route 164 and PA Route 53, the latter also forms the northern boundary of Borough.
Cassandra Borough is the smallest of the three communities both in terms of size and
population and is mostly residential in nature. Derby Park is a significant local and to some
extent regional recreational facility. Cassandra was once bisected by State Route 53 and as
previously named Route 276. A review of historic State highway maps suggests that a change
in the alignment of the major State highway bypassed Cassandra sometime after 1915 and
before 1941. Portage Township surrounds Portage Borough and half of Cassandra and
includes large tracts agricultural and undeveloped land, mined land, newer residential areas, a
commercial strip on the north side of Route 53 and a number of historic former mining
settlements with colorful names such as Oil City, Sonman, Miller Shaft, Redbird, Fiddlers Green,
Puritan and Shoemaker, along with several larger villages such as Martindale and Jamestown,
with locals often referring to the latter as “Jimtown”.
http://www.portagepa.us/history_of_portage.htm
http://www.livingplaces.com/PA/Cambria_County/Portage_Borough/Portage_Historic_District.html
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Type of Government (II B 1 b)
The Planning Area includes the Boroughs of Cassandra and Portage and Portage Township.
The following summarizes the respective types of government:
Cassandra Borough – operates under the Borough Code; Five-member Borough Council
Borough Office: 111 Portage Street, P.O. Box 6, Cassandra, PA 15925 Phone: 814-736-3806
Borough Information: Incorporated in 1908; Area In Square Miles: 0.10; 2010 population: 147
Portage Borough – operates under Council-Manager Option plan provided in Article VIII of the
Home Rule Charter and Optional Plans Law (Act 62), which became become effective on
January 1, 1996; Council consists of Mayor, elected at large, and six council representatives,
elected by ward.
Borough Office: 721 Main Street, Portage, PA 15946 Phone: 814-736-4330
Borough Information: Incorporated: 1890; Area In Square Miles: 0.70; 2010 population: 2,638
Portage Township – operates under Second Class Township Code; Three-member Board of
Supervisors
Township Office: 416 Miller Shaft Road, Portage, PA 15946 Phone: 814-736-3372
Township Information: Incorporated: 1878; Area In Square Miles: 24.30; 2010 population: 3,640
Regional/Intermunicipal Summaries

The Portage Area Joint Recreation Commission (PAJRC) was created by the Borough
of Portage, Portage Township and the Portage Area School District on April 9, 1991.
The Joint Commission consists of seven members serving a three year term. Three
members are from Portage Borough, three members from Portage Township, and one
member from Portage Area School District. On April 6th, 2009, Portage Borough
Council, Portage Township, and the Portage Area School District adopted an
intergovernmental agreement to increase the board to nine members. The Joint
Commission’s main purpose is to develop a plan for acquisition, development and
operation of regional recreation areas and facilities to review the nature and scope of
existing recreational facilities and activities in the Portage Area. The Crichton
McCormick Memorial Park is the major recreational facility serving the Portage Area.
In addition, the Portage Area Regional Planning Commission was created on August 7,
1962. The Planning Commission consists of five members serving a five year term,
appointed by Borough Council, and five members serving a five year term from Portage
Township. Cassandra Borough was afforded membership on the Commission in 2011
for the purpose of updating the Portage Area Regional Plan.
The Planning Commission was created to identify existing problems and/or constraints
within Portage Borough and Portage Township and to develop mechanisms and policies
that will promote sound "growth management" in support of economic development.
The Commission represents a concerted effort by elected and appointed officials. The
Planning Commissions goal is to increase economic development and strengthen the
regional planning process.
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Recreation and Park Functions/Agencies (II B 1 c)
Recreation Facilities and services in the Portage Region are maintained and operated
by the Portage Area Joint Recreation Commission (PAJRC), Cassandra Borough and
several other agencies. The main purpose of the PAJRC is to develop a plan for
acquisition, development and operation of regional recreation areas and facilities to
review the nature and scope of existing recreational facilities and activities in the
Portage Area. Cassandra Borough owns and maintains a neighborhood recreational
facility in that Borough. The following provides a brief description of the recreation
facilities and open space in the Region.
Portage Borough



Crichton-McCormick Park – the 52.5 acre Park includes a swimming pool, tennis,
basketball and volleyball courts, various athletic fields, pavilions, picnicking areas and a
dedicated Kids Playground (PAJRC facility).
Portage Housing Community Play Area – Includes play apparatus, basketball court and
picnic table/pavilion for residents only (Johnstown Housing Authority facility).

Portage Township




Jamestown Playground – Located on Jamestown Rd. just off of PA Rt. 53 this 0.4 acre
neighborhood playground features a basketball court, play area and equipment (PAJRC
facility).
Bens Creek Ballfield – this 4.6 acre area is located off of Dulancey Drive near Bens
Creek and features a multi-use baseball field (Private facility).
Shady Springs Picnic Grove – this open space/picnic area is located off of Cemetery
Road (Private facility)

Portage Area School District facilities



Portage Area School District Stadium – located off of Caldwell Avenue these facilities
encompass 23 acres and include the District’s Football Stadium and other fields.
Portage Area School District Facilities – these facilities include an outdoor walking track,
auditorium, gymnasium, weight/exercise room, athletic fields and playground.

Cassandra Borough



Derby Park – this Park is located on Second Avenue and includes a playground,
playfields and access to the Little Conemaugh River (Borough facility).
Cassandra Volunteer Fireman Park – this is an open space area adjacent to the Little
Conemaugh River (Private facility).

Larger Open Space



State Game Lands No. 26 – located in southern Portage Township and includes 561
acres open for hunting, fishing and nature watching (Commonwealth facility).
Wilmore Reservoir – located in northwest Portage Township, the 183 acre reservoir and
surrounding land are open for public use and enjoyment (Cambria-Somerset Authority).

Relevant information about recreational facilities and agencies are detailed later in this
report.
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Socio-Demographic Features and Trends (II B 2a)
The analysis of demographics such as population, households and demographic
change is important in understanding a community but also central to projecting
demand and future community needs.
The
Demographics are
analysis of demographics and population involves
important for
the review and interpretation of vital statistics that
understanding
change
taken together comprise a social profile of the area
and planning for the
being studied.
This analysis is central to
future.
projections of all other future County and
community needs and is essential for sustaining or
improving the quality of life. Projections are used as a reference point from which
planning, policy evaluation and management of programs develop, and a sense of
demographic conditions and trends is a prerequisite for future planning. The Boroughs
of Cassandra and Portage and the Township of Portage, collectively referred to as the
Portage Region, have a modest population base totaling 6,425 in 2010. Overall, in
recent decades the Portage region as well as Cambria County has experienced a
declining population base between 1970 and 2010, sustaining a 21% decrease during
this time frame, which is largely consistent to the declines experienced on a County
level.
Population analysis requires a more detailed and comparative analysis to be meaningful
and to fully understand this demographic trend. This chapter will review the Portage
Region population in terms of the following:









Current population and population changes regionally and locally
Population projections
Household characteristics and comparisons
Age characteristics
Sex characteristics
Racial characteristics
Educational attainment and related characteristics
Ancestry and ethnicity characteristics

Much of this information will be placed in a comparative framework with comparisons
with the County. The analysis begins with a review of County and regional trends.
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Regional Trends – County and State
An analysis of local trends in the Portage region is set in a context when viewed within
County and regional trends. In this subsection, regional demographics and historic
population fluctuations are summarized. The data
in this section, analyzed collectively with
Cambria County
socioeconomic data and conditions within
experienced a 23%
Cambria County will enable the Portage Region to
population decline since
1970, a change that is
better predict future needs, opportunities, and
atypical of change
constraints.
Historic trends and subsequent
among adjacent
projections provide a basis for formulation of
counties.
social, economic, and environmental policy
recommendations relative to growth and
development in the Study Area. Table D-1 summarizes population counts for
Pennsylvania, Cambria County and surrounding counties during the 1970-2010 time
period and change percentages that actually provide a clearer view of the data. Overall,
the County has experienced a continuously declining population throughout this period.
According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Cambria County's population stood at 143,679
people, which as noted before comprises a net loss of approximately 43,000 persons
(23%) since 1970. Of the surrounding counties, only Blair and Westmoreland have
experienced a net decline during this 40-year period. By comparison, Pennsylvania's
population increased by 5.5% over the same time frame.
A review of this data suggests the following:


Cambria County (23.1%) along with Westmoreland County (3.1%) and Blair County
(6.1%) experienced net population declines during the 1970-2010 period, with
Cambria’s being the largest numeric and in percent decline.



Pennsylvania (5.5%), Bedford County (17.5%), Indiana County (11.9%), Somerset
County (2.2%) and Clearfield County (9.4%) all experienced net population
increases during the 1970-10 period.



Taken together, the population in Cambria and its six surrounding Counties declined
by 3.9% since 1970. This area had a 1970 population of 971,536 and a 2010
population of 933,963 resulting in an overall net loss of 37,573 persons.
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TABLE D-1
POPULATION TRENDS – PERSONS: 1970-2010
Cambria and Surrounding Counties and Pennsylvania

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

1970-10
Change

1970-10 %
Change

11,793,909

11,864,720

11,881,643

12,281,054

12,440,621

646,712

5.5%

Cambria County

186,785

183,263

163,029

152,598

143,679

-43,106

-23.1%

Bedford County

42,353

46,784

47,919

49,984

49,762

7,409

17.5%

Indiana County

79,451

92,281

89,994

89,605

88,880

9,429

11.9%

Somerset County

76,037

81,243

78,218

80,023

77,742

1,705

2.2%

Clearfield County

74,619

83,578

78,097

83,382

81,642

7,023

9.4%

Blair County

135,356

136,621

130,542

129,144

127,089

-8,267

-6.1%

376,935

392,184

370,321

369,993

365,169

-11,766

-3.1%

971,536

1,015,954

958,120

954,729

933,963

-37,573

-3.9%

AREA

Pennsylvania

Westmoreland
County
Cambria and
Surrounding
Counties
Source: U.S. Census

Local Trends – Portage Region and Nearby
Table D-2 summarizes the population changes for the Portage Region as well as for
select nearby communities. Overall, the population within the Portage region has
comprised approximately 4.5% of the County’s total population.


There has been a steady decline of population in
the Portage Region and the constituent
municipalities during the 1970-2010 period,
largely reflecting the countywide percentage
decline. During this period the population of
Portage Borough (-36%) and Cassandra
Borough (-41%) declined significantly while that
of the Township (-3%) declined very slightly.



As is seen in the Table, population declines among all of the municipalities is the norm
with the only increases experienced in Portage Township during 1970-80 and
Cassandra during 2000-10.

The Portage Region
sustained a 21%
population decline
between 1970 and 2010,
largely reflecting the
decline Countywide.
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TABLE D-2
POPULATION TRENDS - PERCENT CHANGE: 1980-2007
Cambria and Surrounding Counties and Pennsylvania
%
change

19902010

-103

-41.2%

-23.4%

+8.1%

2,638

-1,513

-36.4%

-15.0%

-7.0%

3,906

3,640

-110

-2.9%

-11.0%

-6.8%

7,386

6,879

6,425

-1,726

-21.2%

-13.0%

-6.6%

1,462

1,162

948

968

-461

-32.3%

-16.7%

+2.1%

517

683

688

675

690

173

33.5%

0.3%

+2.2%

2,709

2,632

2,798

2,724

2,467

-242

-8.9%

-11.8%

-9.4%

966

893

929

921

875

-91

-9.4%

-5.8%

-5.0%

386

356

277

252

225

-161

-41.7%

-18.8%

-10.7%

6,007

6,026

5,854

5,520

5,225

-782

-13.0%

-10.3%

-14.1%

Municipality/Region

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Cassandra Borough

250

242

192

136

147

Portage Borough

4,151

3,510

3,105

2,837

Portage Township

3,750

4,503

4,089

Portage Region

8,151

8,255

Lilly Borough

1,429

Munster Township
Summerhill
Township
Washington
Township
Wilmore Borough
Surrounding
Region

19702010

20002010

Source: US Census with calculation/interpretation by The EADS Group
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Discussion at a Community Workshop in Cassandra suggest that the “increase”
may in that community may reflect the correction of an earlier Census error,
although a very small population base such as that in Cassandra may fluctuate
with relatively few demographic changes.



A comparison with select adjacent communities show that the Portage Region
communities are certainly not alone in the declining trend, in fact during the 19702010 period, only Munster Township sustained a population increase, and a rather
substantial one (+33%) at that. Munster’s experience reflects the relatively stable
population and even growth that have recently occurred elsewhere among Central
Cambria County communities.



The other Boroughs compared all sustained losses in keeping with those of the
Boroughs of Cassandra and Portage and the losses in the Townships of
Summerhill and Washington exceed that in Portage Township during the 19702010 period.

Overall, the population of the Portage Region declined from 8,151 people in 1970
to 6,425 in 2010, with declines especially notable in the Boroughs. For a longer
term perspective, historical data show that 11,909 people resided in the Portage
Region in 1920, with 4,804 in Portage Borough, 6,638 in Portage Township and
467 in Cassandra.
Population Projections
Population estimates and projections in this section are not intended to advocate
specific levels of growth, but are intended to serve as a reference point for which
planning, policy evaluation and the management of programs is essential. The
projections are based on identifiable demographic trends that have been
incorporated into the projection model. The accuracy of the projections relies
heavily on the adequacy of the model assumptions such as future fertility, mortality
and migration. Population projections at a municipal level are always a precarious
exercise, given the fact that small population bases are susceptible to many
variables that may skew figures positively or negatively. A number of projections
have been made for the region and are reviewed here.
2001 Comprehensive Plan
The Cambria County Planning Commission (CCPC) provided 2010 population
projections for Portage Borough and Portage Township but since Cassandra
Borough was not involved in that Plan, no projection was made for it. With the
benefit of an actual 2010 population via the Census, the CCPC projection can be
evaluated. Overall, they were relatively close, with the 2,589 projection for
Portage Borough being only 2.7% below the actual population and the 3,723
projection for Portage Township being only 2.2% above the actual 2010
population.
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Later Projections
In 2007 CCPC published projections for all 63 municipalities in the County,
including all three in the Portage Region, using statewide projections that were
made for the State Water Plan (SWP) being carried out by the PA Department of
Environmental Protection. Table D-3 summarizes these and offers a comparison
between actual and projected figures for 2010. As is seen the projection for
Cassandra was considerably below (70.9%) the actual 2010 population of 147,
creating doubt over the validity of the later projections. The projections for Portage
Borough and Township were closer but still below the actual Census figures. The
percent variation is shown in the third column (*).
TABLE D-3
SWP POPULATION PROJECTIONS: 2010 to 2030
Portage Region
Area
Cassandra Borough
Portage Borough
Portage Township
Portage Region

2010
Actual
147
2,638
3,640
6,425

Variation
in 2010*

SWP Projections
2010
2020
2030

+70.9%

86

32

33

+5.9%

2,491

2,189

2,183

+1.4%

3,589

3,348

3,337

+4.2%

6,166

5,569

5,553

Source: US Census for 2010 Actual; Projections as per State Water Plan.
NOTE: * Column shows how much higher 2010 actual figure was than that projected.

Local Projections
By utilizing historic trend data from the past twenty (20) years, alternate
projections were carried out as part of this planning effort. As the name suggests,
utilization of past trends assumes that demography will follow trends already in
evidence. By differing between short-term (10-year) and long-term (20-year)
trends in the past, a projected population range was developed for each
community as summarized in Table D-4.
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TABLE D-4
HISTORIC TREND POPULATION PROJECTIONS: 2010 to 2030
Portage Region
Area

2010
Actual

Cassandra Borough

2020
Projected

2030
Projected

147

127-157

117-167

Portage Borough

2,638

2,447-2,459

2,269-2,292

Portage Township

3,640

3,394-3,445

3,163-3,260

6,425

5,968-6,061

5,549-5,719

Portage Region

2010-30
Change
- 20.4%
to +13.6%
-13.1%
to -13.9%
-10.4%
to - 13.1%
-11.0
to -13.6%

Source: The EADS Group

Again, the above is based on the assumption that recent 20-year trends will
continue with no major in- or out-migration induced by various social or economic
forces. By 2030 it is projected that the region as a whole will sustain a population
decline in the range of 11%-14%, with the small
Barring unforeseen
size and population variations in Cassandra
economic or
creating the possibility for an increase or
residential
decrease there.
Obviously, atypical or
developments,
the
unanticipated occurrences will change the
Region’s population
dynamics and the population, such as an in-flux
decline
is expected to
of families with younger children, a new large
continue.
multi-family residential development or other
residential community.
Note: Cohort Projections are on page 25 of this subsection.
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Age, Race and Sex
The age and sex distribution of residents are
Overall, the
factors in population change and in identifying
communities
in the
the type of services best suited for the majority
region
share
an
ethnic
of their residents. Healthy growth will take
diversity and racial
when there is a balance of age groups, a lower
homogeneity
although
median age and a number of persons in the
age
characteristics
crucial family-forming age groups.
For
vary among the
example, a community with a high percentage
communities.
of young adults in the childbearing years will
result in more rapid growth than a community with a high percentage of senior
citizens. The demand for services, in the younger community would likely be more
for child care facilities and other facilities related to that age group, where demand
for services, in the older community may be for elder care facilities. The 20 to 55
age groupings comprise the range of persons most eligible for family forming and
family/household sustaining. In addition this segment of the population comprises
much of the local labor force, and may be buying and/or selling homes. Any
substantial decline or imbalance in their numbers will impact the birth rate. Trends
in the upper age groups (65 or over) should be examined closely to determine
specialized housing and community facility needs specifically suited for the elderly.
Table D-5 highlights age, race and sex characteristics in a comparative format for
2000 and 2010. The following summarizes major trends and findings:


Sex: Typically in most populations females comprise a slightly higher percentage of
the population than males, and this is generally true in the Portage Region with the
exception of Cassandra. In addition the percentage spread between sexes in Portage
Borough is a bit wider than that for the County and the Township.



Median Age: This is one measure of the general age profile for a given population.
The population of Portage and Cassandra Boroughs is a little younger than that for
Cambria County, although the population of Portage Township is older than that for
the County. Overall, median age has been increasing in recent decades reflecting
various national trends including longer life expectancies and the aging of the “baby
boom” generation.



Population under 5 years of age: This is the pre-school population that is a barometer
for early-childhood needs (i.e. day care) and also provides a short-term forecast for
primary educational needs. Countywide 5% of the population is in this age cohort, a
figure largely reflected locally although the percent composition has declined in the
case of Cassandra and Portage Township.



Population between 5 and 18 years of age: This includes the school age population,
which has been declining countywide and in the Borough and Township of Portage,
but increasing in Cassandra.
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TABLE D-5
AGE, RACE AND SEX PROFILE/COMPARISON
Portage Region and Cambria County
Factor
Population
Sex (% of population)

Cambria County

Cassandra Borough

Portage Borough

Portage Township

2000

2010

2000

2010

2000

2010

2000

2010

152,598

143,679

136

147

2,837

2,638

3,906

3,640

Male
Female

48.5%
51.5%
41.2

49.4%
50.6%
43.8

51.5%
48.5%
38.3

53.7%
46.3%
43.1

46.5%
53.5%
41.7

47.9%
52.1%
42.7

49.6%
50.4%
41.3

50.5%
49.5%
46.3

7,669
5.0%

7,243
5.0%

8
5.9%

7
4.8%

150
5.3

158
6.0%

193
4.9%

160
4.4%

24,376
16.0%

20,992
14.6%

23
15.2%

30
20.4%

436
15.4%

397
15.0%

646
16.6%

533
14.6%

71,295
46.7%

63,266
44.0%

62
45.6%

67
45.6%

1,302
45.9%

1,125
42.6%

1,867
47.8%

1,581
43.4%

30,087
19.7%
151,621
95.8%
2.8%
0.1%
0.4%
0.2%
977
0.6%

27,071
18.8%
141,921
94.1%
3.6%
0.1%
0.5%
0.4%
1,758
1.2%

27
19.9%
136
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0.0%

29
19.7%
143
97.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
4
2.7%

612
21.6%
2822
99.5%
0.1%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
9
0.3%

523
19.8%
2,611
98.6%
0.3%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
27
1.0%

688
17.6%
3,890
99.1%
0.2%
0.0%
0.2%
0.1%
16
0.4%

711
19.5%
3,620
98.8%
0.4%
0.1%
0.2%
0.0%
20
0.5%

Median Age
Under 5 years
Number
Percent

Between 5 and 18 years
Number
Percent

Between 20 and 55 years
Number
Percent

Over 65 years
Number
Percent

Race (Single Race)
White
Black
Native American
Asian
Other

Multi-Racial
Percent of population
Source: US Census
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Population between 20 and 55 years of age: The younger half of this group includes
the family forming ages and in total this group represents the family-sustaining age
cohort, which has been declining countywide and in the Borough and Township of
Portage, but again increasing in Cassandra.



Persons over 65 years: Generally this cohort represents senior citizens, many of
whom may be retired, even though increasingly people are working longer in their
lives. In the past, the aggregate number and percent composition of this group has
been increasing, although this has not been the case in the County, Cassandra and
Portage Borough between 2000-2010. Countywide, approximately 19% of the
population is in this age cohort in 2010, a percentage that is fairly consistent among
the Portage Region communities.



Race: Historically the Portage Region has been comprised of white persons, with
percent black or other race well below the low 5.9% percentage countywide. This
remains true in 2010, with the only notable change among the County and the Portage
region being an increase in the multi-racial population.

With but a few exceptions noted above, the population of the Portage Region
reflects the sex and age characteristics of the County. In terms of age, the
following summarizes the Portage Region as of 2010:


A total of 325 persons are in the pre-school-age cohort, representing
approximately 5% of the population;



A total of 960 persons are in the school-age cohort, representing
approximately 15% of the population;



A total of 2,773 persons are in the family-forming/sustaining cohort,
representing approximately 43% of the population; and



A total of 1,263 persons are in the post-65 age cohort, representing
approximately 20% of the population.

Racially, the Portage Region is more homogeneous than the County as a whole, a
trait shared with much of the non-urban portion of Cambria County.
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Educational Characteristics
The educational attainment of a population group provides a part of the
demographic profile but also may affect other aspects of the community such as
the economic base. Table D-6 provides a comparative educational profile for the
Portage region on the basis of that portion of the population over 25 years of age,
a group generally associated with a large segment of the labor force, as well as for
the population over 3 years of age, a group generally associated with K-12 and
young adult post-secondary education attainment.
TABLE D-6
EDUCATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPARISONS: 2010
Portage Region
Population 3+ yrs enrolled in
school

Jurisdiction/Measure
% enrolled in K12

Pennsylvania
Percent
Cambria County
Percent
Cassandra Borough
Percent
Portage Borough
Percent
Portage Township
Percent

% enrolled in
college or
graduate school

3,172,787
65.7%
28.2%
32,454
71.4%
28.5%
13
15.4%
84.6%
597
69.3%
24.1%
673
73.4%
20.7%

Population 25 yrs+
% with less
than a 9th grade
education

4.0%
4.1%
2.1%
9.8%
5.3%

% with high
school
diploma or
higher

8,558,693
87.4%
102,479
87.6%
97
81.4%
1,855
83.0%
2,719
85.2%

% with
bachelor’s
degree or
higher

26.4%
17.5%
5.2%
8.2%
10.1%

Source: US Census, ACS Survey, 2006-2010

There is a mixed picture on educational enrollment and attainment among the
Portage Region communities. In terms of Kindergarten through 12 th Grade
enrollment, the following emerges:


Overall, the percentages of residents within the Portage Region in the 3+ yrs age
cohort enrolled in a K-12 curriculum vary with the County figure with the Portage
Borough figure lower and the Portage Township figure higher, but both percentages
and that for the County above that for the State. (NOTE: The 15.4% figure for
Cassandra is so low that it suggests difficulties in sampling in the ACS Survey cited
due to the small sample size rather than a true finding.)



Conversely, the percentages of residents within the Portage Borough and Portage
Township in the 3+ yrs age cohort enrolled in college or graduate school are lower
than comparable figures for the county and for the State. This time the figure for
Cassandra is so high that it may again be reflective of sampling difficulties.
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Similarly there is a mixed picture on educational attainment for the population 25
years of age or older:


The portion of the adult population of Portage Township and Portage Borough with
less than a 9th Grade education is in the single-digits but still higher than the
percentages statewide and countywide.



The percentage of the Portage Region adult
population with a High School or higher education
(81% - 85%) is moderately high but still below the
percentages statewide (87%) and countywide
(88%).



The percentage of the Portage Region adult population with a Bachelor’s Degree or
higher (5% - 10%) is relatively low when compared to the percentages statewide
(26%) and countywide (17%).

While educational
attainment measures
have been increasing,
the Region still has
some way to go.

Overall, educational attainment and enrollment have been increasing although in
the case of attainment, the region essentially lags behind the County and the
State. The County also lags behind the State in the percent of population holding
an undergraduate or graduate college degree.
Ancestry and Ethnicity
Table D-7 summarizes the ethnic/ancestry identification of the population in terms
of the percent of the sample identifying for each ethnic group. The sample allows
multiple ethnic identification accounting for individuals with ancestry in more than
one ethnic group. Countywide, the dominant ethnic identifications include German
(34.1%), Irish (18.5%), Italian (11.6%), Polish (11.1%), English (8.4%) and Slovak
(7.5%).


Most of these ethnic groups are similarly or well-represented in two or more of the
Portage Region communities, such as persons who identify with English, German,
Irish, Polish and Slovak ethnicity.



Several ethnic groups are actually over-represented in the Portage region
communities, such as the Germans, Slovaks and Polish in Cassandra; the Italians,
English and Russians in Portage Borough; and the Polish in Portage Township.

While the racial composition of the Portage Region is not diverse, the ethnic
composition certainly is diverse, embracing roots from much of Northern, Southern
and Eastern Europe.
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TABLE D-7
MAJOR NATIONAL ANCENSTRY PROFILE: 2010
Portage Region
Identification
Total Population Sample
American
Arab
Czech
Danish
Dutch
English
French (except Basque)
French Canadian
German
Greek
Hungarian
Irish
Italian
Lithuanian
Norwegian
Polish
Portuguese
Russian
Scotch-Irish
Scottish
Slovak
Sub-Saharan African
Swedish
Swiss
Ukrainian
Welsh
West Indian (ex. Hispanic origin)

Cambria
County
152,598
4.4%
0.5%
0.9%
0.0%
2.4%
8.4%
2.4%
0.1%
34.1%
0.3%
2.7%
18.5%
11.6%
0.4%
0.2%
11.1%
0.0%
1.4%
1.7%
1.8%
7.5%
0.1%
0.5%
0.3%
1.0%
1.9%
0.1%

Cassandra Portage
Borough Borough
129
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.3%
10.1%
1.6%
0.0%
43.4%
0.0%
7.0%
19.4%
0.0%
3.1%
0.0%
20.2%
0.0%
7.0%
1.6%
0.0%
16.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.6%
0.0%

2,649
6.1%
0.0%
3.2%
0.0%
3.4%
12.7%
2.5%
0.0%
26.4%
0.0%
2.1%
9.4%
14.3%
0.9%
0.0%
12.8%
0.0%
10.8%
1.0%
2.8%
4.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.4%
0.0%

Portage
Township
3,682
3.7%
0.0%
1.9%
0.0%
3.0%
8.0%
1.4%
0.0%
33.7%
0.0%
3.5%
15.2%
3.5%
1.0%
0.0%
26.8%
0.0%
1.4%
2.4%
1.9%
8.4%
0.0%
1.1%
0.3%
1.1%
1.9%
0.0%

Source: US Census, 2010
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Households
At first glance, the terms “household” and
Approximately 1/3 of
“family” may be viewed as being synonymous;
all households in the
however, there is an important distinction
Region are non-family
between them. Simply stated, a household is
households, and 29%
one or more persons living together in a
of households consist
housing unit, a family is two or more related
on one person.
persons living together under the same roof.
Thus, a household may include a family, a single person living alone or two or
more unrelated persons living together. To put it another way, every family is a
household, but not every household is a family. There are a number of differences
and similarities related to households and families in the Portage region and the
County. Table D-8 profiles families and households in the Portage Region.
TABLE D-8
FAMILY/HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPARISON: 2010
Portage Region
Factor

Cambria
County

Cassandra Portage
Portage
Borough Borough Township

Number of Families
37,835
42
702
1,038
Number of Husband/Wife
28,671
30
476
836
Families
Comparison: Husband/Wife
75.8%
71.4%
67.8%
80.5%
Families as % of Families
Average Family Size
2.87
2.93
2.87
2.91
Number of Households
58,950
63
1,161
1,455
Average Household Size
2.30
2.33
2.25
2.47
Comparison: Families as %
64.2%
66.6%
60.5%
71.3%
of Households
Single Person Households
Number
18,390
20
396
356
% of Total
31.2%
31.7%
34.1%
24.5%
Households with Individuals 65+ years old
Number
19,407
19
400
490
% of Total
32.9%
30.2%
34.5%
33.7%
Families with Related Children under 18 years
Number
15,236
18
315
365
% of Total
40.3%
42.9%
44.9%
35.2%
Husband/Wife Families with Related Children under 18 years
Number
10,052
12
173
279
% of Total
35.1
40.0%
36.3
33.4
Source: US Census, 2010
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The information suggests the following for the Portage Region:


Families: Countywide, the “classic” husband/wife family comprises just over 75% of
all families, meaning that approximately one-quarter of all families lack either a
husband or a wife. Comparatively, the same percentages for Cassandra and
especially Portage Borough are lower while that for the Township is higher.
o Countywide, families comprise 64% of all households, meaning that 36% of
households are non-families.
Only in Portage Borough (61%) is the
percentage lower than that for the County.
o The average family size is fairly consistent for all compared at just under 3
persons.
o Countywide, approximately 40% of all families have school-age or pre-school
age children, while the percentage is higher in the Boroughs of Cassandra
(43%) and Portage (45%) but lower in Portage Township (35%).
o Countywide, approximately 35% of husband/wife families have school-age or
pre-school age children, while the percentage is higher in the Boroughs of
Cassandra (40%) and Portage (36%) but lower in Portage Township (33%).



Households: Countywide, there are 58,950 households, meaning that there are
21,115 non-family households. There are 21 non-family households in Cassandra,
459 in Portage Borough and 417 in Portage Township.
o The average household size in the County is 2.30 persons, higher than that in
Portage Borough (2.25), lower than that in Portage Township (2.47) and nearly
identical to that in Cassandra (2.33).
o Countywide, single-person households (i.e. one person living alone) account
for 31% of all households, with the corresponding higher percentage in
Portage Borough (34%), lower percentage in Portage Township (25%) and
identical percentage in Cassandra (31%).
o Countywide, approximately one-third of households include individuals over 65
years of age. The percentage in Cassandra is a little lower (30%), while it is a
little higher in Portage Borough (35%) and Portage Township (34%)

There are a number of similarities and differences among the Portage Region
communities and the County in relation to households and families:


Single person households and households with individuals over 65 years of age
(some overlap most likely) comprise an important segment of the Portage region.



The majority of families and of husband/wife families in the Portage region do not have
school-age or pre-school age children.



Non-family households comprise are an important segment of the community, but
especially so in Portage Borough where they comprise nearly 40% of all households.
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Source of Income
Households are sustained by income received
Households rely on
from any number of sources. People receive
various types of
income from earnings, such as wages,
income for
salaries and profits, retirement and Social
sustainability, ranging
Security payments, and various governmental
from wages/salaries
programs including public assistance and
to assistance.
Supplemental Social security Income (SSI).
The sources of income reflect aspects of local
demographics and are critical for future planning. Table D-9 comparatively
summarizes the source of incomes for households in the County and Portage
Region as of 2010. It should be noted that a household may receive income from
several sources; thus, the percentages reflect the percent of households receiving
income from each source and thus for any community will not total 100%.
Table D-9
INCOME PROFILE FOR HOUSEHOLDS: 2000
Portage Region and Cambria County
Households/Type of
Income
Households in Sample
With Earnings
Mean Annual Earnings
With Social Security
Mean Annual Social Security
With Retirement
Mean Annual Retirement
With SSI
Mean Annual SSI
With Cash Public Assistance

Cambria
County
58,802
40,631
(69.1%)
$53,506
23,350
(39.7%)
$15,140
16,455
(28.0%)
$13,690
3,303
(5.6%)
$7,807
2,057
(3.5%)
$1,793
6,573
(11.2%)

Mean Cash Public Assistance
With Food Stamp/SNAP
benefits in the past 12 months
Source: US Census, ACS Survey 2006-2010

Cassandra
Borough
60
45
(75.0%)
$57,004
22
(36.7%)
$15,341
13
(21.7%)
$8,438
0
(0.0%)
NA
0
(0.0%)
NA
0
(0.0%)

Portage
Borough
1,102
690
(62.6%)
$43,192
468
(42.5%)
$13,295
326
(29.6%)
$14,155
125
(11.3%)
$7,161
79
(7.2%)
$1,286
181
(16.4%)

Portage
Township
1,502
1,141
(76.0%)
$48,894
615
(40.9%)
$15,150
526
(35.0%)
$11,926
13
(0.9%)
$5,815
26
(1.7%)
$2,431
71
(4.7%)

The following summarizes and compares this data:


Countywide, just under 70% of households derive income from earnings, a figure
somewhat higher than that in Portage Borough (63%) but lower than that in
Cassandra (75%) and Portage Township (76%), reflecting more working
households in the latter two communities. The annual average earnings in
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Portage Township and Borough are below that for the County although the
Cassandra average is notably higher.


Countywide, 40% of households depend on Social Security to some degree.
While the percentages vary somewhat this is largely reflected in the Portage
Region, although a slightly lower percentage of Cassandra households and a
slightly higher percentage of Portage Borough households rely on Social Security
as income. The average income from this source is lower in Portage Borough
most likely reflecting lower past earnings by current Borough residents.



Countywide, 28% of households rely on retirement income to some degree. The
same figure in Cassandra is much lower (22%), slightly higher in Portage Borough
(30%) and much higher in the Township (35%). Average retirement income in
Portage Borough is somewhat higher than that for the County but considerably
lower in Cassandra and the Township.



Countywide, just under 6% of households receive SSI assistance, while nearly
12% of Portage Borough households receive this assistance. Percentages in the
Township and Cassandra are near or at 0%.



Countywide, 3.5% of households receive cash Public Assistance payments as at
least part of their income, while 7% of Portage Borough households receive this
assistance. Percentages are lower in the Township (2%) and at 0% in Cassandra.



Countywide, just over 11% of households received Food Stamp/Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits. Again the percentage in the
Township is lower (5%), higher in Portage Borough (16%) and at zero in
Cassandra.

Overall, while earnings are critical for all Portage Region communities and
households, Social Security and retirement income are also significant income
sources. In addition, Portage Borough households have a greater degree of
reliance on several of the assistance programs tailored towards meeting basic
needs than other residents in the Region.
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Summary - Demographics
The review and analysis of population identifies certain trends and profiles related
to residents of the Portage Region.


The population has been steadily declining in the County as well as in the
Portage Region in recent decades and in lieu of presently unforeseen
circumstances this trend is expected to continue.



The Portage region shares in the homogeneous racial profile of the nonurban portion of the County, but has a high degree of ethnic diversity.



Portage Borough and Cassandra Borough have a somewhat younger
median age profile than the County while that of Portage Township is a bit
older.



The countywide decline in pre-school and school-age residents is evident in
the Borough and Township of Portage but not in Cassandra.



Regionally, there is no real growth in the critical young-adult and middle age
grouping and stability in the post-65 population, both trends reflecting
countywide trends.



Educational attainment levels in the Portage Region are below those of the
County and State.



Characteristics of the household profile in the Portage region (i.e. lower
average household sizes, percent of 1-person households, family
forming/sustaining percentages) largely reflect the County profile although
the prevalence of families in general and husband/wife families is greater in
the Township.



Households in Cassandra and Portage Township largely conform to the
County profile in terms of income sources, although a greater portion of
those in Portage Borough are more reliant on Social Security, SSI and
SNAP.

The analysis of demographics and population is a key component of the planning
process as it helps to gain an appreciation of an area over a period and time and
not necessary as a snapshot of today’s conditions. The results highlight historic
trends and projected future conditions and establish a reference point from which
planning, policy evaluation and management of programs develop, and a sense of
demographic conditions and trends is a prerequisite for future planning.
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Cohort Projections (II B 2b)
Table D-10 below presents population projects by major age cohort for the 202023 period, based on the review and analysis of cohort changes in evidence in the
area during 2000-2010.

D-10
Historic Trend Cohort Projection – 2020/2023
Age Cohort
Under 5 years old
5-18 Years
19-54 years
55-64 years
65+ years
TOTALS

2020 Projected Range

2023 Projected Range

269 – 273
835 – 848
2,626 – 2,667
984 – 1,000
1,253 – 1,273
5,968 – 6,061

234 - 239
819 – 836
2,516 – 2,567
994 – 1,015
1,287 – 1,313
5,850 – 5,970

The projections suggest a continuation of a declining trend in the pre-school and
school-age cohorts, as well as relative stagnation to decline among the family
forming/wage earning 19-54 cohort. The maturization of the population is
expected to continue as the “baby boom” generation ages.
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Economic Base – Profile and Trends (II B 2c)
The analysis of the local economic base is critical for planning purposes since
economics affect all aspects of community life. Information on the local economy is
available from a number of sources including the U.S. Census Bureau and the
Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry. This information is most meaningful
when it is both localized and viewed in a comparative manner among figures for the
larger region and over time. This subsection presents significant historic economic data
in relation to statewide and countywide figures for identified base years as a context.
Information is also given for the most current year possible. The type of economic data
available at the municipal level is very limited, and much of that is from the US Census
American Community Survey: 2006/10. Other information is available no lower than
the County level and relevant data will be shown as a context. This subsection will start
with the identification of larger trends and findings at the County level then proceed to a
more localized analysis of the economic base in a comparative framework.
General County and Regional Findings and Trends
This subsection reviews major economic base conditions and trends for Cambria
County, especially in relation to long-term conditions and changes in a comparative
framework.
Unemployment and Employment
The unemployment rate is an important economic indicator, providing a relatively wellunderstood snapshot of the strength of the local labor market. In general, places with
low unemployment rates have healthy economies, as a low unemployment rate signifies
that most people who want to work have been able to find jobs. This is not always the
case; however, as a low unemployment rate might signify that all of the unemployed
people have moved out of the region, the sign of an unhealthy economy.
Over the past 25 years, Pennsylvania's unemployment rate has fluctuated according to
national business cycles. Generally, in prosperous times county unemployment rates
are relatively low, and in times of national economic downturn, unemployment rates in
Pennsylvania tend to move higher. The County and region are still working through the
economic crisis that began in 2007-08, commonly referred to as “The Great Recession”.
Table EB-1 places information for the 1990-2010 period in a comparative framework in
relation to annual rates for the Commonwealth as well as for adjacent counties. Table
EB-2 summarizes changes in labor force, employment and unemployment in a
comparative framework for the same period.
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TABLE EB-1
Comparative Context – Labor Force, Employment and Unemployment for Select Years
Cambria County, Surrounding Counties and Pennsylvania

Area
Bedford
County
Blair
County
Cambria
County
Clearfield
County
Indiana
County
Somerset
County
Westmoreland
County

Pennsylvania

Labor
Force

1990
Employed
Unemployment
Rate
Persons
Persons

Labor
Force

1999
Employed
Persons

Unemployment
Persons

Rate

Labor Force
% Change
1990-99

Employed
% Change
1990-99

Labor
Force

2010
Employed
Persons

Persons

Rate

Unemployment

21,800

19,800

1,900

8.9

24,600

23,300

1,300

5.4

+12.8%

+17.8%

24,400

21,800

2,600

10.7

60,700

56,300

4,500

7.3

62,900

60,100

2,800

4.4

+3.6%

+6.7%

64,200

59,300

4,900

7.7

66,900

62,000

4,900

7.4

66,400

63,000

3,400

5.1

-0.7%

+1.6%

68,400

61,900

6,500

9.4

34,900

31,500

3,300

9.5

39,900

37,300

2,600

6.5

+14.3%

+18.4%

40,800

36,700

4,100

10.1

39,000

36,200

2,800

7.2

41,400

39,100

2,300

5.5

+6.2%

+8.0%

47,400

43,500

3,900

8.2

34,900

32,500

2,500

7.1

38,200

36,300

2,000

5.1

+9.5%

+11.7%

39,000

35,300

3,700

9.5

171,600

161,600

10,000

5.9

181,800

172,900

8,900

4.9

+5.9%

+7.0%

186,700

171,200

15,500

8.3

5,827,000

5,510,000

317,000

5.4

6,078,000

5,810,000

268,000

4.4

+4.3%

+5.4%

6,340,000

5,791,000

549,000

8.7

Source: PA Dept of Labor and Industry; The figures reflect data by place of residence

TABLE EB-2
Comparative Change – Labor Force, Employment and Unemployment: 1990-2010
Cambria County, Surrounding Counties and Pennsylvania

Area
Bedford County
Blair County
Cambria County
Clearfield County
Indiana County
Somerset County
Westmoreland County

Pennsylvania

Labor Force
% Change 1990-2010

+11.9%
+5.8%
+2.2%
+16.9%
+21.5%
+11.7%
+8.8%
+ 8.8%

Employed Persons
% Change 1990-2010

+10.1%
+5.3%
-0.2%
+16.5%
+20.2%
+8.6%
+5.9%
+7.0%

Unemployed Persons
% Change 1990-2010

+42.1%
+4.4%
+32.6%
+24.2%
+25.0%
+36.0%
+49.0%
+63.7%

Source: PA Dept of Labor and Industry, as interpreted by The EADS Group
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As is seen in the above table, 62,000 County residents were employed and 4,900 were
unemployed and seeking or available for work in 1990. In 1999, 63,000 County
residents were employed and 3,400 were unemployed, a time of relative economic
stability. By 2010, employment dropped to 61,900 and unemployment increased to
6,500. An analysis of the tables shows the following comparative trends for Cambria
County:


Employment Levels: In Cambria County the number of persons employed has not
significantly increased since 1990, actually decreasing by 0.2%. In a comparative
context, this shows that Cambria County has not shown the increase in employment
levels as is shown in the surrounding counties or in the Commonwealth.



Labor Force: A similar trend is experienced for labor force which grew by only 2.2%,
well behind surrounding counties where increases are in the range of 68% - 220%.



Unemployed Persons: The number of unemployed persons in Cambria County
increased by 32.6% between 1990 and 2010, an increase that is below or on par
with all surrounding counties with the exception of Blair.

The annual 9.4% unemployment rate in 2010 for Cambria County is actually the median
of the seven counties compared, below the rates for Bedford, Clearfield and Somerset,
but above those for Blair, Indiana and Westmoreland, and higher than that for the
Commonwealth (8.7%).
More Recent Trends
In March 2012 the County unemployment rate stood at 8.6%, slightly up from the figures
for December 2011 when the rate was 8.2% but lower than the 9.6% rate in January
2009 when the full effects of The Great Recession rippled through the area economy.
However, the March 2012 County rate was still somewhat higher than the statewide
7.0% unemployment figure for this same period.
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Economic Base Profile – Major Employers
According to the Center for Workforce Development, the top 10 major employers in
Cambria County as of the 3rd Quarter of 2011 were the following:
Major Employer











Conemaugh Valley Memorial Hospital
The County of Cambria
Wal-Mart Associates Inc
Concurrent Technologies Corporation
St. Francis University
American Red Cross Blood Services
University of Pittsburgh
Lockheed Martin Aeroparts, Inc.
Sheetz, Inc.
Conemaugh Health Initiatives Inc

Industry Sector
Health Care and Social Assistance
Public Administration
Retail Trade
Professional and Technical Services
Educational Services
Health Care and Social Assistance
Educational Services
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Professional and Technical Services

The next ten major employers are as follows:
 Greater Johnstown School District
 Laurel Technologies
 Metlife Group Inc
 Forest Hills School District
 Alleghenies Unlimited Care Provider
 Cambria Care Center
 Mount Aloysius College
 Childrens Behavioral Health
 Arbutus Park Manor
 Galliker Dairy

The importance of a balanced industry base in the County economy is important to the
County, constituent communities and the larger region as well. The above listing of
major employers shows some diversity in that healthcare, education and defense
industries together play an important role in an area once dominated by coal mining and
steel and associated industry. This mix of industries highlights an evolving industrial
trend in the County in that no one single industry is relied upon to support the county’s
economy, and also indicates that over one-half of the top businesses in the County are
located in the Johnstown/Richland area.
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Patterns in Wages
Table EB-3 provides a much more localized analysis of wages in Cambria County
reflecting average weekly wages by business sector for 2001 and 2009 and changes in
wages between those years, as well as some recently available figures for 2010 as a
context. The table also provides an adjustment for inflation that translates the
aggregate change into a “real” change.









Four (4) industry sectors dominate in terms of offering relatively high wages (i.e.
50,000+/year), namely Mining, Quarrying, and Oil/Gas Extraction; Utilities;
Professional, scientific and technical services; and Management of companies
and enterprises, although all but one show a slight retrenchment by 2010;
There have been “aggregate” (i.e. unadjusted) wage increases in all but three
sectors, with some being substantial (i.e. mining/quarrying/oil/gas extraction,
utilities, “other” services and manufacturing) and most being slight to moderate;
The aggregate decline in wages were in the forestry/agriculture and related
sector, the real estate and management sectors;
After adjusting for inflation, substantial real wage increases occurred in the same
sectors noted as experiencing substantial aggregate increases although the
percent increase is obviously lower; and
Some aggregate increases sustained by select sectors actually became real
decreases within the context of inflationary forces over the 2001-09 period (i.e.
wholesale, information, health care/social service and accommodations/food
services), simply due to the fact that a modest aggregate increase was negated
by inflation in each case.

While it is desirable that wages increase it is also apparent that in some sectors these
increases may not keep pace with increases in the cost of living. Several of these
sectors are especially important to Cambria County in terms of employment, such as
health care and accommodations/food services.
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TABLE EB-3
Comparison of Average Weekly Wages – 2001 and 2009
Cambria County

Sector
Forestry, fishing, hunting, and agriculture support
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil/Gas Extraction
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation & warehousing
Information
Finance & insurance
Real estate & rental & leasing
Professional, scientific & technical services
Management of companies & enterprises
Admin, support, waste mgt, remediation services
Educational services
Health care and social assistance
Arts, entertainment & recreation
Accommodation & food services
Other services (except public administration)

Average Weekly
Wages
2001
2009
$349
$336
$649
$1,139
$1,131
$1,633
$536
$723
$539
$785
$645
$730
$313
$408
$461
$605
$576
$691
$622
$800
$584
$545
$784
$1,025
$1,250
$1,246
$337
$443
$462
$630
$564
$676
$235
$267
$179
$216
$276
$390

% Change
2001-2009 Unadjusted
-3.7%
+75.5%
+44.4%
+34.9%
+45.6%
+13.2%
+30.4%
+31.2%
+20.0%
+28.6%
-6.7%
+30.7%
-0.3%
+31.5%
+36.4%
+19.9%
+13.6%
+20.7%
+41.3%

% Change
2001-2009
Adjusted
-20.5%
+44.9%
+19.2%
+11.3%
+20.2%
-6.6%
+7.6%
+8.3%
-1.0%
+6.2%
-23.0%
+7.9%
-17.7%
+8.5%
+12.6&
-1.1%
-6.2%
-0.4%
+16.6%

2010
Average
Weekly Wages
$328
$1,242
$1,569
$755
$795
$754
$413
$617
$697
$797
$526
$1,095
$1,165
$474
$633
$700
$250
$218
$404

Source: PA Dept of Labor and Industry as adjusted by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, with Consumer Price
Indexes (1.2114 applied against 2001 wages as per CPI)
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Local Economic Base
This subsection provides local information on the economic base of the Portage Area,
first using place of residence data (where people live) then place of work data (where
people work). The source for both is the US Census Bureau, and both types of data are
useful in different ways to analyze the local economic base. Unfortunately the selection
of the latter data is very limited, confined to the number of businesses in specific
business categories, but this information is augmented by information from a survey of
businesses conducted during the planning process.
Employment Status
Table EB-4 presents an economic profile using place of residence data.









That portion of the population over 16 years of age considered to be in the labor
force is commonly referred to as the participation rate. As is seen, when compared
to County rates, the municipal rates vary considerably so that by 2010 a higher
percentage of Cassandra and Portage Township residents and lower percentage of
Portage Borough residents were in the labor force. The participation rates for
Cassandra and Portage Township increased since 2000, while that for Portage
Borough decreased.
Interestingly, unemployment rates are comparatively lower for Study Area
municipalities when compared to the County rates, and the percentages actually
decreased between 2000 and 2010.
The average commute time among Study Area residents is higher than that for the
County as a whole. Hovering just above or below 25 minutes.
An occupational profile provides an idea of what people do for a living. Figures for
the County show a relatively diverse array of occupations. Overall, a lower
percentage of Study Area residents are involved in sales and office occupations
while a greater percentage is in the production-related occupations when compared
to County figures. Service occupations are comparatively important to residents of
the Borough and Township of Portage, while construction, extraction and
maintenance occupations are comparatively important to residents of Cassandra
and Portage Township.
An industrial profile suggests Manufacturing; Professional, Scientific, Management,
Administrative and Waste Management Services and Finance, Insurance and Real
Estate business sectors are less critical for employment among Study Area
communities than for the County as a whole. Retailing; Educational, Health and
Social Services and Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Accommodations and Food
Services are especially critical employers for Portage Borough residents, while
Public Administration is important for both Portage Township and Portage Borough
residents and Construction is critical for Cassandra residents, when comparisons
are made with Countywide figures.
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TABLE EB-4
Economic Base Overview – Portage Area Employment and Commutation Profile/Comparison
Factor

Cambria County
2000
2010

Cassandra Borough
2000
2010

Portage Borough
2000
2010

Portage Township
2000
2010

Employment Status
Population over 16 yrs
In Labor Force
Participation Rate
% Unemployed

Ave. commute time
Occupation
Mgt., Professional, related
Service Occupations
Sales & Office
Farming, Fishing, Forestry
Const., Extraction & Maint.
Production & Related

Industry
Agr, Forestry, Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale
Retail
Transp. & Warehousing
Information
F.I.R.E.*
P. S. M.A.WM**.
Ed, Health & Social Services

124,713
67,088
53.8%
8.8%
21.9 min.
61,115
27.9%
18.6%
25.4%
0.5%
10.3%
17.2%
61,115
1.7%
6.3%
11.5%
3.0%
12.9%
6.4%
2.0%
5.7%
6.8%
25.5%
7.3%
5.5%
5.4%

119,696
67,231
56.2%
7.5%
22.3 min.
62,171
30.3%
20.3%
24.1%
10.3%
15.1%
62,171
1.7%
6.4%
10.2%
2.4%
11.8%
6.1%
1.6%
4.8%
8.1%
28.1%
7.4%
5.3%
6.1%

84
41
48.8%
7.3%
38.5 min.
38
26.3%
18.4%
13.2%
0.0%
26.3%
15.8%
38
0.0%
5.3%
10.5%
5.3%
15.8%
21.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
23.7%
7.9%
10.5%
0.0%

119
86
72.3%
7.0%
24.9 min.
80
31.3%
18.8%
13.8%
18.8%
17.5%
80
0.0%
28.8%
8.8%
2.5%
21.3%
2.5%
0.0%
2.5%
3.8%
22.5%
5.0%
0.0%
2.5%

2,325
1,261
54.2%
14.0%
25.2 min.
1,085
26.8%
19.9%
22.7%
0.0%
7.9%
22.7%
1,085
0.5%
5.5%
16.5%
6.3%
11.8%
5.5%
0.9%
4.1%
6.4%
26.6%
9.3%
3.6%
3.0%

2,142
992
46.3%
6.7%
24.1 min.
926
24.8%
31.7%
18.9%
6.4%
18.1%
926
0.0%
3.2%
7.0%
1.7%
15.8%
5.1%
0.4%
2.6%
5.0%
33.7%
10.5%
4.8%
10.3%

3,189
1,750
54.9%
8.1%
27.1 min.
1,608
24.6%
19.0%
25.9%
0.5%
10.5%
19.4%
1,608
1.6%
8.1%
14.9%
3.4%
13.8%
7.7%
1.4%
2.4%
4.9%
21.6%
8.4%
5.5%
6.4%

3,082
1,869
60.6%
3.5%
27.7 min.
1,803
16.9%
32.9%
23.0%
15.0%
12.1%
1,803
0.0%
6.7%
12.9%
2.0%
11.4%
8.4%
1.9%
0.4%
6.4%
27.2%
7.6%
6.0%
9.0%

A.E.R.A.FS.***
Other Services
Public Administration
Source: US Census Bureau; 2000 Census and Data Set: 2006-2010 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
NOTES: Farming, Fishing and Forestry and Construction, Extraction and Maintenance separate in 2000 but combined in 2010 under Natural
Resources, Construction, and Maintenance occupations
*
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
**
Professional, Scientific, Management, Administrative and Waste Management Services
***
Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Accommodations and Food Services
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Overall, Table EB-4 shows the relative decline in the importance of manufacturing as an
employer, and the rise of health, educational and social services as well as the
professional and related services as sources of employment for Study Area residents.
For clarification between industrial and occupational data consider the construction
company manager and a bank manager. While both would be grouped in the
managerial occupational grouping in the Occupation Grouping portion on Table EB-4,
the construction manager would be classified in the construction category and the bank
manager would be in the financial, insurance and real estate industry group.
Income and Related
Table EB-5 reviews information on incomes and poverty within a comparative context
for Study Area residents, again by place of residence. It is worth noting that the 2000
Census documents income.




Median income has increased across the board as one would expect, although there
are variations in that incomes in the Boroughs lag considerably behind that for the
County while median income in the Township remains above that for the County.
There is considerable variation within the Study Area and within the context of the
County among the various income ranges. While the many permutations nearly defy
generalization, the following may be drawn:
o

o

o



There is a comparative overrepresentation in the lower income ranges (i.e. below
$15,000) in 2000 among Portage Borough residents but an underrepresentation in
the moderate to higher income groupings (i.e. $35,000+). By 2010, there are higher
percentages in low-to-moderate income groupings ($15,000-$35,000) among
Portage Borough residents.
Generally it is the opposite in Portage Township with a higher percentage of
residents in the middle and upper income groups, with the exception of the very
highest income groups, and a lower percent in the lower income groups during both
Census years.
While there are some similarities with Portage Borough, Cassandra is a little tougher
to generalize, perhaps due to size and/or suspected inaccuracies in the 2000
Census, but in 2010 there is a higher percentage of residents in the low-to-moderate
income groupings ($15,000-$35,000) and one of the higher income groupings
($100,000-$149,999).

The poverty profile and comparison essentially show some mixed changes between
2000 and 2010 with the countywide percent of families in poverty essentially
unchanged but a slight increase in individuals in poverty. Comparisons with the
County reveal the following:
o

o

o

Even though the comparison for Portage Borough shows a higher percentage of
families and individuals in poverty, the percentages are declining between 2000 and
2010.
There is a positive trend in Portage Township with the comparatively low percent of
families in poverty declining, and a more noticeable decline in the percent of
individuals in poverty.
In Cassandra, poverty among families is suggested to be non-existent and the
percent of individuals in poverty is relatively low and declining over time.
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TABLE EB-5
Economic Base Overview – Portage Area Income and Poverty Profile/Comparison
Factor
Income in Prior Year
Households Tallied

Cambria County
2000
2010

Cassandra Borough
2000
2010

Portage Borough
2000
2010

Portage Township
2000
2010

60,568
12.1%
10.3%
18.9%
16.1%
17.6%
15.3%
5.6%
2.6%
0.5%
1.0%
$30,179

58,802
8.3%
7.9%
15.0%
13.8%
15.5%
19.1%
11.0%
6.8%
1.4%
1.2%
$39,574

48
12.5%
8.3%
25.0%
8.3%
18.8%
22.9%
4.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
$28,750

60
3.3%
0.0%
20.0%
26.7%
13.3%
16.7%
8.3%
8.3%
0.0%
3.3%
$33,750

1,237
16.9%
12.5%
21.3%
15.4%
14.1%
11.8%
5.1%
1.5%
0.0%
1.3%
$24,548

1,102
8.5%
6.4%
19.4%
25.1%
13.2%
14.2%
9.1%
3.9%
0.0%
0.0%
$32,656

1,448
8.9%
8.8%
16.2%
18.8%
19.1%
18.4%
5.5%
3.5%
0.3%
0.6%
$33,050

1,502
3.8%
4.3%
16.4%
14.0%
22.8%
18.5%
11.9%
7.1%
1.3%
0.0%
$43,535

# Families below poverty

3,827

NA

0

NA

105

NA

60

NA

% of families below
poverty
% of group with children
under 18
% of female headed
households
# Individuals below poverty

9.4%

9.6%

0.0%

0.0%

14.0%

12.7%

5.6%

4.7%

15.7%

19.0%

0.0%

0.0%

21.3%

19.5%

12.7%

13.2%

29.1%

30.1%

0.0%

0.0%

18.0%

32.0%

11.6%

23.3%

18,111

NA

9

NA

517

NA

481

NA

% of individuals below
12.5%
13.7%
8.2%
3.2%
18.3%
14.6%
poverty
% of 18 and older group
11.1%
11.5%
10.7%
3.4%
16.9%
12.7%
below poverty
% of 65 and older group
9.3%
8.7%
11.4%
6.7%
5.5%
7.0%
below poverty
Source: US Census Bureau; 2000 Census and Data Set: 2006-2010 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

12.4%

7.8%

10.8%

5.6%

12.9%

5.6%

Less than $10,000
$10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 to $199,999
$200,000 or more

Median Household
Income
Poverty Status
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o
o

o


The percent of female headed households in poverty in Portage Borough essentially
equals the rate for the County, with just under one-third of these households in
poverty.
Poverty among individuals over 65 is a relative moderate problem with approximately
9% of these persons in poverty countywide in either Census year. With but a few
exceptions (e.g. Cassandra and Portage Township in 2000), the Study Area
percentages for senior citizen poverty are rather low.
Perhaps a greater issue is the nearly 20% of Portage Borough families with school
age children in poverty, a figure that mirrors the County percentage.

Table EB-6 below places the change in Median Income into the perspective of
accounting for the impacts of inflation on the cost of living and relative wealth, by
adjusting the median income from 2000 into 2010 dollars then comparing it with the
actual 2010 figure.
o

o

In essence, while the County, Portage Borough and Portage Township median
incomes increased by approximately one-third between 2000-2010, after adjusting
for the cost of living these increases are reduced to single digits.
Again Cassandra is a bit of an anomaly sustaining an unadjusted 17% increase in
median household income between 2000 and 2010, which translates into an
adjusted decrease of nearly 9%.

TABLE EB-6
Economic Base Overview – Adjusted Portage Area Income

Location
Cambria
County
Portage
Borough
Portage
Township
Cassandra
Borough

2000
Median
Income
$30,179

2010
Median
Income
$39,574

%
Adjusted Adjusted %
Change
2000
Change
2000-10
Income
2000-10
+31.1%
$38,863
+1.8%

$24,548

$32,656

+33.0%

$31,611

+3.3%

$33,050

$43,535

+31.7%

$42,560

+2.3%

$28,750

$33,750

+17.4%

$37,022

-8.8%

Source: EADS calculations based on US Census Bureau with adjustments for 2000 figure as per
Consumer Price Indexes (1.2878 applied against 1999 wages as per CPI)

Notes on Poverty
Poverty figures and percentages are typically given in most planning reports, but not
really discussed in detail or given in a perspective. Poverty thresholds are established
for various sizes and types of households in the United States. Table E-7 provides
information on historic poverty thresholds for certain household sizes for select years for
background information.
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Table EB-7
Poverty Thresholds for Household Sizes by Select Year
Year

Annual Income for Household Size
1 person

1959
1965
1969
1975
1979
1985
1989
1995
1999
2005
2009
2010
2011

$1,467
$1,582
$1,840
$2,724
$3,689
$5,469
$6,310
$7,763
$8,499
$9,973
$10,956
$11,139
$11,702

2 persons

$1,894
$2,048
$2,383
$3,506
$4,725
$6,998
$8,076
$9,933
$10,864
$12,755
$13,991
$14,218
$15,063

3 persons

4 persons

$2,324
$2,514
$2,924
$4,293
$5,784
$8,573
$9,885
$12,158
$13,289
$15,577
$17,098
$17,374
$17,595

$2,973
$3,223
$3,743
$5,500
$7,412
$10,989
$12,674
$15,569
$17,030
$19,971
$21,954
$22,314
$23,201

5 persons

$3,506
$3,797
$4,415
$6,499
$8,775
$13,007
$14,990
$18,408
$20,128
$23,613
$25,991
$26,439
$27,979

6 persons

$3,944
$4,264
$4,958
$7,316
$9,914
$14,696
$16,921
$20,804
$22,730
$26,683
$29,405
$29,897
$32,181

Source: US Census Bureau; Historical Poverty Tables; 2012

As is seen, the actual threshold that is set nationally to establish poverty varies by size
of household, and increases reflecting the impact of inflation.
Economic Data by Place of Work
The above local level information was on a place of residence basis and as previously
noted, little information is available on a place of work basis for small communities. The
exception is some basic survey information gathered by the US Census Bureau for the
Economic Census every five (5) years. The Bureau does point out that this is a survey
and not a census per se, susceptible to sampling errors, missing information, lack of
user participation, etc. However it does provide some local information on the types of
businesses located, in this case, within the Portage Zip Code area (i.e. 15946). Table
EB-8 depicts information on the number of establishments in select sectors for 1997,
2002 and 2007.
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TABLE EB-8
Economic Base Overview – Select Businesses in Portage Zip Code
2002 and 2007 Comparison
Type of Business
Retail
Professional, Scientific & Technical
Services
Health Care & Social Assistance
Educational Services
Administrative & Support and Waste
Management
Arts, Entertainment & Recreation
Accommodations & Food Services
Other Services

Number of Establishments
1997
2002
2007
25
22
19
2
2
1
7
NA
2

18
NA
3

18
1
1

2
16
9

6
12
8

3
14
12

Source: US Census Bureau, Economic Census Survey

While not depicting the complete business picture, the data suggests some local trends
in relation to business conditions within the Portage Zip Code:





Local retailing is on a decline although Health Care and Social Assistance services
are increasing;
There has been a wide swing in Arts, Entertainment and Recreation establishments;
There are relatively few Professional, Scientific & Technical Services and
Administrative & Support and Waste Management services establishments; and
There is some stability in Accommodations & Food Service and Other Service
establishments.

Although there are some “common sense” types of findings in Table EB-8, it is not
obvious which may just reflect the sampling issues noted previously.
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Business Survey
During April 2012, members of the Portage Area Regional Planning Commission
(PARPC) distributed questionnaires to businesses in and around Portage as a means of
gathering localized business and economic. The questionnaire was developed in
consultation with the PARPC and a copy of the questionnaire is included in the
Appendix. A stamped and addressed return envelope was provided addressed to the
planning consultant. In addition, a link for a connection to an on-line version of the
survey was also made available. All returned paper questionnaires were inputted into
the on-line collector. In total, 47 completed questionnaires were returned, via paper or
on-line representing an estimated return of 42%. The following summarizes results for
the responding business base.
Background and Profile

Just over one-third of the businesses offer personal and/or households services,
including plumbing, contracting, hairstyling and repair services, while food
products/services, medical/dental services and automotive related services each
account for approximately 10% of the responding businesses. Retailing was split
between those offering convenience goods (e.g. gifts, household items, etc.) and
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account for nearly 9% of the respondents, while retailers offering large comparison
shopping goods (e.g. vehicles, appliances, etc.) account for 4% of the respondents.
Thus, retailing as a whole accounted for 13% of the respondents. Fortunately, many of
the business categories were represented in the responses with the exception of
recreation services, attractions/amusements, rental equipment and wholesaling.
Respondents generally have been in business for a long period of time, with 67% in
business for more than 20 years, as noted below:

Response
Percent

Answer Options

2.2%
4.3%
13.0%
13.0%
67.4%
answered question
skipped question

Less than 2 years
2-5 years
6-10 years
11-20 years
More than 20 years

Response
Count
1
2
6
6
31
46
1

In addition, business property owners account for 75% of the respondents, as
summarized below:
Response
Percent

Answer Options

75.0%
25.0%
answered question
skipped question

Own
Rent

Response
Count
33
11
44
3

As a whole, the 47 responding businesses provide a total of 361 jobs, translating into
approximately 8 jobs per business, with 44 businesses having one or more full-time
workers and 31 having one or more part-time workers.
Answer Options

Response
Average

Total
Jobs

% of
Jobs

Response
Count

Full-time employees
Part-time employees
TOTAL

5.73
3.52
8.02

252
109
361

69.8%
30.2%
100%

44
31
45

answered question
skipped question

47
0

Nearly 70% of the jobs provided are of the full-time variety, a relatively high percentage
especially in a small trading area.
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Finally, just under three-fourths of the responding businesses have local ownership or
management by a resident of the Portage Area, with 20% owned or managed by a
resident of another Cambria County community. This reflects a locally rooted business
community with a personal stake in the area in which they do business.

Answer Options

Response
Percent

73.3%
A year-round resident of the Portage Area
4.4%
A part-time resident of the Portage Area
20.0%
A resident of another Cambria County Community
2.2%
A resident of an adjacent County
Other; none of the above applies
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
33
2
9
1
3
45
2

Business Hours
The tables on the following page detail the opening and closing hours – business hours
– for the responding businesses. While the Portage area businesses may be
characterized as “weekday businesses” there are some interesting characteristics. As
is expected locally and seen in numerous small and large communities throughout
Pennsylvania, business operational hours vary markedly. In some cases reflecting the
individuality of small independent businesses, and in other cases the operational hour
needs of different types of businesses, since insurance people, medical professionals
generally seem the need for certain types of hours that may not coincide with the needs
of retailers or of a fast food or convenience retailer.
Weekday Business Hours
Weekday openings between 7:00-8:00 AM and especially between 8:01-9:00 AM
are popular, while the ending of the weekday business day varies with many
closing between 4:01-5:00 PM, but a substantial number closing up to 10:00 PM.
Saturday Business Hours
The Saturday business day is shorter with somewhat fewer establishments open
but again the 7:00-8:00 AM and 8:01-9:00 AM openings popular, while closings
earlier than on weekdays also popular. Fewer establishments have later closings
on Saturdays.
Sunday Business Hours
Far fewer business report hours for Sundays although the number having an
early opening reflects those on Saturdays with no real patterns otherwise for
closing other than the few establishments open at all tend to close later.
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Business Hours Summary – Portage Area Business Survey
Weekday Hours
Answer
Options

7 AM or
earlier

7-8
AM

8:019 AM

9:0110 AM

10:01 AMNoon

Noon-2
PM

2:014 PM

4:015 PM

5:016 PM

6:018 PM

8:0110PM

After
10 PM

Not
Open

No
Response

Response
Count

Opens

7

11

17

2

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

45

Closes
Late Opening
No Response/
Not Open

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

1
1

4
0

14
0

6
0

4
0

6
0

3
0

0
0

0
0

39
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

5
46
1

answered question
skipped question
Saturday Hours
Answer
Options
Opens
Closes
Late Opening
No Response/
Not Open

7 AM or
earlier

78 AM

8:019 AM

9:0110 AM

10:01 AMNoon

Noon2 PM

2:014 PM

4:015 PM

5:016 PM

6:018 PM

8:0110PM

After
10 PM

Not
Open

No
Response

Response
Count

4
0
1

8
0
0

11
0
0

1
0
0

0
5
0

3
5
0

0
5
0

0
3
1

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
4
0

0
4
0

0
0
0

1
1
0

28
28
2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

18

21
47
0

answered question
skipped question

Sunday Hours
Answer
Options
Opens
Closes
Late Opening
No Response/
Not Open

7 AM or
earlier

78 AM

8:019 AM

9:0110 AM

10:01 AMNoon

Noon2 PM

2:014 PM

4:015 PM

5:016 PM

6:018 PM

8:0110PM

After 10
PM

Not
Open

No
Response

Response
Count

4
0
0

1
0
0

2
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
3
0

0
2
1

1
1
0

1
1
0

11
10
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

31

37

answered question
skipped question

47
0
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Busy Days and Seasons
There is little consensus
over any one busy day
although
half
of
the
responding businesses note
that there is no difference
among the days they are
opened. For those having a
preferential
perception,
Friday is seen as the busiest
by 17% of the respondents
and Saturday by 13%.

Perceptions on busy seasons are different in part due to allowing multiple responses in
recognition of the realities of the market. While 43% see no difference among seasons,
28% identify Summer, 26% see Christmas season and 26% perceive Spring as busy
seasons. At the very least these differing perceptions reflect a relatively healthy yearround season unlike many communities that depend on one season.
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Sales, Receipts and Customers
Fully 74% of the responding businesses have annual sales or revenues over $100,000
with an equal number having sales/revenues between $100,001-$250,000 and over
$250,000, suggesting moderate to large types of businesses responding. Just 9% have
annual sales/revenues below $25,000 and only 5% have sales/Revenues between
$25,000-$50,000.

In response to an item that sought to determine if business increased or decreased over
the past 12 months, there was nearly an equal split between those having an increase
(11) and those having a decrease (12). The increases/decreases were between 10%20%. However, 25 businesses noted they experienced no change during this 12-month
period.
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There is a wide variation among the responding businesses in the estimated number of
customers or clients who visit their businesses each day, with the most common
responses in the 11-25 persons per day range. As the following shows the responses
are widely dispersed.
Answer Options
Under 5
5-10
11–25
26-50
51–75
76–100
101-200
Over 200
Clients/Customers do not come to my business

Response
Percent
9.1%
13.6%
20.5%
9.1%
6.8%
11.4%
9.1%
11.4%
9.1%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
4
6
9
4
3
5
4
5
4
44
3

Respondents were asked to estimate the percentage of their customer base attributable
to certain types of people, as described below:


The percentage of your customer/client base estimated to be comprised of “local”
residents (i.e. people who live in and around Portage and/or Cassandra)



The percentage of your customer/client base estimated to be comprised of
“regular” visitors/tourists (i.e. people visiting local families, hunters and fishermen
from outside the area, people from nearby communities, seasonal residents who
you may see a number of times over the years)



The percentage of your customer/client base estimated to be comprised of
“casual” visitors/tourists (i.e. people just “passing through”)

Percentage ranges were given on the questionnaire, with the table on the following
page summarizing the responses. Nearly 60% of the respondents say that local
residents comprise over 70% of their customer base. Conversely, over half of the
respondents estimate that regular visitors account for under 10% of their customer/client
base, and nearly 80% estimate that casual visitors account for less than 10% of their
customer base. Obviously, reliance on locals and minimal reliance on tourists appears
to be the norm.
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Market Area Composition – Portage Area Business Survey

Locals

Answer Options
91%-100%
81%-90%
71%-80%
61%-70%
51%-60%
41%-50%
31%-40%
21%-30%
10%-20%
Under 10%

Response
Percent
17.8%
17.8%
22.2%
0.0%
4.4%
11.1%
4.4%
4.4%
8.9%
8.9%
answered question
skipped question

Regular Visitors

Casual Visitors

Response
Count

Response
Percent

Response
Count

Response
Percent

Response
Count

8
8
10
0
2
5
2
2
4
4

2.6%
5.3%
5.3%
0.0%
2.6%
0.0%
0.0%
5.3%
26.3%
52.6%

1
2
2
0
1
0
0
2
10
20

0.0%
2.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.6%
0.0%
15.4%
79.5%

0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
6
31

45
2

38
9

39
8
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As a means of localizing the “local” component of the customer/client base even more,
respondents were asked how important residents from certain area communities (i.e.
Portage Borough, Portage Township, Cassandra, Lilly Area, Cresson Area, Wilmore
Area, Munster Area, Beaverdale/Lloydell Area and East Freedom Area) were for their
respective businesses, with responses ranging from Very Important to Not Important.

As is seen, residents of the Study Area (e.g. Portage Borough, Portage Township and
Cassandra) are Very Important to more than 75% of the responding businesses, and
Lilly Area residents are important to 63% of the respondents. The perceived
percentages drop off considerably for the other communities in terms of residents of
those respective communities being Very Important, although a notable percentage of
Wilmore, Beaverdale/Lloydell and Muster Area residents are seen as being Important.
The perception is that few residents in the East Freedom Area come “over the
mountain” since nearly 44% of the respondents sense that they are Not Important.
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Advertising and Related
Respondents were asked to identify all of the ways they advertise their goods and
services, thus, multiple responses were welcomed and expected. The following
summarizes the responses.

Answer Options
Yellow pages
Business cards
Signs
Word-of-mouth only
Business website
Newspaper
Placemats
Radio
Facebook/other on-line social networks
Brochure
Chamber/Other Business Organizations
Advertising not needed in business
Television

Response
Percent
46.8%
46.8%
46.8%
38.3%
36.2%
34.0%
21.3%
17.0%
17.0%
14.9%
8.5%
6.4%
4.3%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
22
22
22
18
17
16
10
8
8
7
4
3
2
47
0

The “Big Three” in local business advertising are the yellow pages, business cards and
signage, each noted by 47% of the responding businesses. Interestingly, just under
40% rely on “word of mouth” only, but a similar percentage (36%) maintain their own
website and a similar 34% using the newspaper medium. Some of the more
conventional methods employed in smaller communities such as radio and brochures
are not that popular, and utilization of the social networks has not apparently caught on
among Study Area businesses. Of course TV advertising is employed by larger
businesses in larger communities/market areas and not popular among responding
businesses. In terms of technology, 75% of the responding businesses have a highspeed internet connection, and not surprisingly none rely on dial-up. However, onequarter of the businesses have no internet connection.
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Challenges Facing Businesses
As a means of ascertaining all major challenges or issues facing area businesses, one
item asked the question point blank, welcoming multiple responses. A number of
possible challenges or issues were noted, and space was made available for other
comments. Perhaps surprisingly, 68% of the businesses note that no challenges are
being faced, with the only problems of noting being parking, traffic and an inability to
expand, with each noted by fewer than 10% of the responding businesses.
Answer Options
No challenges being faced by this business
Customer parking problems
Traffic problems
Inability to expand
Access to roadway
Problems with the building
Limited public exposure/visibility
Problems with utilities
Employee parking problems
Access to business advice
Access to business loans
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent

Response
Count

68.1%
10.6%
8.5%
8.5%
6.4%
4.3%
4.3%
2.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

32
5
4
4
3
2
2
1
0
0
0
4

answered question
skipped question

47
0

Business advice, access to loans and employee parking were not identified by a single
business as a challenge they face. Few perceive access problems, problems with their
buildings, limited public exposure and utility problems. Among the few open-ended
comments were limited growth of community, alley condition is an obstacle to rear
access for deliveries and the coal truck traffic that is characterized as noisy and dirty.
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Needed Improvements and New Businesses
Respondents were asked to identify the top three improvements that they feel would
most improve the Portage Business Districts. Obviously, multiple answers were
welcomed, and are summarized below.
Answer Options

Response
Percent

Concerted efforts/incentives for new retail
businesses in vacant storefronts/vacant land in
60.9%
the Borough Business District (Main Street)
Improvements to storefronts/facades in the
45.7%
business district
Improved property maintenance
41.3%
Concerted efforts/incentives for new retail
businesses in vacant storefronts/vacant land in
30.4%
the Route 53 Business District
Streetscape improvements, such as benches,
21.7%
lighting, landscaping, etc.
Spot demolitions
13.0%
10.9%
Streamlining of ordinances and regulations
Better signage to businesses and destinations
8.7%
6.5%
Improved street maintenance
Coordinated advertising/promotion
6.5%
More events and festivals
6.5%
6.5%
Traffic calming/slowing traffic flow
Truck rerouting
6.5%
Additional recreation enhancements (i.e. park
4.3%
improvements, trails, etc.)
2.2%
A local visitors information center
Additional off-street parking lots
2.2%
Additional on-street parking
0.0%
Other (please specify)
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count

28
21
19
14
10
6
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
0
4
46
1

The top three enhancements include a concerted recruitment effort to fill vacant
storefronts (61%), storefront improvements (46%) and improved property maintenance
(41%). The latter response echoes a common theme heard during a three-day planning
workshop in April 2012. Somewhat further down in terms of responses are a
companion recruitment effort focused on the Route 53 commercial area (30%) and
streetscape improvements (e.g. benches, lighting, landscaping, etc). Enhancement
such as recreation, a visitors center, off-street parking and on-street parking are not
seen as important in improving the business districts.
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Using their business perspective, respondents offered their ideas on what types of
businesses are needed and may be sustained in the area. Again, multiple answers
were welcomed.
Answer Options

Response
Percent

Smaller specialty stores such as antique,
38.3%
gifts, crafts, etc.
Larger retail stores (i.e. appliance, auto,
36.2%
etc)
Eating and drinking establishments
34.0%
Recreation and entertainment services
23.4%
Convenience stores
17.0%
Energy-related businesses such as coal,
14.9%
wind, gas, etc.
Personal services
12.8%
Professional services
4.3%
Other and Specified Stores
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
18
17
16
11
8
7
6
2
19
47
0

While specialty stores comprise the most popular response, a response common in
many smaller communities in Pennsylvania, a nearly equal number still hope for some
of the larger retail stores, even though the recent history of finding these stores in
smaller communities is not promising. Of course, more dining and drinking
establishments also comprise a popular response. As noted above, space was
provided for open-ended comments, and by far the most popular “other” and/or
specified business is a grocery store/supermarket, which was noted by ten respondents
(21%), with the following also specified by at least one respondent:
 car wash
 dog grooming
 small hotel
 light manufacturing
 water slide at park & trailer sites
 health food shop
 ethnic products shop
 community center
 local hardware - building materials
 small engine repair, snow blowers, lawn mower chain saw sales and service
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Business Planning
Respondents were asked to identify all of their future business planning from a range
given, with multiple responses again welcomed. Respondents noted the following:
Answer Options

Response
Percent

I am not considering any changes at the
76.6%
present time
I am considering hiring new employees
17.0%
I am considering expanding my offering of
10.6%
goods or services
I am considering a physical expansion of
6.4%
the physical plant of my business
I am considering selling or closing my
4.3%
business
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
36
8
5
3
2
47
0

The vast majority of businesses are not considering any changes at the present time,
while 17% are considering new hires and 11% are considering expanding the line of
goods and services. The latter is a common finding among smaller communities where
line expansion is more likely than physical expansions or an influx of new businesses.
Relatively few (6%) are anticipating physical expansions while only 4% are considering
closing.
“Best Kept Secrets” and Other Comments
Open ended space was provided for respondents to identify the “best kept secrets” of
the Portage Area, with Crichton McCormick Park being noted by six respondents,
friendly people noted by five respondents, and friendly/personal service at stores noted
by two respondents. Other single “best kept secrets” include:
 Chatter Box
 High Traffic Volume
 Low crime and no police in Township
 Loyalty
 Portage Pride
 Stager's Store
 The Bakery
 The Cassandra Overlook
 Twin Lakes
 Underestimating the customer potential
 Very good eating establishments
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Other individual general comments were also offered, as summarized below:
















Expand Police protection and visibility
Pave alleys used for business
Fix up sidewalks, add lighting and weeds around trees and put some
brick/pavers around trees.
Greater cooperation between businesses and public sector - governing bodies,
water authority, sewer authority, etc.
Focus on maintaining Cassandra Overlook, a viable tourist attraction
Have a “Buy Local” campaign
Deal with drug abuse – affects image – and focus on the positive.
Planning Commission would do well to visit “models” such as Ligonier,
Hollidaysburg and Lewisburg with diverse businesses.
Get several physical projects started and completed - if people see real results,
they will buy in
Portage residents desperately need another large grocery store.
Deal with dilapidated buildings
Reroute coal truck traffic around the borough
The community needs to be a better handicap accessible place
Sidewalks need to be shoveled during the winter
Offer incentives for opening a business in the Portage Area
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Summary of Findings - Economics
The economic base of the Portage Area shares and departs from the economic profile
of the County. The major findings of local significance are summarized below:


The County as a whole, and likely the Study Area, shares the relative stagnation
in labor force and employment growth of most neighboring counties and region,
although it has had a less dramatic increase in overall unemployment levels;



While none of the top-20 employers in the County are located in the immediate
Portage area, several are relatively close, including Saint Francis University, the
County, Forest Hills School District and Mount Aloysius College;



The
Portage
area
appears
to
have
a
somewhat
better
employment/unemployment profile than the County as a whole, but the longer
commute time reflects the fact that Portage area residents typically travel greater
distances for employment;



The decline in manufacturing employment levels countywide is somewhat
reflected in Portage area residents who are still more likely to be in productionrelated occupations rather than sales or office employment. Having said that,
there is a relative decline in the importance of manufacturing as an employer,
and the rise of health, educational and social services as well as the professional
and related services as sources of employment for County and Portage area
residents;



Income characteristics vary between the Portage area and the County, with the
most notable variations being an over-representation of lower income groups in
Portage Borough and a higher representation of middle and upper income
groups in the Township. Persons and families in poverty is more of an issue in
Portage Borough;



The Portage area business district is characterized as being decidedly local and
in business for a long time, with a relatively high level of sales/receipts.
Businesses tend to have highly individualized hours and days of operation and
busy seasons;



Businesses essentially cater to local area residents – especially the three Study
Area communities and Lilly – with little in the way of visitor or tourism traffic; and



Businesses face few “structural challenges” but favor some critical
enhancements – concerted recruiting of and incentives for new businesses,
storefront improvements, property maintenance improvements and streetscape
enhancements
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Land Use (II B 3a)
The study of Land Use involves the classification, and analysis of features of the
surface of a community resulting from some economic or social utilization, usually in the
form of buildings, sites and economic activities. Knowledge of existing land use
patterns and their relationship to each other must be developed in order to formulate a
plan for the future orderly growth and development of Portage Borough, Cassandra
Borough and Portage Township. Existing land use in the Portage Region was prepared
by comparing existing generalized land use mapping prepared by the Cambria County
Planning Commission with the most recent aerial mapping (2010) especially in Portage
Township and then completing extensive field verification by the EADS Group planning
staff in December 2011. The land use mapping and data presented in this Land Use
section is believed to reflect the most accurate land use information available for the
Portage Region.
Land Use Categories
Three main existing land use categories including developed, undeveloped and surface
water areas were reviewed in the Portage Region. The following further describes the
components in each of these main categories.
Developed Land
The following developed land use categories were reviewed for Portage and Cassandra
Boroughs and Portage Township:


Portage and Cassandra Boroughs - single-family residential, multi-family residential,
downtown commercial, highway commercial, mixed residential/commercial, industrial,
transportation and public/semi-public uses.



Portage Township – residential, commercial, agricultural, mixed residential/commercial,
industrial, transportation and public/semi-public uses.

Undeveloped Land
The following undeveloped land use categories were reviewed for Cassandra Borough,
Portage Borough and Portage Township:



Wooded Land
Vacant Non-Wooded Land

Surface Water Areas
This classification includes wetlands, creeks, rivers, streams, lakes and reservoirs.
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The specific types of land uses within each developed and undeveloped category are as
follows:


Residential and Single-Family Residential – generally comprised of low density
homes on individual lots sustaining one household in the form of permanent or
seasonal housing.



Multi-family Residential - generally comprised of separate housing units contained
within one building or several buildings within one complex in the form of apartment
buildings, group homes or duplexes.



Commercial - includes land sustaining retail and service businesses in free-standing
buildings, individual parcels or in combination with other uses on the property.



Downtown Commercial - includes all Commercial land uses located within the
downtown areas of Portage and Cassandra Boroughs.



Highway Commercial - includes all commercial land uses in Portage Borough located
along PA Rt. 53 and a portion of PA Rt. 164 not within the downtown area.



Vacant Commercial – includes buildings that may have sustained commercial uses
in the past and/or are being marked to sustain commercial uses but were vacant at
the time of the field investigation.



Mixed Residential/Commercial – comprised of buildings or land that sustain
commercial and residential as principal uses.



Agricultural - includes land engaged in active production of agricultural products,
pastureland and associated facilities.



Industrial – includes land involved in the manufacture, processing or movement of
goods and also includes land that contains coal refuse on its surface from past or ongoing surface or deep mining and windmill sites.



Transportation – includes the land within the right-of-way lines of highways, road,
streets and associated facilities.



Public/Semi-Public – includes land or buildings that sustain community uses, such as
libraries, facilities, schools, houses of worship, playgrounds, senior centers,
government buildings, etc.; includes State lands and portions of sportsmen clubs that
appears to be in an active use.



Wooded Land – wooded land covered by deciduous and/or evergreen vegetation,
and timberland not located on any of the above active land use.



Vacant Non-Wooded Land - non-forested land and lots not in any of the above active
land uses.
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Existing Land Use
The Portage Region has a diverse land use characteristic with relatively dense urban
areas found in Portage Borough and to a lesser extent Cassandra Borough with
suburban development extending primarily southward from Portage Borough.
Development in Portage Township ranges from rural agricultural and residential areas
to newer residential areas to older small urban areas to mine refuse piles and windmills.
It is as likely to encounter pristine wooded hillsides and valleys, agricultural land and
surface waters as it is mining impacted land, refuse piles, degraded streams and heavy
industrial areas.
Portage Region Profile
Table L-1 localizes the land uses in the Portage Region and places them into a context,
while the following Regional Land Use Map locates these uses within the Region. More
detailed analyses by individual municipality follows.
TABLE L-1
EXISTING LAND USE: 2011
Portage Region

Land Use Category

Acreage

The Study Area
% of Total % of Developed
Land

Residential
Commercial
Vacant Commercial
Mixed Residential/Commercial
Agricultural
Industrial
Public/Semi-Public
Transportation
Subtotal – Developed Land
Wooded Land
Vacant Non-Wooded Land
Subtotal – Undeveloped Land
Subtotal – Land
Surface Water
TOTAL ACREAGE

1,054.10
86.65
6.01
2.82
881.95
432.07
952.50
476.00
3,892.09
9,871.25
883.83
10,755.08
14,647.18
79.32
14,726.50

7.16%
0.59%
0.04%
0.02%
5.99%
2.93%
6.47%
3.23%
26.43%
67.03%
6.00%
73.03%
99.46%
0.54%
100.00%

27.08%
2.23%
0.15%
0.07%
22.66%
11.10%
24.47%
12.23%
100.00%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Sources: The Study Area acreage and calculations and Field Work by The EADS Group; 2011

Several factors emerge after reviewing Table L-1 and the Existing Land Use Map for the
Portage Region. Comparable data for Cambria County as per the 2011 Cambria
County Plan Update is provided to put the land use in Portage Region into a larger
regional context.
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A total of 10,755 acres (73%) of the land area is undeveloped, while only 3,892 acres (27%)
sustains some form of development. In comparison, approximately 60% of the land area of
the County is undeveloped, while approximately 40% sustains some form of development.



Residential use comprises 27% (1,054 acres) of developed land in the Region which is the
highest amongst developed land uses. On a County level, residential use comprises
approximately 14% of the developed land.



Public/Semi-Public uses comprise 24% (953 acres) of the developed land area in the
Region. This percentage is considerably lower in the Region than in the County where
Public/Semi-Public uses comprise over 44% of the developed land.



Agricultural land accounts for approximately 23% (882 acres) of the developed acreage in
the Region but just under 6% of the total land area. In comparison, agricultural land
accounts for approximately 32% of the developed acreage of the County and approximately
13% of the total land area. During the planning process questions arose over the
comparability of the current agricultural land use data with that in the 2001 Plan, which
showed considerably more agricultural land (1,775 acres). At first glance a severe “loss” of
agricultural land would have appeared to occur. However, the data are not comparable with
the 2001 data being more generalized in nature and the more recent data arrived at via
better and more localized data bases. In addition, the resulting existing agricultural land use
layer was visually compared with current controlled aerial photography as a point of
verification. Agricultural land is located in Portage Township and is prevalent along Munster
Road, Church Hill Road and Robel Road in the northern portion of Portage Township and
along Spring Hill Road and Frankstown Road near Germantown in southwestern Portage
Township.



Industrial uses account for slightly over 11% of the developed land and slightly under 3% of
the total land area of the Region. The percentage of Industrial land use is considerably
higher in the Region than in the County where it is only 1.7% of the developed land and
0.7% of the total land. A sizeable portion of the industrial land is located in and around the
Sonman and Shoemaker areas of Portage Township. Also included in this total are the
mine refuse piles located along PA Rt. 164 between Portage Borough and Martindale and
the windmill sites in eastern Portage Township.



Commercial uses comprise approximately 2% of the developed and less than 1% of the total
land area of the Region. These percentages are consistent with those found in the County.



Wooded land accounts for 9,871 acres (67%) of the total land area with larger
concentrations found in the northeastern, southern and eastern sections of Portage
Township. The percentage of undeveloped wooded land is considerably higher in the
Region than in the County where it comprises 46% of the total land.
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Portage Borough Profile
Table L-2 provides the existing land use profile for Portage Borough. Portage Borough
has a total area of 425 acres. Approximately 95% of the Borough (402 acres) is
developed, which is easily the largest percentage in the Region.







Residential uses are critical accounting for nearly half of the developed land in the Borough
with the majority being Single Family Residential.
Transportation accounts for approximately 28% of the developed area due mainly to the
high number of local roads and a rather wide railroad ROW.
Land devoted to Public/Semi-Public uses comprises approximately 62 acres which is over
15% of the developed land in the Borough
Commercial uses account for approximately 6% of the developed land with Downtown
Commercial accounting for 2.5% and Highway Commercial accounting for 1.93%.
There are many Vacant Commercial and Mixed Residential/Commercial uses found
primarily on Main Street in downtown Portage.
Although Industrial uses account for only 1.41% of the developed land the larger industrial
areas along North and South Railroad Avenue are very visible from residential areas.

TABLE L-2
EXISTING LAND USE: 2011
Portage Borough

Land Use Category

Acreage

Portage Borough
% of Total % of Developed
Land

Single Family Residential
Multi Family Residential
Downtown Commercial
Highway Commercial
Other Commercial
Vacant Commercial
Mixed Residential/Commercial
Industrial
Public/Semi-Public
Transportation
Subtotal – Developed Land
Wooded Land
Vacant Non-Wooded Land
Subtotal – Undeveloped Land
Subtotal – Land
Surface Water
TOTAL ACREAGE

182.05
14.53
10.06
7.77
6.63
1.48
1.21
5.68
61.95
111
402.36
13.39
6.05
19.44
421.8
3.2
425.00

42.84%
3.42%
2.37%
1.83%
1.56%
0.35%
0.28%
1.34%
14.58%
26.12%
94.67%
3.15%
1.42%
4.57%
99.25%
0.75%
100.00%

45.25%
3.61%
2.50%
1.93%
1.65%
0.37%
0.30%
1.41%
15.40%
27.59%
100.00%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Sources: The Study Area acreage and calculations and Field Work by The EADS Group; 2011
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Cassandra Borough
Table L-3 provides the existing land use profile for Cassandra Borough. Cassandra
Borough has a total area of 48.50 acres. Just over 80% (39 acres) of the total area is
developed.






Single Family Residential use is critical accounting for approximately 20 acres of land which
is over half of the developed land in the Borough.
Land devoted to Public/Semi-Public and Transportation is also important with Public/SemiPublic land accounting for 7.94 acres (20%) and Transportation accounting for 9 acres
(23%) of the developed land.
Downtown commercial uses consist of just the Overlook Hotel.
Wooded land is the primary undeveloped land comprising approximately 8.25 acres (17%)
of the total land area in the Borough.

TABLE L-3
EXISTING LAND USE: 2011
Cassandra Borough

Land Use Category

Acreage

Cassandra Borough
% of Total % of Developed
Land

Single Family Residential
Multi Family Residential
Downtown Commercial
Highway Commercial
Other Commercial
Vacant Commercial
Mixed Residential/Commercial
Industrial
Public/Semi-Public
Transportation
Subtotal – Developed Land
Wooded Land
Vacant Non-Wooded Land
Subtotal – Undeveloped Land
Subtotal – Land
Surface Water
TOTAL ACREAGE

20.07
0.13
0.45
0.49
0.89
7.94
9.00
38.96
8.25
0.16
8.41
47.38
1.12
48.50

41.38%
0.26%
0.92%
1.01%
1.84%
16.37%
18.56%
80.34%
17.01%
0.34%
17.35%
97.69%
2.31%
100.00%

51.52%
0.33%
1.14%
1.26%
2.28%
20.37%
23.10%
100.00%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Sources: The Study Area acreage and calculations and Field Work by The EADS Group; 2011
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Portage Township
Table L-4 provides the existing land use profile for Portage Township. Portage
Township has a total area of 14,253 acres. Only approximately 24% (3,451 acres) of
the total area in the Township is developed.








Residential (837 acres), Agricultural (882 acres) and Public/Semi-Public (883 acres) are the
three main developed land uses in the Township, each accounts for approximately 25% of
the developed land but each only accounts for approximately 6% of the total land area.
Industrial (426 acres) and Transportation (356 acres) are also important developed land
uses with Industrial accounting for approximately 12% and Transportation accounting for
approximately 10% of the developed land.
Commercial and Mixed Residential/Commercial uses account for less than 2.0% of the
developed land and less than 0.5% of the total land area.
A number of Vacant Commercial sites are located along PA Rt. 53 and PA Rt. 164.
Approximately 10,727 acres (75%) of Portage Township is undeveloped with Wooded Land
comprising 9,850 acres of that total.

TABLE L-4
EXISTING LAND USE: 2011
Portage Township

Land Use Category

Portage Township
Acreage
% of Total % of Developed

Residential
Commercial
Vacant Commercial
Mixed Residential/Commercial
Agricultural
Industrial
Public/Semi-Public
Transportation
Subtotal – Developed Land
Wooded Land
Vacant Non-Wooded Land
Subtotal – Undeveloped Land
Subtotal – Land
Surface Water
TOTALs

837.32
61.74
4.53
1.12
881.95
425.50
882.61
356.00
3,450.77
9,849.61
877.62
10,727.23
14,178.00
75.00
14,253.00

Land

5.87%
0.43%
0.03%
0.01%
6.19%
2.99%
6.19%
2.50%
24.21%
69.11%
6.16%
75.26%
99.47%
0.53%
100.00%

24.26%
1.79%
0.13%
0.03%
25.56%
12.33%
25.58%
10.32%
100.00%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Sources: The Study Area acreage and calculations and Field Work by The EADS Group; 2011
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Trends and Changes
Advancements in aerial imagery and mapping techniques make it difficult to compare
trends and changes in land uses between time periods. For this reason only general
comparisons are made for major land use changes identified between this current
planning effort and the previous planning efforts completed in 1989 and 2001 for
Portage Borough and Portage Township.


Overall, the percentage of developed land in Portage Township has increased from
approximately 17% in 1989 to approximately 24% in 2011.



The percentage of Residential land in Portage Township has increased since 1989 when
only 2.4% of the total land area was in Residential use. That percentage increased to
approximately 6% in 2000. The percentage of Residential land use remained at
approximately 6% between 2000 and 2011.



The percentage of Public/Semi-Public land in Portage Township has also increased
since 1989 when it accounted for only 0.58% of the total land area. In 2000, that
percentage was reported to be 5.6% and in 2011, it had increased to approximately
6.19% of the total land area.



The most noticeable addition to the Industrial nature of Portage Township is the ongoing development of the large wind mill farm along the Allegheny Ridge in the eastern
portion of Portage Township.



The percentages of the total land area for Residential, Commercial, Industrial and
Public/Semi-Public land uses has not changed considerably since 1989 or 2001 in
Portage Borough.

Land use totals were prepared by the Cambria County Planning Commission for
Cassandra Borough in 2006-2007 with refinements made in 2010 for the County
Comprehensive Plan update. No significant changes were identified between the land
use totals in these planning efforts and those calculated in 2011.
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Physiographic, Cultural and Natural Features Inventory (II B 3 b)
Natural and physical features within the Portage Region include topography, geology,
steep slopes and important soils, floodplains, wetlands and surface water, land
impacted by surface/deep mining, Natural Heritage Inventor resources and the
developmental limitations/conservation opportunities posed by them. The importance of
the Region’s natural features and impacts to those features cannot be understated.
Together, these resources provide the Region with economic, environmental,
recreational and aesthetic benefits and can improve the quality of life of the residents. It
is imperative that important natural and physical features be identified and described in
the planning process to ensure the long term sustainability of these resources. The
following narrative highlights the natural and physical features of the Region.
Physiography
Topography
The Region is located in the Appalachian Plateaus Physiographic Province and is
generally characterized by rounded ridges and knobs and gently rolling hills dissected
by steep stream valleys. The eastern half of the Region is located in the Allegheny
Front Section of the Appalachian Plateaus and is characterized by the steeper
topography of the Allegheny Ridge. The Eastern Continental Divide is also located
through the Region following the Allegheny Ridge. The Allegheny Front and the
Allegheny Ridge form the dominant topographic feature in the Region and because this
area is heavily forested and generally unsuitable for intensive development or
agriculture it has the potential to serve as a corridor of natural landscape, providing
regional connectivity between natural areas and providing migration routes for highly
mobile and migratory species. The elevation change in the Region is approximately
1,100-ft ranging from an elevation of approximately 1,600-ft along the Little Conemaugh
River corridor to an elevation of approximately 2,700-feet along the Allegheny Ridge in
the eastern edge of Portage Township. In the northern section of Portage Township
elevations reach approximately 1,900-ft.
Steep Slopes (iv)
Topographic features such as slope (or gradient) of the land, can be limiting to
development and certain land uses. In general, slopes that are greater than 25% are
considered steep and require more special measures to attempt development. It is not
uncommon to encounter steep slopes along most of the stream valleys in the Region
including Trout Run and north of the Little Conemaugh River and PA Rt. 53 near
Portage Borough. Concentrations of steep slopes are also located in areas surrounding
Cassandra Borough, Bens Creek, Oil City, Shoemaker and Moundy Hill. The
Developmental Constraints Map highlights the topographic characteristics of the
Region.
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Water Resources (i)
Floodplains
Floodplains are defined as those areas bordering river and streams channels that have
a 1% chance in a year of flooding. In the Region, floodplains are primary located along
the Little Conemaugh River, Trout Run and other smaller tributaries. Community’s must
adopt and enforce minimum floodplain management standards for participation in the
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). When a community chooses to join the
NFIP, it must require permits for all development flood hazard area and must insure that
construction materials and methods used will minimize future flood damage.
Communities must insure that their adopted floodplain management ordinance and
enforcement procedures meet NFIP requirements. As of the writing of this Plan, a
multi-year project to more accurately define flood zone boundaries and update all
floodplain ordinances throughout Cambria County is on-going.
Wetlands
Wetlands act as naturally occurring filtering system that helps improve water quality by
settling out sediments and chemically absorbing pollutants and providing critical habitat
for rare and/or endangered species of wildlife and plants. Wetlands are a protected
resource and are regulated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Federal
Environmental Protection Agency and the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection. The United States Fish and Wildlife Service developed the National
Wetland Inventory (NWI) using a combination of photo interpretation of high altitude
aerial photographs and field reconnaissance to assign wetland habitat boundaries and
ecological systems. The NWI inventory indicates there are approximately 94 acres of
wetlands in the Region. They are located in highly scattered in tiny pockets throughout
the Region and are mostly aligned with water bodies. Despite the value of the NWI
wetland information, it should not be used for more than general office evaluations of an
area and project specific investigations should be conducted for wetland identification
and delineation.
Hydric Soils
In addition to reviewing wetlands and floodplains and their respective characteristics
hydric (wet) soils were also assessed at greater detail. The National Technical
Committee on Hydric Soils (NTCHS) defines hydric soils as soils that form under
conditions of saturation, flooding, or ponding for long enough during the growing season
to develop anaerobic (oxygen free) conditions in the upper portion of the soil and are
commonly associated with wetland areas. There are approximately 771 acres of Hydric
Soils in the Region dispersed throughout lower lying areas along the Little Conemaugh
River, Trout Run and other stream corridors.
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Surface Water Resources
The Little Conemaugh River flows through Cassandra Borough, Portage Township and
a portion of Portage Borough. The Little Conemaugh begins near Cresson and is
impacted by abandoned mine drainage almost from its source. However, it manages to
support fish life to downstream of Cassandra where the Hughes Borehole abandoned
mine drainage discharge enters the River. The Stonycreek-Conemaugh River
Improvement Project (SCRIP), Trout Run Watershed Association and the Little
Conemaugh Watershed Association are all working to improve the water quality in the
Little Conemaugh River Watershed. Three (3) major Little Conemaugh River tributaries
are located in the Region including:


Trout Run - Portage Borough is situated at the juncture of the Little Conemaugh River
and Trout Run. Trout Run starts in the higher elevations surrounding Martindale and
generally flows parallel to PA Rt 164 in Portage Township and cuts through Portage
Borough before flowing into the Little Conemaugh River. Trout Run carries pollution
from the Miller Shaft and other several small AMD discharges and from malfunctioning
on-lot septic systems.



Bens Creek – Bens Creek is generally located along the Portage Township/Washington
Township municipal line and can be reached from PA Rt. 53 by taking Benscreek Road
to Strawberry Road. Bens Creek contains brown, brook and some rainbow trout with the
upper portion containing a healthy population of wild brook trout.



Noels Creek - Noels Creek is located in northern Portage Township and can be reached
from PA Rt. 53 by taking Sportsman’s Road. Noels Creek is stocked by the PA Fish and
Boat Commission (PFBC) with brown and brook trout and is home to a few wild trout.

Special Designated Waterways
Although a number of waterways in the Region are degraded, there are high quality
surface waters designated by the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PFBC) and
the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP) in the Region
including:


Class A Streams – Portions of Bens Creek and Cedar Run are designated as Class A
streams because they support a population of naturally produced wild trout of sufficient
size and abundance to support a long‐term and rewarding sport fishery.



Wilderness Trout Streams – A portion of Bens Creek is also designated as a Wilderness
Trout Stream because it supports native brook trout fisheries and the ecological
requirements necessary for natural reproduction of trout and wilderness aesthetics.



High Quality & Exceptional Value Streams – Bens Creek, Big Cedar Run, Bobs Creek
and Noels Run are protected by the PA Department of Environmental Protection
meaning that the water quality cannot be degraded beneath the conditions currently
supported.
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Waterbodies
There are two larger bodies of water located in the Region including the Wilmore
Reservoir and the Martindale Reservoir. The 183-acre Wilmore Reservoir is owned by
the Cambria Somerset Authority and is located in Portage Township, Munster Township
and Summerhill Township. The Wilmore Reservoir is open for public recreation and
also serves as source of raw industrial water. The 9-acre Martindale Reservoir is
owned by the Portage Borough Municipal Authority and is located near Martindale. The
Reservoir serves as a raw water source for the Portage Water Authority.
Water Resources Summary
The Developmental Constraints Map highlights the water resource characteristics of the
Region.
Unique Features
Mining Impacts (iii)
Surface and deep mining of coal has been historically linked with the Portage Region
and this type of mineral extraction activity has had impacts on most of the land and
water resources in the Region. In fact, according to mapping prepared by the PA
Department of Environmental Protection, except for a small portion of Portage Township
just south of Portage Borough, most of the developed areas in the Region have been
undermined. The following describes the mining impacts in the Region. The mining
impact areas are shown on the Development Constraints Map.
Mine Drainage and Super 7 Strategy
Perhaps the best reminder of the deep mining activities is the number of Abandoned
Mine Drainage (AMD) points and their on-going impacts on the water quality in the
Region. Surveys conducted by various agencies and organizations including the
Pennsylvania department of Environmental Protection (PA DEP), StonycreekConemaugh River Improvement Project (SCRIP), Little Conemaugh Watershed
Association, the Cambria County Conservation District and Bureau of Abandoned Mine
Reclamation (BAMR) indicate there are numerous AMD discharges and seep areas
within the Region. Closer examination of the information prepared by these agencies
and organizations reveals that impacts from the discharges vary greatly and in fact, a
small number of discharges accounts for the majority of the pollution impacts. In order
to address the AMD issues in Cambria County in an organized and collective manner,
the Cambria County Conservation District developed a ‘Super 7 Strategy’ to focus
remediation of the seven (7) largest discharge/discharges areas impacting the Little
Conemaugh Watershed. The Goals of the Super 7 Strategy include:




To restore and expand the productivity and diversity of the existing ecosystem
To conserve and enhance the riparian buffers along the streams
To improve water quality in the main stem of the Little Conemaugh
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To increase public awareness and support for restoration efforts within the Little
Conemaugh River Watershed

The following highlights the Super 7 discharges and provides their total pollution loading
and overall ranking in the watershed. Three of these discharges, Miller Shaft, Sonman
Mine Borehole and the Hughes Borehole, are located in the Portage Region.
Rank

Discharge

Approximate Pollution
Load (lbs/day)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

St. Michael
Sulfur Creek
Miller Shaft – Trout Run
Ehrenfeld
Sonman Mine Borehole
Hughes Borehole
Beaverdale
totals

31,141
11,418
14,301
12,742
10,370
8,318
6,755
95,045

% of Total
Watershed
Pollution Load
29.20%
10.71%
13.41%
11.94%
9.72%
7.79%
6.33%
89.10%

Source: Cambria County Conservation District, 2008

The following further describes the three Super 7 Discharges located in the Region.
The descriptions are summarized from information prepared by the Cambria County
Conservation District and from the Stonycreek-Conemaugh River Improvement Project
(SCRIP). The location of these three discharges is highlighted on the following Mining
Impacts Map.


Miller Shaft Discharge - The Discharge flows
into Trout Run near Miller Shaft in Portage
Borough. At the mouth of the discharge there
is an average flow of 6,384 GPM and a pH that
fluctuates from 4.8 to 6.3. Remediation on
Trout Run must be considered a high priority.
There are several major difficulties involving
the lack of suitable space for treatment and the
need to remove a coal refuse pile near the
discharge site. Trout Run is one of the most
seriously impacted streams in the Little
Conemaugh basin.
It has a number of
individual discharges contributing to significant pollution loads.
The Trout Run
Watershed Association is actively involved with remediation of Trout Run. There is also
an AMD remediation project being constructed near Puritan.
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Sonman Mine Borehole Discharges – This set
of two (2) discharges flows directly into the
Little Conemaugh River near Reds Tavern
between PA Route 53 and the Portage Sewer
Treatment Plant. A portion of this discharge
was historically outleted to the natural wet area
between PA Route 53 and the old railroad
grade. However, the discharges were diverted
to the east side of the railroad grade and now
run almost directly into the river. At the
borehole the flow is approximately 2,800 GPM
with a pH of 4.5, and at the other discharge
flows are approximately 800 to 1,400 GPM with a pH of 4.5.



Hughes Borehole – The borehole discharge is
located approximately 50 feet from the Little
Conemaugh River north of Jamestown in
Portage Township. The Discharge is the first
significant source of pollution to the Little
Conemaugh River and creates a wasteland of
about 6 acres adjacent to the Little
Conemaugh River.
The borehole has an
average flow of approximately 1,700 GPM but
can range up to 3,500 GPM and has a pH level
that fluctuates between 3.1 and 4.1 with
elevated levels of aluminum and manganese.

Mine Impacted Land Areas
Deep mining of coal reserves and surface mining activities have also resulted in
scattered mine refuse (boney piles), reclaimed and abandoned strip mine areas and
other mining impacted areas that contribute to water pollution and detracts from the
visual appeal of many areas in the Region. Concentrations of mine refuse piles are
clearly visible in Portage Township along PA Rt. 164 between Portage Borough and
Martindale and near Shoemaker, Bens Creek, Oil City and Cassandra Borough. In
addition to mine refuse piles, abandoned remnants of the mining industry such as
processing facilities, vertical mine shafts and openings and abandoned buildings are
located throughout the Region.
Mine Refuse Reclamation
Efforts in the Region and surrounding areas are underway to evaluate and reprocess
some of the mine refuse piles in the Portage Region and surrounding areas for an
electric generation or other end use. These efforts are being lead by Robindale Energy
Services who have targeted mine refuse piles along PA Rt. 164. The PA DEP Bureau
of Abandoned Mine Reclamation (BAMR) is also involved with the reclamation of mine
refuse piles. BAMR prioritizes refuse piles based on health and safety factors. No
specific piles in the Region were noted by BAMR has having significant health and
safety issues.
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Active Mining Operations
Active mining related operations are also located in the Region. In particular, the Amfire
Mining Company operates mine refuse processing, storage and related facilities in
Portage Township along Dulancey Drive near Sonman and Shoemaker. In addition to
the impacts these types of operations have on the surrounding landscape, the high
volume of coal truck traffic and coal dust from the coal storage piles do have impacts on
local roads and nearby residential areas. The PA Bureau of Abandoned Mine
Reclamation (BAMR) is the lead agency for investigating issues and impacts from
abandoned mine, mine refuse and processing operations.
Agricultural Land (iii)
Agriculture land is an important natural feature providing economic and quality of life
advantages to the residents in the Region. There are approximately 882 acres of land
in active agricultural use in the Region. Agricultural land is located in Portage Township
and is prevalent along Munster Road, Church Hill Road and Robel Road in the north
and northwestern portions of Portage Township and along Spring Hill Road and
Frankstown Road near Germantown in southwestern Portage Township. In addition to
reviewing active agricultural land, other important agricultural soils including Prime
Farmland and Statewide Important Soils were also assessed and are described below.
Active agricultural land, prime farmland soils and statewide important soils localized
from the Cambria County Soil Survey and the USDA Natural Resources Conservation
Service are shown on the Developmental Constraints Map.


Prime Farmland: According to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA),
prime farmland is land that has the best combination of physical and chemical
characteristics for producing food, feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops and is available
for these uses. There are approximately 3,342 acres of Prime Farmland in the Region
and is found throughout northern and southwestern portions of Portage Township.



Statewide Important Soils: Farmland of Statewide Importance is land other than Prime
Farmland which has a good combination of physical and chemical characteristics for the
production of crops. There are approximately 3,362 acres of Statewide Important Soils
in the Region. Statewide Important Soils are generally located in the same areas as
Prime Farm Lands.
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Natural Heritage Inventory (iii)
The Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program (PNHP) is responsible for collecting,
tracking and interpreting information regarding the Commonwealth’s biological diversity.
A County Natural Heritage Inventory (NHI) for Cambria County was completed by the
Western Pennsylvania Conservancy for the Cambria County Conservation District in
early 2007. A goal of a NHI is to present information about natural resources to those
responsible for making decisions about the natural resources on a municipal, regional or
county level.
Areas in the Region identified in the NHI as having ecological significance include two
large, contiguous forest blocks that extend to the east and south in Portage Township
and along the Allegheny Front. These areas are identified in the NHI as Allegheny
Front Landscape Conservation Areas #5 and #6. Landscape Conservation Areas are
relatively intact natural landscapes such as large areas of forest unbroken by roads or
other fragmenting features; areas that function as a corridor connecting patches of
natural landscapes; and regions in which a high number of other biodiversity features
are concentrated. Allegheny Front Landscape Conservation Areas #5 and #6 are
described as regional assets that improve quality of life by providing a landscape
imbued with a sense of beauty and wilderness, provide a sustainable economic base,
and their high ecological integrity offers unique capacity to support biodiversity and
human health. Conservation priorities identified in the NHI for ecological management
of the Allegheny Front Landscape Conservation Areas #5 and #6 focus on conserving
the health and contiguity of the forests and remediation of acid mine drainage water
pollution problems. No Natural Heritage Areas were identified in the NHI for Portage
Borough or Cassandra Borough. The Development Constraints Map shows the location
of special natural heritage areas.
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Summary – Natural Development Constraints
Because the Region’s natural environment is comprised of many interconnected
resources, a balance must be achieved between resource protection and the human or
man-made physical development. Natural resource protection in the Region should
employ a strategy which combines preservation of remaining resources with the
mitigation of negative environmental impacts associated with development or other
human activity. Local and Regional governments and the Portage Area Planning
Commission must continue to provide guidance in developing and maintaining
guidelines and regulations to facilitate the provision of new development, while
minimizing impacts on natural resources. However, care should be exerted to insure
that land use regulations maintain a careful balance between protecting personal
property rights, safeguarding the public interest, and protecting land resources.
Without question, the most important and most complicated of planning
recommendations are those involving the future use of land since it involves the
interpretation and synthesis of all of the factors reviewed as existing conditions,
especially the natural and physical features analyzed in this section. In formulating a
future land use plan, a number of factors must be considered. Primarily important
among these are:



Natural characteristics such as water resources, wetlands and floodplains, agricultural
land and other important soils and Natural Heritage Inventory designated areas; and
Physical characteristics such as topography, slope, mine impacted lands and related
features;

Taken together, the above frame the developmental constraints and opportunities that
affect future land use planning. The Development Constraints Map on the following
page has been prepared to show the interconnectedness of the Region’s natural and
physical features and to put them into a useable context for future land use planning.
The Map also depicts the possible result of guiding development away from these
resources into what is identified as “the white areas” (i.e. areas having no constraints).
The constraints need not prohibit development per se, but may raise philosophical
questions over the balance between development and conservation/preservation of the
natural features in the Region.
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DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS

Historic Structures, Sites and Themes (II 3 b ii)
In 1794 Arent Sonman received a claim of 5,000 acres of land from the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania as payment of a debt from the King of England. Settlement progressed
slowly until the 1820s when the route of the Allegheny Portage Railroad was
determined, after the Pennsylvania General Assembly gave approval for the Board of
Canal Commissioner to begin building the Pennsylvania Canal in 1826. The only other
major recorded event in this pre-railroad period was the building of the Itel School in
1829 for children of farmers in the Munster Road area. When construction of the
railroad portion of the system began in 1831, the village of Portage had already been
established for a year. A history of Cambria County dated 1876 notes several “villages”
in Cambria County, including “… Hemlock and Portage, in Washington Township, on
Pennsylvania Railroad.” In 1878, Portage Township was formed, in 1890 the borough
of Portage was incorporated and in 1908 the Borough of Cassandra was incorporated.
This subsection identifies the heritage resources of the municipalities in the Boroughs of
Portage and Cassandra and Portage Township, determined to be important for planning
purposes, but not intended to be an all-inclusive history of the region or the constituent
municipalities.
Early Settlement and the Beginning of Rail Heritage
The Allegheny Portage Railroad (APRR) was the first railroad to
cross the eastern continental divide known as the Allegheny
Front. The road was a segment of the Pennsylvania Main Line
Canal system across the Allegheny Front. As originally operated,
canal boats were carried from Philadelphia on horse-drawn
railroad cars and an inclined plane powered by a stationary steam
engine to Columbia, on the Susquehanna River, where they were
transferred to the canal. The boats then traveled by canal for 172
miles to Hollidaysburg, near the foot of the eastern slope of the
Allegheny Front. Here they were removed from the water and
loaded onto railroad cars for the 36-mile-long trip over the ten
inclined planes and levels of the APRR. In Johnstown, on the western side of the
Allegheny Front, the boats were returned to the canal for the trip to Pittsburgh.
Construction began in 1831 and continued for three years. When completed, a trip
across Pennsylvania, using the canal system and the APRR took six days, instead of 22
required before its completion, and had significant cultural and social impacts resulting
from a more convenient link between the Eastern Seaboard and the Ohio Valley. In
1834 the Washington House Hotel was built in Portage to serve the passengers using
the APRR. This was the earliest indication of the local economic impact of an improving
transportation system. As of 1847 a village existed near the foot of Plane 2, near
present-day Portage. By 1852 locomotives begin replacing the horse and mule teams
used to pull canal boats along the APRR tracks and triggered another industry on the
Allegheny Ridge, that being lumbering for fuel for locomotives. Portions of the APRR
operated from 1834 until 1855, when all ten inclined planes were avoided by the New
Portage Railroad.
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The APRR consisted of ten inclined planes connected by relatively flat levels. The track
on the levels consisted of lightweight T-rail mounted in cast iron chairs on stone blocks,
or “sleepers.” The sleepers rested on a bed of crushed rock overlying an intricate
system of drains and arched stone culverts. Cars on the levels were pulled by horses in
the early years of the road’s operation. As steam locomotives became more available,
the horses were retired. On the planes, the track consisted of iron strap rail fastened to
long wooden stringers. An engine house at the head of each plane housed two steam
engines, boilers, and the large sheaves around which the “endless” rope wound. At the
foot of the plane, another large sheave returned the rope. Cars were lashed to the rope
to be raised or lowered on the plane. Ideally, equally weighted cars ascended and
descended the plane simultaneously to reduce the load on the 30-horsepower steam
engine. The planes were identified by number. Plane 1 was the westernmost, just above
Johnstown; Plane 10 was the easternmost, near the present community of
Duncansville. Plane 2 is located near Portage and Plane 3 near Cassandra.
Major Features of the APRR in the Study Area
The Long Level between the Staple Bend Tunnel at the head of Plane 1 and the foot of
Plane 2 near present-day Portage was the longest level on the APRR. A service area
with a water station, wood shed, and siding was developed near the mid-point of the
level near Croyle’s Mill, not far from the modern village of Summerhill. Between
Summerhill and Wilmore (known in the 19th century as “Jefferson”), stone viaducts
carried the APRR across the Ebensburg and the Mountain branches of the Little
Conemaugh River. Today, most of the Long Level is privately owned or highway rightof-way.
Plane 2 was at the eastern end of the Long
Level at the town of Portage, the halfway
point of the APRR. The lower third of the
plane is now PA Route 53; the upper portion
is a secondary road that leads to Jamestown.
The head of the plane is occupied by an
electrical substation. A brief investigation of
this site in the 1990s revealed the presence
of a stone foundation near the ground surface
which might be the remains of the engine
house (Zitzler 2001: 33).
The level between Planes 2 and 3 is partially
the route of PA Route 53 and the Allegheny
Portage Road through Jamestown. Where
the route follows the state highway it has
been altered by widening of the highway. But
in Jamestown, just east of the head of Plane 2, the APRR route still has the feel of the
19th century. Development has been limited, and the scale of the road has not changed
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appreciably. West of Cassandra at Bens Creek, an original APRR culvert still exists and
carries the traffic of Route 53.
In the borough of Cassandra, the old APRR route
provides access to a popular railfan site, the
Cassandra Overlook. Plane 3 was the first to use steel
cable (“wire rope”) developed by John Roebling (later
of Brooklyn Bridge fame, as well as other important
suspension bridges), replacing the original hemp
ropes. Little evidence of Plane 3 near Cassandra still
exists. East of Cassandra, the APRR route follows PA
Route 53 to Lilly and Plane 4. Planes 1, 2 and 3 were
abandoned in 1852 when they were avoided by the New Portage Railroad. In 1964,
Congress recognized the significance of the remains of the APRR and created a
national park, the Allegheny Portage Railroad National Historic Site. As part of this
process, the APRR was recognized as a National Historic Landmark.
The Decline of the APRR, the New Portage and the PRR
The APRR was just a decade or two ahead of its time. It required constant and
expensive maintenance and repairs. Railroad construction in the early nineteenth
century was essentially experimental, and only a handful of engineers had any railroad
experience. Most of the workers who constructed the APRR had never seen a railroad,
much less built one. This lack of experience became apparent soon after the line
opened. Tracks spread, boilers exploded, chimneys collapsed, engine foundations
cracked. By 1851, engineers had learned much from the APRR. More powerful
locomotives were now available that could pull heavier loads, even uphill. The physics
of track construction were better understood. The spreading rails of the sleeper system
could be avoided by using wooden beams to “tie” the rails together so they could not
move independently. The Pennsylvania legislature voted to replace the planes with a
new road that would take advantage of these improvements, and soon after that, the
New Portage Railroad was under construction (Zitzler 2001). When completed, travel
time between Johnstown and Hollidaysburg was reduced from 12 hours on the Old
Portage to 4 hours on the New Portage.
The New Portage Railroad was completed by 1855, totally avoiding the planes of the
APRR. As it was under construction, the Pennsylvania Railroad (PRR), a privatelyowned company, succeeded in completing the first all-rail line between Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh in 1852 by temporarily using the state’s Portage Railroad as its own
Mountain Division was completed. Both the New Portage and the PRR surmounted the
Allegheny Front by the construction of large sweeping curves - the Muleshoe Curve on
the New Portage and the Horseshoe Curve on the PRR - and the excavation of tunnels
across the summit at Gallitzin. The PRR bought the New Portage Railroad from the
state on June 27, 1857. The PRR operated the New Portage for three months then
closed it on November 1, 1857.
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After the APRR was closed, its grade was used as a convenient wagon road. On the
western slope, much of the state-owned right-of-way was eventually paved and became
state highway. Like the railroad before it, increasing traffic demands eventually led to
the abandonment of this early highway with its steep grades on the old planes. The
planes, with their narrow embankments and cuts, could not be widened adequately to
accommodate modern traffic. New roads were surveyed and the old road reduced to a
local road.
The Pennsylvania Railroad continued to make improvements to the Main Line.
Passenger stations and freight depots were constructed in small towns all along the
track. The passenger station in Portage was located at the corner of Lee and
Washington streets. In the late 1980s, the following was noted:
This turn-of-the-century structure (was) currently
owned by the Stager Wrecking Company is
barely recognizable as a train station. Two
blocks east of the Portage PRR passenger
station is the old PRR freight depot, built
between 1906 and 1911, on a siding off the
Main Line. It is now abandoned and has been
covered with a brick-pattern asphalt siding
(Fitzsimons 1990: 104).

In 1991, the passenger station became the home of the Portage Area Historical Society
and was restored. The museum re-opened in 2001.
Two PRR bridges are located at Portage. The Main Street Bridge (Mile 258.33) spans
PA Route 164 (Main Street) and still carries the traffic of the Main Line, now Norfolk
Southern. It was described by the National Park
Service in the late 1980’s:
This segmental arch bridge of stone
construction carries the former Pennsylvania
Railroad Main Line across Main Street (PA
164) in Portage. It was erected in 1896 as part
of a PRR program to replace its iron bridges
with masonry spans. It consists of a singlespan coursed, ashlar sandstone arch with
ashlar sandstone abutments and wing walls.
The bridge measures 24’ in length and
remains unaltered, even retaining the
“Portage” sign at the keystone of the arch
(Fitzsimons 1990: 154-155).

The Trout Run Bridge (Mile 269.37) spans Trout Run about a mile west of Portage. It is
notable because it is one of only a handful of PRR bridges that predate the 1880’s:
This semi-circular, arch bridge of stone construction carries the old Pennsylvania
Railroad Main Line across Trout Run, formerly known as Spring Run, west of Portage.
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Built in 1851, it is one of the few remaining original PRR Main Line structures in the
region. It consists of a coursed, ashlar sandstone arch with stepped wing walls.
Measuring 20’ in length, the bridge is virtually unaltered from its 1850s appearance
(Fitzsimons 1990: 158).

Near Cassandra, another PRR Rail Bridge (Mile
256.90) spans PA 2015 between Cassandra
and Oil City. The single span stone arch bridge
was built in 1896 and is 24 feet long with ashlar
sandstone abutments and wing walls. A
concrete parapet with metal railings was added
at an unknown date (Fitzsimons 1990: 156). In
addition, the Cassandra Overlook, an iron
highway bridge closed to motorized traffic in
1936, overlooks the “Cut,” excavated in 1898 by
the Pennsylvania Railroad and a 3-mile long
straightaway. Since 1998 this has become a
popular railfan site.
Coal Mining Heritage
The first large-scale mining in Cambria County
occurred in 1856, when the newly formed Cambria Iron
Company opened the Rolling Mill Mine. By 1885,
nearly two dozen mines were operating in Cambria
County, producing a bit more than a million tons of
coal, with approximately one-fourth of that mined by
the Cambria Iron Company. Additional large-scale coal
producers of the late 1800s include the C.A. Hughes &
Company, operating between Lilly and Cassandra, and
the Sonman Shaft Coal Company which was near Portage. By 1901 there were 130
significant coal mines in the county.
In 1868 The Big Survey, later known as Cambria Mining and Manufacturing Co., bought
land from the Earnest family. The first coal mine was opened in 1872 along Bens Creek.
As was the case elsewhere in Cambria County, the advances in railroad transportation
provided an incentive needed for the coal mining boom, as hopper cars replaced mule
carts. 1874 signaled the beginning of the coal boom in the area with incorporation of the
Sonman Mine, Portage Colliery Company and Portage Coal Company. Nearly 60
different mining operations have extracted coal in the Portage Area since then. Late in
the 19th century, coal mining followed the railroads into the Allegheny Mountains, as
described by the National Park Service
By 1885 nearly two dozen mines were operating in Cambria County and produced in
that year slightly over a million tons of coal. One-fourth of this total was mined by the
Cambria Iron Company. . . Between 1880 and 1900 numerous coal companies sprang
up throughout the county. Although many of these were small mining firms with only a
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few employees, a number of larger coal producers began operations in the 1880s and
1890s. Among these was C. A. Hughes & Company, which opened a mine in the “Miller”
seam between Lilly and Cassandra in 1880 . . . and the Sonman Shaft Coal Company,
which opened a drift mine into this same seam near Portage in 1883 (Fitzsimons 1990:
8).

Mines in the immediate vicinity of Portage were
contained within the valleys of Spring Run and Trout
Run which form a "V" shape with an intersect at
Portage on the western end. A number of satellite
mining communities were also established in
association with these mines including Sonman,
Shoemaker, and Benscreek to the northeast and
Blue Bird, Miller Shaft, Red Bird, Fiddler's Green,
Puritan, and Martindale to the southeast. Portage's
Main Line location at the base of the "V" and the center
of operations made it a natural residential and
commercial hub. Although there were no mines listed as
Portage mines, Portage miners worked in all mines up
and down the line. Among them was Martin’s Colliery #1
and a shaft in Puritan, opened by John Calvin Martin, an
early lumber entrepreneur as well (see below). Martin
also developed the three-mile “Martin Branch” railroad in
the 1880’s, after the extension of a rail spur was not
approved by the PRR.
The short line apparently
became profitable as Martin leased the coal to other
operators then charged them for shipping on the Martin
Branch line. Apparently after looking at the success, the
PRR reversed itself and bought line in 1886. This
triggered even more mining activities along the Martin
Branch. By 1925, the Sonman Shaft Coal Company had 597 employees. After the Great
Depression, the company was acquired by the Koppers Coal Company and employed
1,120 (Fitzsimons 1990: 10).
On July 15, 1940, an explosion at the Sonman Mine killed 63
miners. It has been remembered in the documentary 63 Men
Down: The story of the Sonman Mine Explosion. Local news
accounts characterized the disaster as a “flash explosion” at
11:15 AM approximately 12,000 feet back from the mouth of
the slope entrance, and Pennsylvania’s worse in over a
decade. It was noted that the death toll mounted sharply
when the gas-masked rescuers made their way into the No.
16 mine heading, and it somberly stated “…Wives, children
and relatives of the entombed miners, standing at the shaft
entrances and soaked to the skin by a heavy rain, silently
watched the bodies being removed.” While most victims
were from the immediate Portage Borough/Township area, at
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least nine were from Cassandra and others from Lilly, Gallitzin, Ebensburg and
Beaverdale.
The Miller Coal Company opened a shaft south of Portage on Trout Run in about 1910.
The Johnstown Coal and Coke Company purchased the mine and associated buildings
at the Miller Shaft about 1930. The mine continued to operate until 1955, when
Johnstown Coal and Coke Company began to shut down all of its Pennsylvania mines
(Fitzsimons 1990: 43). In the late 1980s, the National Park Service noted that:
Three buildings remain at the site – a mule barn, a
blacksmith and carpenter shop, and an office. The
mule barn was erected about 1920 and has
yellow-brick walls, brick pilasters, a gable roof,
and a stone foundation. The nearby blacksmith
and carpenter shop may have been built in the
1910s. According to a Sanborn Insurance map of
1927, the building contained stone masonry walls;
however, they are now largely infilled with
concrete block. North of these two structures
stands the office building, the second one built near the Miller Shaft. Johnstown Coal &
Coke apparently tore down the original office in the 1930s when the company built a new
larger building. Now abandoned, this second office building is a one-story, yellow-brick
structure with a gable roof, and three gable-roof dormers. All of the windows have been
infilled with block or covered with plywood. A concrete-block garage addition was
erected on the east end of the building in the 1960s. Although the office building is
abandoned, the former mule barn is occupied by an auto repair shop, and the blacksmith
and carpenter shop is used by a sanitation company (Fitzsimons 1990: 43).

As background, the Johnstown Coal and Coke Corporation was formed in 1912 by
Harry A. Crichton and his brother Andrew with the purchase of coal lands in southern
Cambria and northern Somerset Counties. The company leased fields to a variety of
operators, notably the Beachley Coal Company, and expanded into West Virginia and
Maryland. It acquired the Logan Coal Company in the 1940s, and the Beaver Run Mine
in 1951, but by 1959 had divested itself of all Pennsylvania operations.
The 1910s and 1920s were the most active
decades for Cambria County coal mining,
producing over 16 million tons of coal
annually, except for 1922, when a
widespread miner strike reduced the
amount to about 12.9 million tons. The
Great Depression impacted the industry
severely causing many smaller operators to
go out of business. As the nation's
economy improved, surviving smaller companies tended to consolidate with a handful of
larger companies. By 1941, only about 75 coal companies remained in the county,
down from twice that in the early decades of the 20th century. Mining remained an
important industry through the 1940s and 1950s, and the energy crisis of the late 1970s
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sparked a renewed interest in coal. But by the 1980’s, however, coal mining had ceased
to play an important role in the county's economy. With the more recent increase in
other energy prices and the demands from an international market, coal has been
undergoing a limited resurgence in the county.
Likewise, as technology and cost-efficiencies improve, the coal refuse piles, known
locally as “boney piles”, which provide testimony to past mining, are being reclaimed
and reused in the generation of electricity. However, another vestige of the boom era in
mining remains in the form of significant acid mine drainage discharges in several
sections of the county, including the Sonman, Miller Shaft and Hughes Borehole
discharges in the Portage area.
Other Industry
During the mid-1800’s Pennsylvania led the nation in the production of sawed and
planed lumber and by 1860 the lumber industry had more establishments (primarily
sawmills) than any other type of business in Pennsylvania. Given the mid-century
development of the Pennsylvania Railroad, a number of sawmills were built in the
Portage area along Trout Run. An early lumber entrepreneur in the area was John
Calvin Martin who came to the Portage area in the late-1860’s after serving in the Civil
War. He took over family lumbering business interests that had bought forest land
along Trout Run as a new source of lumber and developed a sawmill following similar
business efforts in Clinton and Centre Counties. Portage’s location on the PRR Main
Line was a deciding factor. Martin prospered as a lumberman until he discovered coal
resources under his land.
With the added growth of coal mining in the region, the Portage lumber industry shifted
emphasis to satisfy a steady demand for both railroad ties and mine props. Logs were
hauled along Main Street to a railroad tower on South Railroad Avenue preparatory to
transportation out of the region. No buildings or structures associated with these mills or
the shipping of lumber survive within the Historic District; however, a tram road which
was later converted to the Martin Run Railroad Branch and finally became the
Pennsylvania Railroad's Martin's Branch connected a mill which was located at what is
now the intersection of Branch Street and Caldwell Avenue with the Puritan mine just
south of Portage.
Statewide, lumber production slipped in the late-1800’s. Although a few sawmills
continued in operation in the Portage area after the turn of the century, coal mining had
replaced lumbering as the major segment of the economy of Portage, and as the town's
leading occupation beginning in the 1880s. The sawmills and lumber yards which
remained shifted their emphasis again as the demand for housing for the new immigrant
miners provided a ready-made market for their goods and services.
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The silk industry came to Portage in the earlytwentieth century with the arrival of Century Ribbon
Mills, Inc., a New York City firm. The small factory
produced finished textile products, such as ladies
dresses. In the late 1980s, the mill at Portage
included the original, two-story, gabled roof, brick
structure erected about 1910, which contained a
coal fired steam-generating station to power
weaving and sewing machines (Fitzsimons 1990:
165). It was still in operation at that time under the
name of Marty Finkelstein/Garment Manufacturing
at 816 Farren Street. It has now been vacant for a considerable time. Its history was
described by the National Park Service.
Ernest and Herman Levy opened two silk mills in Cambria County in the early 1900s;
one was located in Patton and the other in Portage. The Levy’s erected the Century
Ribbon Mills in Portage in two stages. The north section was erected between 1906 and
1911 and included a large two-story mill (120’x30’), a coal shed, and a steam generating
room. Between 1911 and 1916 another mill of similar dimensions was erected to the
south. A small courtyard separated the two mills. Both buildings contained brick loadbearing walls and steel roof trusses. Possibly as early as the 1930s the two mill buildings
were joined together by a two-story brick addition. Other alterations include the infilling of
the original multi-light, sash windows with concrete and glass block masonry. In recent
years, Antmart, Inc., a manufacturer of ladies apparel has operated the mill (Fitzsimons
1990: 180).

Ancillary industries developed to support the mines
and railroads. The Leman Machine Company moved
to Portage from New Kensington, PA in 1928.
Samuel Leman acquired the property of the Portage
Bronze Electric Company on the south side of the
Pennsylvania Railroad Main Line, a brick building
built in 1916. In the beginning, Leman Machine
Company manufactured and repaired mining
equipment, but by the 1980s it had enlarged its
services to include machining, welding, fabricating and assembling equipment for the
railroad and steel industries (Fitzsimons 1990: 187). This source describes the building
as follows:
(The building) has pilastered brick walls and timber trusses with iron rods. A wooden
frame addition covered with clapboard siding is attached to the west side. The complex
also includes a concrete-block building, erected about 1956, attached to the wooden
frame structure via a series of frame additions (Fitzsimons 1990: 199).
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The area saw the rise and eventual closure of a number of
businesses and industries over the years, and certainly not all
related to coal mining or transportation. A 1916 advertisement in
the Johnstown Daily Tribune proudly noted that Portage was not a
“One-Man Town”, while noting that 19 different coal interests then
operated in the Portage area producing 2 million tons annually, it
also boasted having a silk mill, a refrigerator plant, an ice cream
factory, a concrete block factory and “other new industries are
coming.” A local business that achieved some iconic status in the
region was the Cassandra Bottling Company, located in its
namesake community. The plant operated from the early-1900’s
through the mid-1980’s and offered a variety of soft drinks
distributed throughout the larger region. Today, one can find
many collector bottles on eBay and other on-line websites, such
as the Derby Shake bottle pictured to the right.
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The Portage Historic District
The Portage Historic District was
listed on the National Register of
Historic Places in 1995. It
contains 637 buildings, of which
561 are contributing, and
encompasses about 50% of the
Borough’s area (See insert map
excerpted from CCPC map in
2001
Plan).
The
district
description in this subsection is
summarized from the nomination
form (Smith 1995), and focuses
on Historic District resources that
reflect the Portage Region’s
past.
Construction Dates/Styles
Construction dates for the buildings within the historic district span one hundred years
from the 1870s to the 1970s with most having been built between 1900 and 1925. The
historic district consists of a commercial area located principally along Main Street (PA
Rte. 164); residential neighborhoods to the east and west of Main Street; nine church
buildings distributed throughout the residential areas; former Pennsylvania Railroad
resources; two industrial complexes; and three buildings which housed social and
cultural organizations. The district's range of historic architectural styles is limited
exclusively to regional and national vernacular residential and commercial buildings.
The principal residential building type is a two to two and one-half story, single family,
wood frame house designed with a front gable or front gable with ell and built before
1916. Aluminum siding is a common surface treatment on approximately one-half of
these houses with brick, wood, vinyl, asphalt and asbestos exterior wall treatments
being used in almost equal parts on the remainder. The principal commercial building
type is a two to three story brick or brick faced, three to five bay, two-part commercial
block with flat roof built between either 1911 and 1916 or 1920 and 1925. The district's
architectural character is largely intact overall.
The Portage Historic District contains comparatively few noncontributing resources for a
district of this size. The settlement patterns and streetscapes remain largely intact with
relatively little new construction occurring within the historic district. Although alterations,
especially to historic building materials, and demolition, most notably in the commercial
district have taken their toll; a strong sense of the historic feeling, spatial relationships
and associations is still evident. Overall, only approximately twelve percent of the
Portage Historic District is rated noncontributing.
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Railroad Influences
The construction of the PRR viaduct on Main Street in 1896 effectively disrupted
residential development patterns in this area isolating somewhat the northwest corner
where some early development had occurred. The affected area is not included in the
Portage Historic District because the viaduct forms an effective visual barrier disallowing
the drawing of a contiguous boundary. Further, a separate district cannot be identified
north of the viaduct.
The right-of-way of the former Martin's Branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad follows a
line south through the center of Branch Street. The track was removed and the trace
leveled between Caldwell and Mountain Avenues during the 1970’s to provide parking.
There are presently two rows of parking meters designed to allow for head-in parking
down the center of the right-of-way. Access to the parking is along either side of Branch
Street. The trace with track is intact south of Mountain Avenue.
The historic district contains two former Pennsylvania Railroad buildings. North of the
Pennsylvania Railroad Main Line is the former Pennsylvania Railroad passenger station
at the corner of Washington and Lee Streets ca. 1916. This structure is currently owned
by Stager Enterprises but houses the Portage Historical Society's museum. The station,
sited next to the elevated former Pennsylvania Railroad Main Line (Norfolk Southern) is
intact and retains integrity. Also within the historic district at the intersection of the
Pennsylvania's Railroad original Main Line (south side) and Main Street (east side) is
the former railroad freight depot. This wood-frame building was constructed ca. 1906
and is now covered with aluminum and asphalt siding.
Development Patterns
The original settlement pattern, still visible, forms a "T" shape with the base stretching
along North and South Railroad Avenues on either side of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Main Line to the west and the top pointing along Main Street north to the Old Portage
Railroad and south to Trout Run. A commercial area developed along that north-south
axis and residential neighborhoods developed east and west of Main Street south of the
Main Line. It is these residential areas and the Main Street commercial district which
separates them which comprise the majority of the historic district.
The remainder of the historic district is a one block square north of the old Main Line
centered on Main Street and bounded by the railroad viaduct at Washington Street.
That portion of the historic district west of Main Street is on relatively flat ground with
housing set slightly back from the street near the front of deep but narrow lots. East of
Main Street the topography rises sharply toward Spring Hill, with housing sited close to
the street on shorter and wider lots than those on the west side. The dominant
residential streetscapes are of detached two to two and one-half story, balloon frame
houses with stone or block foundations. The predominant roof type is a front gable and
many structures have ell extensions, front porches and rear enclosures.
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The oldest surviving houses in the historic district face north on South Railroad Avenue
and are side gabled, I-houses with stone foundations built ca. 1870. Lot sizes vary but
are generally the largest in the historic district. Buildings on the east end of the avenue
were constructed first with subsequent blocks being added to the west by 1906 and,
finally, 1916. In addition to the early I-houses there is the same variety of vernacular
forms here as elsewhere in the district. Although there is no distinct hierarchy of style or
architectural technique, there is a sense that business and professional people appear
to have lived in as close proximity to the early layout of the town as possible, usually
within one street or avenue of Main Street, with South Railroad Avenue, Caldwell
Avenue, and Cambria Street west of Main Street and Caldwell Avenue and Farren
Street east of Main Street being the most popular. Many of the houses in these named
areas are slightly larger than those in other areas and contain modest architectural and
stylistic features, although retaining a vernacular character overall with Dr. Logan's
house at 614 Cambria Street (Jean Kinley Funeral Home) as a good example. The circa
1906 former Margaret Pearce residence at 532 Main, (Beck Funeral Home), is also a
good example of the locating of the residences of the more well-to-do.
Commerce has been an important part of
Portage’s heritage, as reflected by the fact
that the historic district contains 93
commercial buildings; 84 contributing, 9
noncontributing. Historically, the central
business district developed from north to
south along Main Street. Although the
architectural integrity of the commercial
district along Main Street has been
weakened by the reworking and updating
of building facades, by the demolition of
properties and the construction of new
buildings, it still retains the feeling and
association of a historic commercial area.
The historic district contains the visible
reminder of the ca. 1870 commercial district
consisting of three hotels and four stores
north of the Pennsylvania Railroad Main
Line as well as the commercial district
south of the Pennsylvania Railroad Main
Line which developed in tandem with the
1900-1925
period
of
growth.
The
nineteenth century buildings are wood
frame with wood siding and stone foundations. The former Pringle's Store on the
northeast corner of Main Street and North Railroad Avenue is representative of these
buildings.
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The commercial area built during the 20th
Century has a more utilitarian appearance,
with mixed use buildings characterized by
retail space on the ground floor and offices or
residences on the upper floors. Many of the
commercial buildings from the 1900-1925
period have signs of nineteenth century
lineage in their segmental arch windows, while
others exhibit more functional and strippeddown lines of the twentieth century. There are
also several vernacular residential types from
the late nineteenth century among the
commercial buildings lining Main Street. They are reflective of other residential buildings
in the historic district in design and material. Some of these remain strictly residential
while others have been altered with store front additions. These conversions appear to
have been accomplished during the period of significance and contribute to the historic
commercial character of Main Street. The 'better' commercial addresses seem to have
been those close to the intersection of Main Street and Caldwell Avenue as indicated by
the more authoritative facades and their somewhat consistent texture, color, and
design, including the former Goldstein's Department Store and the more ornamental
Pearce Building across Main Street.
In addition to shops and professional services, Portage's commercial community once
contained numerous hotels that served a varied clientele associated with its three
primary industries at the turn of the century, and had clearly developed beyond mere
overnight accommodations, playing a significant role in the life of the community. For
example, The Mountain House Hotel (circa
1910), an early 20th century landmark
once included thirty rooms with a
restaurant, barber shop and bar on the
ground floor, was advertised as a
commercial men's home costing $.50 a day
more than several other hotels in town. The
Mountain House was a large, three and
one-half story brick building on Farren
Street with a Mansard roof. During the
1918 influenza epidemic the Mountain
House was used as a hospital. The older
hotels, largely the Yeckley House (Anderson House), the Exchange Hotel (Kiels), and
Union House (Starlite Hotel) along North Railroad Avenue, were wood-frame, front and
side gable types with very limited Carpenter Gothic detailing and were initially built as
hotels located to take advantage of the railroad depot. The other newer hotels are
located south of the Main Line and include examples ranging from adapted house types
to those newly built hotels billed in 1913 as having all modern conveniences, and
include the former Central Hotel (circa 1916), the former Waldorf Hotel, a wedge-
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shaped to conform to its prime location on a similar shaped lot at the corner of Caldwell
Avenue between the Martin's Branch Line and Main Street.
Religious affiliation has always been an important aspect of life in Portage and church
buildings of various denominations and ethnic backgrounds are highly visible within the
historic district. The people of Portage built churches in which their native tongues were
spoken and where familiar traditions from the 'Old Country' were followed. Throughout
the years, the community has been enriched by the language, the colorful customs, and
the beauty and variety of its churches. There are nine church buildings in the district,
which reflect the religious diversity of the region. In a similar vein, fraternal halls and
clubs were formed by ethnic groups to provide social activities and to offer insurance to
its members. The historic district contains three contributing former club buildings,
including the former Koscruszki Club (603 Bedford Street) and the Hungarian Hall (926
Conemaugh Avenue).
Summary
Overall, the Portage Historic District retains its feeling and association with the
transportation systems that placed it on the "industrial 'Main Street' of Pennsylvania"
and the commercial enterprises and labor community that cooperated to keep it there.
Portage “moved” first lumber then coal.
Social and Demographic Changes
A Census for 1900 gives a snapshot of Portage in that year listing existing streets as
New Portage Road, Lee, Washington, North and South Railroad, Caldwell, Hamers,
Main, Farren and Mountain. The population of Portage, which was at that time of
western European origin, had grown by 66% from 274 in 1880 to 816 in 1900. At that
time a majority of the oldest generation were from Ireland, England, Wales, Scotland,
Germany and France. Occupationally, one-third of the heads of household were coal
miners while the other two-thirds provided the services required by a growing town as
teamsters, landlords, hotel keepers, carriage builders, butchers, blacksmiths, store
keepers, undertakers, grocers, jewelers, railroad day laborers, farmers, and carpenters.
Rapid growth in the southern section, especially from the turn of the century to the end
of the First World War, produced the present Main Street with its current mix of
commercial and residential properties as well as large residential developments to its
east and west. The late nineteenth century community, which had been largely German
and English speaking, took on a multi-ethnic character early in the 20th century as
many eastern Europeans found work in the coal mines with the population nearly
quadrupling to 2,954 during the decade leading up to the next census. Out of this
dynamic interaction came a complex residential, commercial, and social architecture.
Home ownership was an early option for anyone in Portage who could find the means to
take that step. W. H. Moudy of Portage would "sell lots and build homes on them at very
reasonable monthly payments to good straight-for-powered men" who wanted to own a
home of their own. In 1913, efforts were also underway to motivate residents to a
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"greater degree of enthusiasm for home development" evidenced by the announcement
of a lecture by Stanley L. Krebs on city growth and expansion. The Keystone Lumber
Company, carried supplies and materials for those building and owning homes, while
the Derrick Brothers were housing contractors. The Martin Realty Company operating at
the north end of Main Street recommended the purchase of a lot "to get started thriftily"
preparing for the building of a home. In addition to the private development of housing
in Portage, several coal companies did build some company housing in the area.
Mining is intertwined with much of the social heritage of the Portage area. As a case in
point, the former Miner’s Hall on Main Street (later AMVETS) was noted as being the
“community building” in daily use for everything from dancing classes to union meetings.
It was the official home of Local Union 498 which met on the second floor allowing
commercial space for several businesses on the first floor.
A review of an 1896 city directory listing names and occupations for residents of
Portage Borough and Portage Township (NOTE: Cassandra was not established at
that time) is telling. Nearly all of the residents of Portage Township listed were
associated with coal mining, with most classified as “miners” and still others as laborers
and a few foremen. The occupational profile in Portage Borough was a little more
diverse, with merchants, mine superintendents, railroad workers, bartenders, barbers
and other service workers in addition to the miners, laborers and foremen. Much has
changed economically and occupationally in 116 years.
The post World War II period brought a slump in the steel industry which resulted in a
depressed coal market and the loss of thousands of mining jobs. The 1950s were
exceptionally hard on blue collar workers in the Portage area where there was much unand underemployment. By the mid-1960s, rebuilding of the nation's infrastructure had
begun, the market for steel exports had improved, and coal was in demand again. Local
mines and steel mills did well during the 1970s and the economy moved ahead. A
nationwide recession in 1982, however, hit the local industry and especially the larger
union mines hard so that by the end of the decade the trend was toward small nonunion
operations.
Perhaps curiously, the Portage region’s long association
with energy and the Allegheny Front has manifested itself in
a completely different form in the 21st Century. After
providing wood to fuel locomotives and coal for homes,
transportation and industry, the Portage region’s location
near the Allegheny Front, an early obstacle to travel, made
it a good location for wind turbines. Approximately 30
turbines are located in and around Portage Township, and
scores more in other nearby communities in Cambria and
Blair Counties. An ironic “green energy” twist for an area
long associated with fossil fuels.
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Historical Markers
There is one PHMC historical marker in the study area. It
commemorates the Allegheny Portage Railroad and is located
at the intersection of Routes 53 and 164 in Portage Township.
It was dedicated in 1994. It reads:
From 1834 to 1854 this 36-mile line connected Hollidaysburg
to Johnstown. The railroad portaged canal boats over the
Allegheny Mountains, which formed a barrier to the
Pennsylvania canal system. Horses and mules pulled the first
trains. Later steam locomotives were used. At the center of
the line, Plane #2 served as the railroad headquarters.

The National Register of Historic Places
The National Register of Historic Places was established by the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 as the standard for preservation efforts (Section 101). It is the
“hall of fame” of places that are important to the American people. To be eligible for
listing on the National Register, a property must pass a rigorous review at the state and
federal level. It is not easy to list a property on the National Register, so the properties
that are listed are truly worthy of preservation. The National Register recognizes
several categories of resources including single objects, structures, or buildings and
groups of resources within a site or district. Regardless of category, the resource must
possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and
association. The property must also be significant, as determined by these criteria:








It must be associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history; or
It must be associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
It must embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or
Represent the work of a master, or
Possess high artistic values, or
Represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual
distinction, or
It must have yielded, or be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history
(abstracted from 36 CFR Part 60.4).

There are two resources that have been listed on the National Register, the Portage Historic
District and the Allegheny Portage Railroad (APRR). The APRR has been designated a National
Historic Landmark and one of the more intact culverts (Culvert at Bens Creek) is listed on the
National Register, while others identified as contributing structures. The Pennsylvania Railroad
Main Line, also known at different times as the Conemaugh Line, the Monongahela Line, the
Pittsburgh Line and the Port Perry Line, has been determined to be eligible for listing on the
National Register.
In Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania Historic and Museum Commission (PHMC) maintains an
inventory of historic properties. It includes not only those that have been listed on the National
Register but also those that have been determined to be eligible for listing. It also lists resources
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that have been reported by professional and amateur archaeologists and historians that have
not been fully evaluated regarding the National Register criteria but which appear to meet those
criteria or are important to a local community. These resources are summarized in Tables HR-1,
HR-2 and HR-3, for Portage Borough, Portage Township and Cassandra Borough.

Table HR-1
Known Historical Resources
Portage Borough
Name

Address

National Register
Status

Resource
Type

Date
Built

Pennsylvania Railroad bridge
Leman Machine Co
Century Ribbon Mills/Marty
Finkelstein/Garment
Manufacturing
Fedore’s Old Farm Market/B.
N. Palmer Feed Mill

Main St
S Railroad Ave
816 Farren St

Undetermined
Ineligible
Undetermined

Structure
Building
Building

1896
1920
1906

Not Identified

Building

1916

Portage Historic District
Pennsylvania Railroad Station
(Portage)/Portage Station
Museum
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
PRR Main Line (a/k/a Conemaugh

Not Identified

Undetermined;
Noted as being
demolished
Listed
Undetermined

District
Building

1870
1926

Structure
Structure
Structure
Structure
Structure
District

1924
1947
1924
1918
1924

Not Identified

Ineligible
Ineligible
Ineligible
Ineligible
Ineligible
Eligible

Not Identified
Not Identified

Contributing
Contributing

Structure
District

Not Identified

Contributing

Site

Not Identified

Contributing

Structure

400 Lee St

SR 7423
SR 164
SR 7423
SR 164
SR 7423

Line, Monongahela Line, Main Line;
Pittsburgh Line; Port Perry Line)

Bridge over Conrail (now NS)
Allegheny Portage Railroad:
Long Level
Allegheny Portage Railroad:
Plane 2
Allegheny Portage Railroad:
Long Level, Culvert
Allegheny Portage Railroad of
the Pennsylvania Canal

Not Identified

National Historic
District
Landmark
Not Identified in PHMC Data
Not Identified
1021 Jefferson St
Undetermined
Not Identified in PHMC Data
Not Identified
614 Gillespie St
Undetermined
Not Identified in PHMC Data
Not Identified
Undetermined
Not Identified in PHMC Data
Not Identified
509 Caldwell St
Undetermined
Not Identified in PHMC Data
500 Caldwell St
Undetermined
Building
Not Identified in PHMC Data
Not Identified
816 Gillespie St
Undetermined
Source: PA Historic and Museum Commission CRGIS; accessed December 11, 2011.

1902
Not
Identified
Not
Identified
Not
Identified
Not
Identified

1900
1900
1900
1890
1914
1920
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Table HR-2
Known Historical Resources
Portage Township
Name
Bridge
Allegheny Portage Railroad:
Culvert at Bens Creek
Bridge
Johnstown Coal & Coke Corp.,
No. 4 Mine
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
PRR Main Line (a/k/a Conemaugh

Address

National Register
Status

Resource
Type

Date
Built

Not Identified
Not Identified

Undetermined
Listed

Structure
Structure

1890
1832

Not Identified
Not Identified

Ineligible
Undetermined

Structure
Building

1902
1920

Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified
Not Identified

Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Ineligible
Ineligible
Ineligible
Eligible

Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Structure
Structure
Structure
District

1870
1860
1880
1900
1900
1880
1880
1900
1880
1910
1890
1890
1890
1900
1910
1880
1890
1890
1900
1860
1870
1870
1953
1931
1938

SR 164
SR 7220
SR 164
Not Identified

Line, Monongahela Line, Main Line;
Pittsburgh Line; Port Perry Line)

Not Identified
Bridge over Conrail (now NS)
Contributing
Structure
(Pennsylvania Railroad)
Not Identified
Allegheny Portage Railroad
Contributing
District
Historic District
Not Identified
Allegheny Portage Railroad
Contributing
Site
Historic District: Plane 2
Not Identified
Allegheny Portage Railroad
Contributing
Site
Historic District: Long Level
Not Identified
Allegheny Portage Railroad:
Contributing
Structure
Culvert (East Jamestown)
Not Identified
Allegheny Portage Railroad:
Contributing
Structure
Culvert (West Jamestown)
Not Identified
Allegheny Portage Railroad of
National Historic
District
the Pennsylvania Canal
Landmark
Source: PA Historic and Museum Commission CRGIS; accessed December 11, 2011.

Not
Identified
Not
Identified
Not
Identified
Not
Identified
Not
Identified
Not
Identified
Not
Identified
Not
Identified
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Table HR-3
Known Historical Resources
Cassandra Borough
Name

Address

National Register
Status

Resource
Type

House
Portage St
Undetermined
Building
House
Portage St
Undetermined
Building
House
Portage St
Undetermined
Building
House
Portage St
Undetermined
Building
House
Portage St
Undetermined
Building
House
Main St
Undetermined
Building
House
Main St
Undetermined
Building
House
Adams St
Undetermined
Building
Pennsylvania Railroad Bridge,
PA 2015
Undetermined
Structure
Mile 256.90; Conrail Bridge (now
NS), PA 2015
Source: PA Historic and Museum Commission CRGIS; accessed December 11, 2011.

Date
Built
1890
1890
1890
1890
1915
1890
1900
1890
1896

The Portage Area Historical Society
The Society was formed in 1992 as a 501(c) (3)
charitable foundation. The Society is dedicated to the
preservation, education and exploration of the rich
history of Portage and the surrounding local area. The
Historical Society manages the Portage Station
Museum located in the 1926 original (restored) railroad
depot building in Portage. The museum contains
extraordinary displays of area history and culture formed
through the influences of coal mining, railroads, steel,
forests, water, and recreation. Dedicated volunteers
staff, manage, and operate the museum, its programs
and activities.
The Society identified and signed a Coal Heritage Auto Tour with eighteen (18) “stops”
in the Portage area. The stops are summarized as follows:
1. Station Museum – Former PRR passenger station at Lee Street & Dulancy Drive
2. Coal Preparation Area – 0.8 mi. to Sonman; operating coal preparation plant
3. Site of Sonman Mine Explosion – Sonman Slope Mine (Koppers Coal Co.); 63
miners killed
4. Benscreek – Mining company town and Ballfield that hosted Industrial Baseball
League game
5. Hughes Borehole – Red water (iron) drilled to relieve pressure in an old mine
6. Borehole/wetlands – wetland formed by artesian well from abandoned electrical
substation; water from an old Sonman Mine
7. Waldorf Building – on Main Street site of runaway coal car in 1929
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8. Miner and Coal Car – wooden miner
statue and coal car example
9. Miner’s Hall – Amvets; former UMWA
Local 498 Hall
10. Acid Mine Drainage – Trout Run with high
acidic level from old mines upstream
11. Company Houses – 900 block of Johnson
Avenue (also at 901 & 919 Sonman
Avenue and 911 Jefferson Avenue
12. Sonman Mine Explosion Monument –
monument to 63 miners in CrichtonMcCormick Park
13. Refuse Pile – Mine refuse pile on Rt. 164 near Miller
Shaft
14. Mining Office – former Johnstown Coal and Coke Office
15. Company Houses – adjacent to Municipal
Building/former Mining Office
16. Mine Entrance – 0.2 mile above Municipal Rd. on left is
entrance to former Jailbird Mine
17. Martin Branch Railroad – carried coal from 34 mines
between Portage and Martindale
18. Blacksmith Shop – Former Blacksmith Shop of
Johnstown Coal and Coke; on left in Fiddlers Green
(adjacent cleared area reclaimed site of No. 2 Tipple
and No. 2 Mine)
Natural Heritage
While much of the cultural heritage of the Portage region revolves around the results of
the use of natural resources – first timber then coal – increasingly residents are
interested in enhancing, preserving and enjoying the natural features of the area,
especially as some of the excesses of timber and coal boom eras are remediated. As
noted in the Natural and Physical Features subsection of this Plan, the County Natural
Heritage Inventory (NHI) for Cambria County identified two (2) forested areas in the
Township along the Allegheny Front as having ecological significance. These areas
form part of two large, contiguous forest blocks that extend to the east and south and
are recognized as Landscape Conservation Areas. There are elements of the region’s
cultural heritage that have impacted the natural heritage, specifically acid mine drainage
and other coal impacts.
Summary
The map on the following page shows the location of the major heritage resources
reviewed in this subsection, while the map on page 100 display the APRR inclines and
mine, windmills and mine impacted areas in a larger regional context.
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WINDMILLS-INCLINES-AMD

Themes
The Portage area has a strong industrial theme based on its 19 th and 20th century
history. Transportation, technology, and engineering related to the railroad have each
been recognized as nationally significant. Associated themes, such as immigration,
ethnicity, and labor, are also emerging but may have not yet received the level of
attention that researchers have paid to the railroads and mines. Additional suggestions
include recognizing more of the local history with PHMC and/or local heritage markers,
including:
 Allegheny Portage Railroad, the Long Level
 Allegheny Portage Railroad, Plane 3
 The former Pennsylvania Railroad with a three-mile straightaway viewed at the
former APRR Overlook Bridge at “the Cut” at Cassandra, reported to be the
deepest on the Main Line
 Portage Historic District, with additional individual significant properties within the
district also recognized by additional signage and revisions to the walking/driving
tour
 On-going environmental remediation and education at mine dump, AMD sites
and showcasing wind energy
Sources:
Egle, William H., M.D., An Illustrated History of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. ( DeWitt C. Goodrich
& Co., 1876), pp. 461-478.
Fitzsimons, Gray (editor). 1990. Blair County and Cambria County, Pennsylvania: An inventory of historic
engineering and industrial sites. Washington, DC: HABS/HAER, NPS.
Pawlowski, Heidi. 1991. National Register of Historic Places Multiple Property Documentation Form,
Allegheny Portage Railroad National Historic Landmark.
Portage Area Region Comprehensive Plan (CCPC, 2001)
Portage Regional Plan – Update and Strategy (RCS&A, 1989)
Smith, Nancy L., Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, Portage Historic District, nomination
document, 1995, National Park Service, National Register of Historic Places, Washington, D.C.
Storey, Henry Wilson. History of Cambria County PA. Vol. 1 (The Lewis Publishing Co., 1907).
Zitzler, Paula A. 2001. Between a rock and a hard place: the archeology of the Allegheny Portage
Railroad. Draft submitted to the National Park Service by the Westsylvania Heritage Corporation
(Hollidaysburg, PA) and Archaeological Services, Indiana University of Pennsylvania (Indiana, PA).
Websites
Portage Area Historical Society website: www.portagepa.us/history_of_portage.htm
http://www.livingplaces.com/PA/Cambria_County/Portage_Borough/Portage_Historic_District.html
Cassandra Railroad Overlook & Motel website: www.cassandrarailroadoverlook.com/
Johnstown Area Heritage Association website: http://www.jaha.org/DiscoveryCenter/coal.html
http://www.camgenpa.com/books/1896CD/Portage.html accessing 1896 Johnstown City and Cambria
County Directory
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Agencies – Roles, Mission Statement and Goals (II C)
Portage Borough and Portage Township
The Portage Area Joint Recreation Commission (PAJRC) functions within Portage
Borough and Portage Township. PAJRC was created by the Borough of Portage,
Portage Township and the Portage Area School District on April 9, 1991. As of action
taken in April 2009, membership was increased from seven to nine members serving
alternating three-year terms. Four members are from Portage Borough, four members
from Portage Township, and one member from Portage Area School District. On April
6th, 2009, Portage Borough Council, Portage Township, and the Portage Area School
District adopted an intergovernmental agreement to increase the board to nine
members.
The Joint Commission’s main purpose is to develop a plan for acquisition, development
and operation of regional recreation areas and facilities to review the nature and scope
of existing recreational facilities and activities in the Portage Area. The Crichton
McCormick Memorial Park (CMMP) is the major recreational facility serving the Portage
Area. PAJRC also owns and maintains the Jamestown Playground, a neighborhood
playground in a village in Portage Township. PAJRC members as per Borough and
Township records are as follows:
Borough
Jean Kinley, Chairperson
Dave Squillario, Vice Chair
Sharon Squillario, Secretary
Polly Vandzura
Portage Area School District -

Township
Stuart Leman, Treasurer
John Miko
Ewa Kulick
Tom Cordwell
Kathy Hough

Cassandra Borough
Cassandra Borough is not within the PAJRC. Borough Council leads the recreational
efforts in the community. Council’s major goal is to maintain and enhance Derby Park,
the only public recreational facility in the Borough.
Portage Area School District
The Portage Area School District (PASD) operates a number of facilities primarily for
use by and for PASD athletics. PASD’s major focus is to enhance the athletic and
recreational experience for PASD students, although a number of facilities are open to
the general public. As noted above, PASD is represented on the PAJRC.
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Other Agencies and Providers
There are a number of public and private agencies involved in recreation in the Portage
Region, inclusive of Portage Borough, Portage Township and Cassandra Borough, as
summarized below:


Portage Housing Community (owned and administered by the Johnstown
Housing Authority) maintains play apparatus, basketball court and picnic
table/pavilion for Housing Community residents only



Maple Crest Golf Course this is a privately-owned 9-hole golf course is
located off of Munster Road in Portage Township.



Bens Creek Ballfield is a privately-owned 4.6 acre area multi-use field is
located off of Dulancey Drive near Bens Creek in Portage Township.



Jamestown Rod and Gun Club is a 51.2 acre private sportsmen club located
near Jamestown includes 2 fishing ponds, pavilions and various other
facilities.



Portage Revolver and Pistol/Sportsmen Club is located off of Puritan Road
east of Martindale in Portage Township, and this private club features an
indoor and a 50 acre outdoor shooting range.



Wilmore Reservoir is owned and operated by the Cambria Somerset Authority
and includes two Recreation Areas, both having recreation areas have
composting toilets, access to hiking/biking trails, pavilions, and picnic tables.



State Gamelands #26 – extending into southern Portage Township, this State
Gameland provides 561 acres of natural open space.

1. Critique of Mission Statement and Goals in Relation to Regional Parks and
Recreation Programs
Both the PAJRC and the Borough of Cassandra by necessity have a maintenance and
sustainability orientation for their perceived goals. In essence, given local demographics
and the economy, both agencies appear to be only able to focus essentially on the
maintenance and incremental upgrade of CMMP and Derby Park, respectively and little
time for future planning. In addition, recreation is rather decentralized in the Portage
region, with a number of agencies and groups involved.
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2. Purpose and Use of Long-term Mission Statement, Goals and Objectives
Long-term planning and programming provides the value of a context for local
recreation, which is a critical part of community life. Recreational facilities and
programs are more than leisure, they are critical not only to serve the needs of the
existing population but to serve as an incentive to attract and retain new residents. This
is especially critical for an area such as Portage, which wants to serve in part as a
“bedroom community” for persons employed in Johnstown, Altoona and Ebensburg.
Long-term and coordinated recreational planning – including a mission, goals and
objectives – helps keep the community focused on anticipating and delivering on
recreational needs.
3. Draft Mission Statement and Goals
The mission statement should take into account the role of recreation in terms of the
quality of life and as a community development factor, and the need to approach it in a
coordinated fashion. A sample statement may read as follows:
To provide an array of recreational opportunities to all current and future residents of
Portage Borough, Portage Township and Cassandra Borough, regardless of age,
location and physical ability.
The recently completed Portage Area Regional Plan includes the following two goals
related to recreation:


Provide an array of community and public services that resolves existing service
gaps to better serve existing residents and enhance the attraction of new
residents and businesses.



Enhancements to the range of recreational programming and recreation facilities
that meet identified regional/local needs and add to the quality of life for current
residents and as an incentive in attracting potential new residents.

Long-term planning facilitates the monitoring and fulfillment of these goals and
ultimately the mission of recreation.
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4. Recreation Role Depiction

Recreational
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Committee

Neighborhood
& PASD
Committee

Portage
Area
Recreation
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Trail
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CMMP
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Public Participation (II D 1)
Public Participation in the development of this plan was multi-faceted, including the
following:






Discussion of recreational needs, gaps and visions at the initial Community
Workshops in November 2011, with one workshop held in each of the three
municipalities;
The establishment and maintenance of a Recreation Subcommittee, under the
auspices of the Portage Area Regional Planning Commission (PARPC) during
the planning process;
Detailed discussions during the three-day community workshop/charrette in April
2012, involving the Portage Area Joint Recreation Commission, Portage Area
School District students, local environmental groups, the local Senior Citizens
group and in several public sessions; and
A Citizen Survey carried out between November 2011 and April 2012.

In addition, recreational issues associated with the Recreation Plan and the Martin
Branch Trail Feasibility Study were reviewed at the bi-monthly PARPC meetings, since
they comprised portions of the Regional Planning efforts.
1. Summary of Initial Input on Recreation Needs: Community Workshops – November
2011
Portage Borough


Recreation programming issues:
o Recreation that addresses a continuum of users – youth to middle age to elderly –
must have resources available to all – especially the elderly.
o Need better understanding of what the retired residents want in recreation
programming and facilities.
o Area needs a long term vision of recreation assets



Crichton McCormick Park:
o Convert swimming pool for year round use (cover the existing pool). Pool is currently
used for approx. 70 days.
o Is there is programming that can add use to the pool.



Indoor recreation facilities
o Availability of PASD facilities
o Ascertain need for community center, bowling alley and other
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Portage Township


Crichton McCormick Park
o Maintain and improve the Park
o Park is a key to establishing a good impression to outsiders and as a community
asset



Recreation Facilities
o Youth Activity Center for whole region
o Wellness Center and Gym facilities at the School District are new and well used by
students, but facilities are not seen as available to other PASD residents



Satellite/Neighborhood parks were recommended in the prior plan but not well received
o Only Jamestown Playground was built
o No other neighborhood parks/playgrounds in villages - NIMBY cited as reason



Numerous organized and programmed activities at PASD (21 sports) but little outside of that
o There are not a lot of activities for adults

Cassandra Borough


Derby Park issues/improvements:
o Restrooms are needed (water/sewer near Park) – no restrooms decreases
programming capabilities
o Additional fields needed and improvements to condition of existing fields (water line
project impacts)
o Basketball court
o Financing Derby park improvements - May be funding for Green parking lot projects.
o Public ice skating and/or roller blade and/or skate board park.

Derby Park programming issues - Desire to rent out Derby Park facilities for occasions and
events to assist in sustaining facility and funding improvements
 Borough presently covers Park expenses (electric and grass mowing).
 River is stocked and there are many public access points in the Park, but a need for
activities and events to capture anglers (i.e. flea market, tournaments, etc.)

Regional issues/improvements






Additional walking and biking trails- Trails to take advantage of winter weather.
Additional designated public ATV/motorized trails/snowmobile trails and areas to ride –
many users but lack of designated areas to ride.
No local Indoor movie theater geared to younger movie goers – closest are in the
Johnstown and Altoona areas.
Outdoor music venue – bandshell, performance stage – potential in Portage Borough
Gazebo.
Potential Thunder in the Valley venue – looking to attract Christian and Family Bikers –
trying to establish designated Ice Cream focused biker run.
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2. PARPC Recreation Sub-Committee – December 12, 2011
Comprehensive Recreation, Park and Open Space Plan
Overall, the input notes recreational facilities and programming needs, in the latter case
especially across age groups. The need for a Community Center was noted in
discussion in all communities. Members were then asked to express their input on
recreation needs, gaps, etc.:
 Recreational programming/activities for all ages of children in Crichton-McCormick
Park (C-M Park); presently perceived as oriented to the very young children
 Extending season of activities (i.e. winter/year-round) at C-M Park, perceived as
“dark” after 5:00 reflected in winter being inaccessible due to snow plowed at
entrance
 Considerable discussion on the concept of enclosing the swimming pool at C-M Park
o
o
o





Possibility of reinstituting some type of transit service during Summer months to
bring residents to the pool from nearby communities not having one (i.e. Lilly,
Wilmore, etc.)
PASD facilities were discussed, noting that gym time for outside activities is very
limited during the school year, thus, gym time is available during the same peak
operation months for C-M Park
Limited soccer activity beyond very young children with no High School level teams
o
o








Seen as offering something “unique” in that few communities have this amenity that
may attract outsiders
Offers possibility for additional revenue sources year-round for parties, reunions and
other bookings (NOTE: Discussion of how fully used in-door pools are at Central
Cambria and St. Francis University)
Getting more than “70 days” of use versus potential negative impacts noted on
summer use of pool

70 +/- Portage kids play in AYSO in Lilly
Lilly previously declined opportunity to play some soccer games in Portage

Some local interest is perceived in cross-country skiing
Concern expressed over long-term use/sustainability of local drive-in due to rumors
of alternative use for and possible sale of site
Community Center, a multi-use facility perhaps associated with or a phase of
enclosing the pool was discussed – Center can bundle activities such as in-door
gym, exercise, bowling, movies, dancing, etc.
In-Door Track would be a good thing, augmenting the PASD track in the fall/winter
seasons; can be developed on perimeter and above a gym (i.e. YMCA track in
Johnstown)
Need for in-line skating and a portable rink for winter skating were noted;
Considerable interest in snowmobiling especially in the wooded areas around
Martindale
o
o
o
o

Several roads signed for Snowmobile use (i.e. Cemetery Rd., Shady Springs Rd.,
Gigguetown Rd.)
Areas in State Gamelands
Private grooming and maintenance of trails noted
Involvement by Chickaree Ridge Runners (Martin’s Marine, Mundys Corner)
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Former Chili Cook-Off activity seen as being a good thing; discontinued due to need
for volunteers
Discussion on high school/college internships:
o
o




Business – small business experience running movies, gym, etc. in a community
center
Naturalist – environmental education in C-M Park

Cassandra was the only community showing some connection with “the river” in
recent discussions, likely due to being upstream of major AMD problem areas in and
around Portage
In response to question from EADS, Shady Springs Park is essentially a
private/semi-public (local ownership group) picnic grove rented out for picnics,
reunions, etc.

3. Community Workshops Recreation Excerpts – April 2012
Public Meeting 4/17/12
Recreation Overview
 Hunting and Fishing is an important outdoor recreational pursuit
 Better multiple-use of existing recreation facilities
 Identify alternative uses for existing facilities.
 Need more rental facilities for specialty events
 No place for Silver Sneakers (seniors walking program)
 Better utilization of existing facilities and organizations such as the Rotary,
Women's Group, Portage Area School District (PASD), etc.
 Would like public access to the PASD weight and fitness (Wellness Center)
facility.
 PASD facilities not utilized enough for winter time activities
 Need for indoor winter facilities in general (e.g. indoor walking during the winter)
PASD Student Focus Group 4/18/12 – General Recreation Needs:
 Pedestrian and Equestrian Trails
 Youth Center – “YMCA-like” with Indoor Gymnasium and Pool







Along PA Rt. 53 near McDonalds
At site of former School on Caldwell Avenue

In Line Hockey Rink
Boating - Kayaking and/or Floating opportunities closer to Town
Crichton McCormick Park Improvements:









Basketball Courts – surface and hoops
Tennis Courts – surface and fence
Volleyball Court – surface
Ice Rink – surface and accessibility
Parking lot near field – general condition
Back Entrance – general condition
Landscaping – overall upgrades
Loop Trail – condition and accessibility
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Internal Trail – bridge conditions
Dedicated Skateboarding Area - suggested using the Ice Rink
Safety – evening hours
o Increased Police Patrols
o Security Guards/Camera

Library & Historical Society Focus Group - 4/18/12
Programming
 Develop teen programs at Library focused on motivating kids to read
 Changing library venue to park was suggested for consideration
 Special Nights at the Library computer game night and movie night suggested

Portage Area Recreation Commission Discussion - 4/18/12
Short- and Long-Range plans/ideas:
 Develop better understanding of what the youth want at the Park
 Focus on smaller projects that are consistent with the community’s size/type
 Installation of an in-line skating facility has been discussed (not necessarily
planned)
o
o

New facility may be cost prohibitive
Explore potential to pave over existing skating rinks concrete base

 Organized programming for the spring and fall
o
o
o

More consistent and structured programs/events
Examples – Outdoor reading program, teen-age dances
Need to find someone at little to low cost to organize and run these new
programs

 Outdoor concert area/stage and associated programming
o

For Summerfest and/or independent concert series

 Improve Security at the Park
o
o

Security cameras only feed into pool building and not to police station
To deter or stop drug use (evenings and after school) in the Park

 Install restroom (“green”/composting toilet) near the kids play area
o

Need grant support from the Borough Grant Writer

 Extend electric service to upper playground and along main entrance area
Budgetary
 Operating Budget is $80,000
 Funding (22.5%) is provided by Portage Borough and Township
o
o

$7,000 - Borough
$11,000 – Township

 Major source of funding comes from event revenues, endowments, fees, rentals,
and individual donations
o

Pavilion Rentals – $25 for small and $50 for large

 2 concession stands
o
o

Pool stand is run by lifeguards when pool is open - funds go to the pool
2nd stand is located by athletic fields and is run by little league - funds go to the
little league association
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 Need to find alternative funding sources and increase revenues from existing
facilities/programs
 Difficulty balancing new programs/facilities with operating costs
o

O&M, insurance, costs are prohibitive

 Have access to various Grants and COSTARS program
o

Need assistance from Borough Grant Writer

Maintenance Program
 Highest priority is to maintain condition of existing facilities
 Discussed improving condition of road(s) near the lower fields
 On-going maintenance of existing trails
o



Condition of the skating rink is poor
o





Only minor repairs are needed

Have had success using prisoner work program
In-kind service/equipment is provided by Portage Township, Portage Borough
and Portage Water Authority
Stormwater runoff from surrounding residential areas may be causing washout
issues on trails
o



Kane Run Trout Nursery has cut down on vandalism by providing more eyes and
ears in the Park

Annual maintenance is completed in the Kids Playground area by volunteers
o




potential to pave over existing concrete base for in-line skating

Vandalism issues
o



Verify condition of bridges

Verification/Survey needed

Maintenance of rear entrance is as intended to reduce speeding and overuse

Personnel & Volunteers
 Current staff includes one (1) maintenance person and seasonal lifeguards
 Having trouble finding interns/seasonal volunteers
o
o
o
o

Little success attracting from local universities
Discussed contacting schools with recreation programs and increasing advertising to
local volunteers
Better promotion of existing tuition reimbursement program
Better promotion of existing free pool passes for volunteers program

 Attract responsible person(s) to organize and run new events and programs
Portage Area School District (PASD) Relationship
 Little cooperation from PASD on organizing basketball leagues and/or other
athletics programming
 Need to attract PASD students to apply their Community Service hours at the
Park
o

Some recent but inconsistent success

 Need to establish tactful approaches to establish a better relationship with PASD
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Environmental Focus Group 4/19/12
Trout Run Watershed Association Priorities
 Earth Week Projects (Earth Week usually runs from April 16 to Earth Day, April 22):
o
o




O&M of Trout Run AMD Project (on-line 4/19/12)
Miller Shaft Discharge Remediation
o
o



Clean Up Projects along Kane Run and along entire Rt. 164 corridor
Coordinates with Portage Area School District (PASD) Students and Portage Water
Authority

75 +/- acres for Passive Treatment
Active Treatment is most feasible

Miller Shaft Boney Pile removal
o
o

Better communication regarding remediation efforts
BAMR is looking for projects to fund

Traditional Anglers of PA Priorities
 Earth Week Projects
o



Operation & Maintenance and Sustainability of Kane Run Trout Nursery
o



Expanding number of fish stocked within 5 miles of Nursery

Current Trout Stocking Locations:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Provides education program, Nursery tours and Trout Stocking In conjunction with
Trout Run Watershed Association Projects

In Cassandra for Cassandra Fishing Derby
Little Conemaugh River near Lilly
Trout Run in Martindale
Kane Run
Bear Rock Run
Benscreek
Noels Creek

Annual TAP Free Fishing Derby held in May (for kids Ages 12 and under)
o Located in Crichton-McCormick Park

Comments:
 Potential Impacts from mining activities in Watershed above Portage
 More support needed from Little Conemaugh River Watershed Association
(LCRWA) and/or Stonycreek Conemaugh River Improvement Project (SCRIP)
o
o



Financial, attention and otherwise
Perhaps occasional meetings of LCRWA and/or SCRIP in area would be a start

Potential for seasonal canoeing/kayaking in Little Conemaugh River between
Lilly and Portage and in Trout Run
o

Would require formation of new organization
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Senior Citizens Group 4/25/12
Need for new senior center
 Present facility is owned by Rotary, and while appreciated and used there are
some issues
 Center offers services/social setting for 50-100 members
 Space is very cramped with no buffering of activities (i.e. tables, TV/Game area,
kitchen all are in same undivided space
 No capacity to rent space out for revenue generation as done by other senior
centers in County
 Better heating, more parking and walkability (central location) important
 Several vacant buildings behind drive-in noted but that area is not centrally
located

4. PARPC Recreation Subcommittee Meeting - June 6, 2012
Review of Input and Participation
An 8-page summary of input and participation was e-mailed in advance to
subcommittee members, summarizing input from various meetings and workshops.
EADS staff summarized major relevant issues:
 Recreation programming – seen as a major gap across the age spectrum
 PASD Relationship – some positive and negative experiences including good
facilities at the school (e.g. play apparatus, trail) but limited availability to nonstudent public for certain facilities (e.g. Wellness Center, Stadium); lack of PASD
student involvement/community service at Crichton-McCormick Park
 Community Center – great deal of interest in a “community center” but differing
ideas on what that is – “YMCA-type”, teen center, senior citizens, etc.) or a
multiple use of existing facilities such as Wellness Center
 Year-round pool use/enclosure – two sides to story extending season “beyond 70
days” vs. “ruining” outdoor summer atmosphere
 Public safety issues at Crichton-McCormick Park – cameras linked to Police
Dept. rather than pool office is seen as one answer; “neighborhood” watch is
another
 Trails and in-line skating seen as popular facilities that do not exist and/or are
limited
 Concern over sustainability of Crichton-McCormick Park
 Cassandra is not part of the Recreation Commission and is “out there” on its
own; sustainability concerns
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Recreation Survey Summary
A 12-page summary of the recent recreation survey was e-mailed in advance to
subcommittee members, summarizing findings. EADS staff summarized major relevant
issues:
 Local needs were similar in Portage Borough and Township, but Cassandra
respondents had individual needs and concerns – Trails, Youth Center, ATV
trails are popular although Cassandra respondents note need for more basic
facilities such as baseball/softball & youth football fields
 Facilities at Crichton-McCormick Park and PASD recreation areas were generally
seen as being good-excellent and Derby Park as being average
 Recreation programming is a major need, especially for people over 18 years old
– especially “teen activities”, adult fitness, adult sports, learn-to-swim and youth
fitness – fairly similar programming needs in region
o
o



There are two alternatives – run your own program (keep revenue/meet costs) or go
to an outside agency (share revenue)
EADS staff discussed programming opportunities with outside existing recreation
providers, for information only associated with planning

Trails are seen as a major need in the region – both motorized and nonmotorized

Recreation Facilities
A 2-page summary of facilities inventoried was e-mailed in advance to subcommittee
members, summarizing field visits to each of 7 facilities. EADS staff engaged in a
discussion of the facilities:
 Additional comfort facilities are needed at Crichton-McCormick Park for public
convenience and a comfort facility is needed at Derby Park to enhance rental use
as well as for public convenience. There was a discussion of some alternatives,
including a compost toilet (requires maintenance items) and a vault toilet
o
o
o
o






It was noted that “neighborhood parks” (e.g. Jamestown, Portage Housing
Community, etc.) do not require comfort facilities
ADA access discussion, especially in relation to Crichton-McCormick Park –
accessible pathways to/between facilities are typically more critical than ADA
facility equipment
Portage Housing Community playground discussion – facility use restrictions and
maintenance schedule
Discussion on usage/future of Benscreek Ballfield
o
o



1,000 gallon holding capacity/servicing as needed
Vault toilet is good for places without sewer/water (Lower Trail in Blair County uses
this; installed for $20,000 as per Karl King – Allegheny Ridge Corp)
May require a Privy Ordinance
May be appropriate for Derby Park and/or Cassandra Overlook

Once used for Monday Night Softball
Little use and no maintenance presently

Portage Township now has a recreation set-aside in its pending Subdivision and
Land Development Ordinance; applicable to future residential subdivisions
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There is a universal concern over the maintenance and sustainability of facilities
and events, triggering a discussion of the need for revenue generation and close
financial measuring/monitoring
Discussion arose over the ownership of the Cassandra Overlook (in relation to
the need for comfort facilities), with several opinions on the subject but nothing
known formally at the meeting.
[Note: Post-meeting research of tax mapping suggests Overlook parking and picnicking area
may be on private property owned by Robert & Virginia Anslinger (anecdotally noted as being heir
to former Hughes Coal Co. holdings); Overlook structure itself does not appear to be in private
hands but (1) part of NS ROW or (2) anecdotally public ROW given former use that carried State
Route 276 (precursor to Rt. 53).

Trail Feasibility Study
For planning/discussion purposes, the proposed trail corridor has been split into four
segments and two alternatives around Martindale. The four segments include:
1. Portage Borough/Township line and Miller Shaft
2. Miller Shaft and Fiddlers Green
3. Fiddlers Green and the AMD System
4. AMD System and Martindale
The two alternatives around Martindale include one that would end at the proposed
Wind Energy Education Center and one that would end at the Portage Reservoir.
A firsthand account of trail conditions and issues and opportunities derived from field
investigations, mapping and other evaluations completed by the EADS Group was
provided. Larger maps of the four trail segments and alternatives showing the
abandoned railroad right-of-way (RR ROW) and the proposed waterline was reviewed
with members, who also were given a handout (also attached) out summarizing the
ROW width, length and slope and the key issues and opportunities of each segment
and alternative. Four (4) major physical issues associated with the proposed trail were
identified including:
 the active and uncontrolled ATV (and other motorized) use in and around the
corridor;
 the need to install at least four approximately 50-ft bridges over Trout Run;
 disturbance of portions of the former rail bed from previous flooding; and
 areas of steep slopes that will need to be overcome to connect the trail to the
proposed Wind Energy Center.
The discussion noted the following:
 An education effort focused on how motorized and non-motorized users could
both use the trail might be the most effective way to address the ATV use.
 The use of swinging bridges or similar types of bridges could be features that
would attract users to the trail.
 Utilizing portions of the proposed waterline between Fiddlers Green and Puritan
would be an acceptable way to get around disturbed areas.
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Connecting the Trail to the proposed Wind Energy Center was preferred over
connecting it to the Portage Reservoir.

Additional
discussion
focused
on
Trail
Head/Access
points,
Trail
Ownership/Management and Trail Users.
 Five potential Trail Head/access points were identified including behind the
NAPA Auto Parts Store near Portage Borough, near the Portage Township Office
in Miller Shaft, near RDs in Fiddlers Green, at the AMD system near Puritan and
at the proposed Wind Education Center.
o
o



Karl King from Allegheny Ridge emphasized the need to connect trail segments
to/from trail head/access points or other points of interest. Karl also noted that
funding to construct a “trail to nowhere” would be difficult to obtain.
o

o





A Trail Head/Access Point at the AMD System was noted as being a favorable
location.
Positive responses have been received from the Trout Run Watershed Association
(Dennis Beck) and the Cambria County Conservation District for using a berm
around the Trout Run side of the AMD System for an environmental
educational/interpretive trail segment and for also using their access way for a trail
access. [EADS follows up with both entities and with the adjoining property owner to
verify level of cooperation and conditions and to analyze easements needed for a
Trail Head in that area.]

By way of comparison, the Lower Trail (17 miles) is sponsored and maintained by
Rails To Trails of Central PA, not-for-profit, charitable organization under Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. It operates through a Board of Directors
and membership, all of whom volunteer their time and labor on projects. It operates
on a $20,000 annual budget.
Cambria County Conservation & Recreation Authority and Indiana County Parks &
Trails (724-463-8636) operate the Ghost Town Trail

It was suggested by the Recreation Committee that a list of Operation and
Maintenance items and an estimated annual operating budget be prepared to
better understand the scope and requirements of a Trail Association.
School-age (5-18), Young Adult (19-29), Middle-age adults (30-59) and Mature
adults (60+) residents from Cassandra Borough, Portage Borough and Portage
Township were identified as the targeted trail users.
ATV use in and around the proposed trail corridor is seen as being rampant and
very individualized (no organization)
o
o

Karl King noted that the Snowshoe Rails to Trails (SRT) may be a good example of
motorized/non-motorized trail sharing and an organization that began with motorized
users
SRT contact is Trilby Mayes (814) 387-6518 cooper_2356@yahoo.com
Snow Shoe Rails to Trails, P.O. BOX 314, CLARENCE, PA 16829
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5. PARPC Recreation Subcommittee Meeting – August 22, 2012
Review of Recreation Plan Issues
By reviewing and synthesizing information gained from the recreation survey, public
input at community workshops and field work, a number of significant recreational
issues have arose and should be treated by the Plan. These include the following:
A. Recreation agencies in the region are focused on maintaining and sustaining
existing recreational facilities, out of perceived necessity, rather than on expanding
their role and facilities, or offering recreational programming.
1) Identified popular facility needs (e.g. Walking/hiking trails, bike trails, youth center,
ATV/snowmobile trails, boating/fishing access areas, dog (off-leash) park, in-line skating
rink) are generally not on the proverbial “radar screen”.
2) Discussion noted that in Portage, just sustaining CMMP is a challenge, and in
Cassandra funding, area served and local capacity precludes any major changes at
Derby Park. Both facilities need to enhance their revenue generating potential.
3) At CMMP, the PAJPC favors certain types of improvements (e.g. restrooms, extension
of electric service to an unserved section, an amphitheatre and smaller projects), while
local input would like to see trail improvements, surface improvements to courts, an ice
rink, a skateboarding area and a security camera linkage to the PPD.
4) At Derby Park, restrooms are needed (i.e. complements rental of pavilion) and a hard
surface on the basketball court.

B. There is considerable popularity and interest in a “community center”, which means
different things to different people. There also is an issue of sustainability due to
local demographics, geography and economics. Also, there is some acrimony over
the fact that the PASD Wellness Center is not open to the public, which would fill
some of the needs for a “community center”.
1) Among the uses expressed for a “community center” are a youth center, a “YMCA” type
center, a (larger) senior center, a fitness center, a place for indoor activities (e.g.
WinterFest, dances, etc.), movies, etc.
2) A community center has been mentioned in past planning at CMMP but a new building
may be presently beyond the financial capacities of the community, and operation and
maintenance is not easy.
3) Portage residents often drive children to Ebensburg’s YPCC, Richland’s East Hills
Recreation facility and/or Johnstown’s YMCA for sporting, fitness and related activities,
and many seem to accept this. While residents understand the “critical mass”
considerations associated with the maintenance and sustainability of these facilities,
they also desire some more local programming opportunities.
4) A number of issues were noted that essentially prevent the use of the PASD Wellness
Center as a “community center”, essentially due to liability issues. The Center’s physical
attachment to the PASD physical plant creates liability issues for most of the year due to
the security requirements PASD has had to institute and follow. Beyond that, the Center
has heavy student use during the school year, and the range and timing of these
activities make the regular scheduling of facilities for “public use” difficult if not
impossible. The only possible public use could occur when school events are not
occurring and/or on weekends when school activities are not occurring.
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C. There is considerable interest in certain types of recreation programming in the
community (e.g. teen programs, adult fitness, adult sports, learn-to-swim, youth
fitness, before/after school programs, youth summer camp, etc.) with little offered
locally and drives to Johnstown or Ebensburg being the norm.
1) Discussion on “programming” as a means of generating revenue (i.e. a local identified
need) or in just offering a “service”. “Revenue” assumes some capacity to schedule,
conduct and manage programs, while “service” may require only an outside
administration agency (e.g. East Hills, YMCA, YWCA, etc.) that may share a portion of
revenue.
2) While there is much “volunteering” in the area by parents on behalf of their children,
volunteer-rum programming may be inconsistent as the children “turn over”. A service
provided one year may not be the next simply because the child/children have moved.
Discussions are continuing with two nearby service-providers from the Johnstown area
to ascertain any interest.
3) It was noted that Portage may not have the facilities necessary to attract people from
other communities, which is seen as necessary for sustainability. The perception is that
the pool (i.e. noted as “competition” type) may be the only remotely “unique” recreation
facility that Portage has, and it is only operational for 2 ½ - 3 months. The possibility of a
swimming competition should be explored as a program and revenue generator.
4) A registry linking volunteers with needs is seen as being helpful. Some people may
want to volunteer but may not know that their skills or interests are in demand. The
PASD, its teachers and students, may be the best focal point to attract volunteers via
students, who “bring along” their parents.

Recreation Plan Discussion
There was considerable discussion over trails in general, including the completion of a
loop trail around CMMP. Underbrush and stream crossings need to be dealt with in
some fashion, but overall the trail is seen as something that could get done with local
labor and volunteers. A trail connects and traverses sections of CMMP but a loop
presently does not exist and there is concern for a trail sharing a roadway with vehicles.
Provision of this trail can occur in the relative short-term, meeting a need noted in the
Survey, while longer-term efforts toward the Martin Branch Trail proceed. Ultimately a
CMMP Loop Trail and the Martin Branch Trail can be linked, albeit via sidewalk.
PAJRC is not presently interested in taking on additional responsibilities but
funding/revenue levels could change that. Simply stated, PAJRC has its hands full
sustaining CMMP, so anything else may have to pay its way. In this regard, a number
of vehicles may be available.
A. PAJRC is considering the establishment of a 501 (C) – 3 “arm” to take advantage of
other possible funding.
B. A “Friends of the Trail” type of organization can sponsor the trail, comprised of
committed volunteers
C. Volunteer events can assist in fundraising, as seen in the recent 5K Race, which are
particularly effective to fund specific project.
There was discussion that the Plan includes a recommendation for the best location for
an amphitheatre in CMMP, even if that location may displace an existing facility. It was
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also noted that the Plan should encourage a certain “theme” in the appearance of future
buildings in the Park. In terms of Cassandra, a few things were noted.
A. Presently the Borough is doing its best to maintain Derby Park, and while it has been
effective, it is done on a “shoe string”.
B. Most improvements in the Park have been incremental depending essentially on two people,
a program through Wal-Mart and the involvement of one member of Council. Long-term
sustainability of the Park should be a concern.
C. Presently, Cassandra is not part of the PAJRC. The Plan may suggest that consideration
for the future.

Trail Feasibility Study
Discussion of the Trail Feasibility Study focused on the Trail Extension to the Wind
Energy Education Center, Trail Maintenance and Security, Mitigation of Motorized Use
in the Corridor, Trail Linkages and Connections and the Implementation Approach. The
following summarizes the major relevant issues:
A. Trail Extension to Wind Energy Education Center
The EADS Group presented mapping showing two potential alignments for the Trail
around to the north of Martindale. Land ownership and the need for a bridge over
Trout Run were also discussed. The EADS Group also described the results of a
meeting held with Mr. Mike Barton representing the Wind Energy Education Center
and his offer to assist with the development and maintenance of this section of Trail
and his offer to construct trail friendly haul roads in coordination with timbering
activities on the Portage Water Authority land scheduled for fall 2012.
1) The Recreation Committee approved of the two alignments identified and did not offer a
preference for one over the other.
2) The Committee noted that the steeper elevations along this section will create a more
challenging Trail that will appeal to more active users.
3) The Committee did suggest coordinating with Mr. Barton during timber activities to
ensure the trail friendly haul roads were constructed.
4) The Committee approved designating the Wind Energy Center as a Trail Head marking
the southern terminus of the Trail.

B. Trail Maintenance and Security Tasks, Costs and Responsibilities
A narrative prepared by the EADS Group summarizing Operation and Maintenance
issues and opportunities was distributed and reviewed. Copies of Operation and
Maintenance budgets for the West Penn Trail and the Rails to Trail Conservancy
were also distributed and reviewed.
1) The Recreation Committee requested that the Portage Area Joint Recreation
Commission address their capacity/willingness to take on the Operation and
Maintenance of the Trail at their September meeting.
2) It was suggested by the Committee that the EADS Group meet with the Cambria County
Conservation and Recreation Authority to address their capacity/willingness to take on
the Operation and Maintenance of the Trail.
3) It was agreed that at least the type of organization best able to operate and maintain the
Martin Branch Trail be recommended in the Feasibility Study.
4) Mr. Marty Slonac and Mr. Jeremy Burkett committed to assisting with the development
and installation of Trail signage including mile markers, directional and education signs.
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5) Mr. Slonac and Mr. Burkett also indicated their willingness to assist with the construction
of benches. It was suggested by the Committee that selling of ‘in-memory’ benches
similar to what the Recreation Commission does at the Crichton McCormick Park could
be done along the Trail as a fund raiser and as a way to connect residents to the Trail.

C. Mitigation of Motorized Use in the Corridor
The EADS Group led a discussion of how to address the known motorized use in the
Trail Corridor. The EADS Group presented Information regarding the Snow Shoe
Rail Trail and how they address motorized use along their Trail. The Snow Shoe
Trail is a shared use Trail and actively promotes this shared use. The operators of
the Trail annually budget approximately $5,000 to purchase security services from
the Centre County Sheriff Department to reduce conflicts among motorized and nonmotorized users and surrounding land owners. It was noted that even with this level
of security they still have issues with renegade ATV riders and incidences related to
the shared use of the Trail.
1) It was affirmed by the Recreation Committee that the Martin Branch Trail should be for
non-motorized users and should be developed knowing that motorized users would be
present in the Corridor.
2) The Committee does not want to encourage or restrict motorized uses in the Corridor.
3) The Committee does not believe that having Portage Borough and/or Portage Township
provide security are viable options.
4) The Committee indicated paying for security of the Trail is not desirable.
5) The Committee suggested installing bollards at all ATV/Trail crossing points and signage
indicating use of the Trail by non-motorized users be incorporated into an overall
education program.

D. Trail Linkages and Connections
The EADS Group presented and reviewed a map showing a number of heritage and
other points of interest physically located in the Trail Corridor and in proximity to the
Trail.
1) The Committee approved the map as is and did not identify additional resources that
should be added.
2) It was suggested that the Trail be used as a way to connect Portage area residents and
visitors with local heritage and related resources.
3) The Committee supported installing identification and interpretative signage to highlight
each of the resources located within the Trail Corridor as a way to increase the
experience of using the Trail.
4) The Committee agreed that the Trail should be promoted as both a recreation asset and
nature/heritage tourism asset.

E. Implementation Approach
The need to develop the Trail in phases was discussed. The discussion focused on
a number of obstacles located between Portage Borough and Miller Shaft including
the Miller Shaft mine refuse pile, Pro-Disposal and a missing bridge over Trout Run,
and a number of opportunities located between the Puritan AMD Treatment System
and the Wind Energy Education Center.
1) The Recreation Committee suggested that a section of Trail between the Puritan AMD
Treatment System and the Wind Energy Education Center is most likely to be developed
and opened for use first and should be identified as Phase 1.
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2) The Committee agreed that a section of Trail between the Puritan AMD System and
Miller Shaft be identified as Phase 2.
3) The Committee agreed that the section of Trail between Miller Shaft and Portage
Borough would need to be identified as Phase 3.
4) The Committee felt strongly that connecting the Trail to Portage Borough is critical for its
long term success and popularity/use among Borough Residents. The Committee
requested that EADS evaluate a potential Trail extension that would connect the Miller
Shaft area with the Portage Area School Campus.
5) The Committee agreed that the implementation approach focus on getting the Trail
surface and Trail Heads in place first and then consider adding amenities such as toilets,
pavilions, garbage cans, etc in future years.
6) The Committee agreed that Trail Heads be located at the Wind Energy Education
Center, at the Puritan AMD System and in Miller Shaft.

6. Other Public Meeting/Hearing
Given the coordinated approach involving three planning efforts – Regional
Comprehensive Plan Update, Regional Recreation, Park and Open Space Plan and
Trail Feasibility Study – all three were included in the Public Meeting (3/11/13) and
Public Hearing (6/10/13) as prescribed by the Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning
Code for comprehensive planning. The findings, results and recommendations of the
three plans were consolidated into one presentation. Copies of the PowerPoint
presentations and attendance sheets are included in this subsection.
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Agency Administration (II E)
The Portage Area Joint Recreation Commission (PAJRC) was created by the Borough
of Portage, Portage Township and the Portage Area School District on April 9, 1991. As
noted earlier, PAJRC consists of seven members serving a three year term. Three
members were from Portage Borough, three members from Portage Township, and one
member from Portage Area School District. On April 6th, 2009, Portage Borough
Council, Portage Township, and the Portage Area School District adopted an
intergovernmental agreement to increase the board to nine members, increasing a
membership from each municipality to four. PAJRC meets the third Monday during the
fall and winter months and during the summer months, the board meets the first and
third Monday of the month at 6:30 p.m. During the winter and fall the meetings are held
at the Portage Area Ambulance Association Building, while meetings during MaySeptember are held at a shelter in Crichton McCormick Memorial Park (CMMP).
Cassandra Borough is not within the PAJRC. Borough Council leads the recreational
efforts in the community. Council’s major goal is to maintain and enhance Derby Park,
the only public recreational facility in the Borough.
Administrative Practices
PAJRC administers and maintains CMMP and the Jamestown Playground in Portage
Township, while Cassandra Borough Council members and the Borough Secretary
have assumed the responsibility of maintaining Derby Park. Input from the two
agencies involved as well as input received during the planning process indicates that
recreation administration is essentially focused on facility maintenance, with little in the
way of recreational programming. In addition, present fiscal conditions in the respective
communities along with a rather stagnant regional economy keeps both PAJRC and
Cassandra Borough focused on day-to-day maintenance and sustainability rather than
long-term master planning.
Public Engagement and Long-Range Planning
Synthesizing the input received from the various community workshops, a multi-day
planning charrette, meetings of the Recreation Subcommittee, the Recreation Survey
and the Portage Area Regional Planning Commission (PARPC) is difficult and prone to
be an oversimplification. In summary, there appears to be general understanding of the
limitations faced by PAJRC and Cassandra due to fiscal capacities, but also a concern
that there is little longer-term planning involving the general public. Furthermore, with
the efforts of the Portage Area School District (PASD) and the recreation agencies,
there was consensus among the Recreation Subcommittee members that will the needs
of young children through high school age is being met, there are a number of unmet
recreational needs among the remaining segments of the population.
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Cassandra does not have a long-term plan for recreation prior to this planning effort.
The prior Recreation, Park and Open Space Plan for Portage Borough and Portage
Township was completed in 1995, and included an ambitious set of recommendations.
Among the elements of that Plan that have been implemented are the following:
 Completion of most a fitness trail around the perimeter of CMMP;
 Development of a third ballfield;
 Development of one of two recommended play apparatus areas;
 Construction of a basketball court; and
 Roadway and parking improvements.
Among the more significant of the unimplemented recommendations of the 1995 Plan
are an amphitheatre, conversion of a picnic shelter into a nature center, recreational
vehicle hook-ups, a relocated ice rink and a multi-purpose community center. PAJRC
has made notable progress in plan implementation even given the local and regional
fiscal challenges.
Existing Administrative Analysis
An intergovernmental agreement dated April 6, 2009 among Portage Borough, Portage
Township and PASD, provides the authority and responsibility in terms of recreation for
PAJRC. PAJRC operates under its own budget, maintaining accounts as required.
While PAJRC relies on some volunteer work in maintaining CMMP, it does employ one
(1) maintenance person and seasonal lifeguards. At least one organization, the Portage
Area Youth Association (PAYA) uses facilities with CMMP for various leagues, including
tee ball, baseball and softball leagues for boys and girls aged 5 to 16. In focus group
discussion, PAJRC members expressed a desire to improve involvement of PASD in
terms of basketball leagues, other programming and student interns/volunteers (i.e.
Community Service Hours) within CMMP.
In Cassandra, the Borough’s involvement in the borough-owned Derby Park is assumed
as a municipal function. Cassandra allocates funds from its operating budget, creatively
utilizes donations from a major retailer in carrying out some functions, the use of
Community Service workers assigned by Cambia County Court and also depends on
volunteers to maintain Derby Park. Derby Park is essentially managed by one person
who is on Council. In a discussion with him a number of points emerged. There is no
real formal chain of command or succession, which raises a question about long-term
sustainability. PAJRC involvement was never really considered but is not seen as being
impossible, especially given succession issue and lack of others stepping up. The
Borough owns the land and maintains records for Borough-related actions and
expenditures. There are no policies, procedures or marketing related to the Park.
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Agency Personnel (II F)
An organizational chart of agencies and personnel delivering public recreational
services appears on the following page. Public recreational services are for the most
part equated with recreational facilities.
Overview
The major provider is the Portage Area Joint Recreation Commission (PAJRC), with the
Borough and Township of Portage being the major players but the Portage Area School
District as a voting member but not contributing financing for the organization (i.e.
represented by narrow line linking PAJRC and PASD). In turn, Crichton McCormick
Memorial Park (CMMP) is PAJRC’s major facility with services focused on summertime
swimming, courts for organized and unorganized groups, playfields again for organized
and unorganized groups, apparatus area, a trout nursery operated by an outside group,
picnic pavilions for rent and a trail and open space. PAJRC also maintains the
Jamestown Playground, a much smaller neighborhood oriented facility. The PASD
facilities include a football stadium and ball fields, a playfield and track, an indoor
gymnasium, a health center/weight room and an apparatus area. While the facilities are
prioritized for school athletics and student use, they are also available for use by the
general public – groups and individuals – with PASD approval. The chart of public
recreation in Cassandra is much simpler since the Borough is not presently affiliated
with the PAJRC, although it is within the PASD, with PASD facilities at least available
for use by students residing in Cassandra. The play field is used by various groups and
individuals and the loan pavilion is available for rent.
Personnel
PAJRC operates with active involvement by PAJRC Board members directing one (1)
full-time maintenance person, augmented by seasonal lifeguards who also work the
seasonal concession stand. In addition, in-kind maintenance, equipment and service
work has been provided over the years by municipal forces of the Borough and
Township, as well as the Portage Water Authority, as dictated by need. In addition,
annual maintenance is provided at the wooden apparatus area by local volunteers, and
work by persons involved in supervised community service in the correctional system
has also been provided on occasion. Even though PAJRC has attempted to entice
volunteers via free pool passes, this effort has only been marginally successful. PAJRC
notes that they have had limited success in better incorporating PASD in services (i.e.
Community Service hours for students) and in programming (i.e. leagues).
Cassandra operates in a rather informal manner using various combinations of
personnel to maintain Derby Park. As noted earlier, a member of Council essentially
has taken on managing the Park. The lone Borough employee works part-time over 40
hours per month on all Borough activities, including periodically cutting the grass during
the growing season. The Borough also has arranged for supervised community service
workers to provide general maintenance services including work in the Park, usually
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twice a year over the past eight (8) years. The Council member who has taken on
numerous tasks in the Park also donates use of his equipment (i.e. weed eater, etc.) as
needed in the Park.
Personnel Systems
There is a definite “maintenance orientation” involved in sustaining the PAJRC facilities,
particularly CMMP, and Cassandra’s Derby Park. The full-time PAJRC maintenance
person and seasonal part-time pool employees work under direction of PAJRC. The
system in Cassandra is less structured with Borough Council determining needs for
Derby Park at least annually and one Council member essentially taking the
responsibility to carry out required activities.
Personnel Gaps and Needs
Personnel gaps and needs are closely tied to systemic gaps and needs. Considerable
discussion during the planning process focused on the present capacities and gaps
related to the provision of a wide range of recreational facilities and programming within
the region, with the following as the background context:






PAJRC is essentially focused on sustaining the facilities at CMMP, with no
responsibilities in Cassandra and no financial participation by PASD;
PASD facilities are primarily focused on meeting the physical educational and
athletic needs of PASD students, although some facilities are available and used for
community/public use;
Derby Park is maintained by Cassandra Borough, particularly by a few civic minded
officials;
There is no identified agency/group presently interested in developing and
maintaining the proposed Martin Branch Trail or in developing and maintaining the
oft-discussed “community center”;
There is little in the way of fundraising or planning related to long-term regional
recreational facilities and programs

The overall need can be encapsulated in the words “coordination” and “administration”.
While the maintenance orientation may be pragmatic and even understandable, it may
not serve the needs of a multi-generational recreation program in the Portage region.
Improvements to this system would address the following:




Coordination – Four (4) parties should be brought together in the interest of
maintaining and improving recreational programs and facilities. Specifically, a
regional public recreation agency should embrace Cassandra as well as Portage
Borough and Portage Township and PASD.
Administration - All four (4) parties would financially participate in the reformulated
regional agency that would take responsibility for facility management, facility
improvements planning and programming. Consideration should be given to a
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realistic way to achieve more centralized administration and planning, either through
specific commmittees or the retention of a manager.
The reformulation may be incremental, with a committee-focused administration finding
the resources and person who may become that “manager”.
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Facilities and Open Space Inventory and Analysis (II G)
This subsection provides and inventory and analysis of public recreational facilities
within the Boroughs of Portage and Cassandra, and the Township of Portage. Primary
field inspections were performed by Clifford Kitner, a certified Recreation Practitioner
and a part-time employee of The EADS group. Additional research, mapping,
photographs and follow-up field work was provided by other EADS planning staff.
Mapping of major recreational facilities is broken down on a municipal basis on the
following three pages.
In addition, a survey of recreational needs, preferences and perceptions was carried out
on-line via Survey Monkey. Survey items included feedback on recreational facilities
and recreational programming. A total of 285 completed surveys were received.
Furthermore, public participation on recreational facilities and programming were also
addressed in several other ways, including:





Community workshops carried out in November 2011 and as part of a
Community Charrette in April 2012;
Regular review meetings of the Portage Area Regional Planning Commission;
A meeting with the Portage Area Joint Recreation Commission held as part of the
April 2012 Community Charrette; and
Three (3) meetings of a Recreation Subcommittee appointed by the Portage
Area Regional Planning Commission.

The update of the Comprehensive Plan and the Recreation Plan for the three
municipalities was scheduled to be concurrent to assure coordination between these
two critical planning processes.
Crichton McCormick Memorial Park
This is a multi-purpose site operated by the
Portage Area Joint Recreation Commission
(PAJRC) that serves recreational needs for
residents of Portage and the larger region. The
park started out in 1921 when fourteen acres of
land were donated from the estate of Henry B.
McCormick to Portage Borough with a restriction
that it be used only as a park. In the 1940's,
additional improvements were added. Among
those additions were road resurfacing, parking lot,
new bathhouse with fencing, pool diving boards
with lights, tennis and basketball courts, little league and softball fields, picnic tables and
shelters that are available for rent. In 1954, 32.21 acres of land were also donated from
Rose Crichton; a widow of one of Portage's pioneer coal operators, Mr. A.B. Crichton
Sr. The donation of land was also restricted for use only as a park.
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CMMP is comprised of an assortment of active and passive recreational facilities, as
summarized in this subsection.
Swimming Pool: A swimming pool
has been part of the since 1935
when a pool was constructed by
the Civil Works Administration,
and the original pool bathhouse
was completed a year later. In
1990 the PA Department of
Environmental Protection closed

the pool due to design and
location within the floodplain. In
1992, $500,000.00 grant funding
was received for a new swimming
pool and in 1994 the present pool
was completed and reopened.
The
pool
is
a
popular
summertime destination for area
residents who flock to it in great
numbers to beat the heat, meet
friends
and
patronize
the
concession stand. Discussions with a PASD focus group in April 2012 suggests that it
is “the place to be” in the summertime for Portage youth. The pool area appears to be
in excellent condition.
Pavilions:
Local records and
promotional materials show ten
(10) picnic pavilions of varying
sizes, accommodating anywhere
from 40 – 200 persons. These
local records suggest a total
capacity of 780 persons, with three
(3) shelters each having a 40person capacity, two (2) shelters
each having a 60-person capacity,
three (3) shelters each having an
80-person capacity, one (1) shelter
having a 100-person capacity and
one (1) shelter having a 200-person capacity. The pavilions or shelters are generally
located in the eastcentral and southeastern sections of CMMP, with a number in the
wooded and others in cleared areas of the Park. Most shelters are in good or excellent
condition, although one small shelter was taped off during a field view in June 2012.
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Lighted Courts: Lighted tennis courts and a lighted basketball court are located on a
side drive near the CMMP entrance. These courts have hard surfaces and are in good
condition. There also is an unlighted court between the basketball court and two tennis
courts with a stabilized surface. A gravel parking area is located in this section as well.

Ball Fields: There are four (4) ball fields located in CMMP, including a lighted Little
League field, two softball fields and a Pee Wee baseball field, all generally located in
the northwestern and western sections of CMMP. One softball field and the Little
League field are in excellent condition,
while the other two fields are rated as
fair.
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Wooden Playground Equipment: A
children’s play area is located near
the entrance to CMMP, comprised
of a wooden play apparatus area
and a wooded ship.
In 1998,
Project Kids Place raised over
$70,000.00 to create the new
apparatus area and volunteers
helped construct the play area and
it was completed in May of that

year. In 2004, a Pirate Ship was added
to Project Kids Place. The play area is
in very good condition, of course
wooden play areas do require regular
maintenance and these facilities appear
to be well maintained.
Discussion
during the planning process noted that a
local
volunteer
group
performs
maintenance on these apparatus areas
annually.

Trail: A meandering trail winds its way through sections
of the CMMP and is especially visible along the southern
and eastern sections of
the Park. The segment
followed during field
surveys
roughly
connects the area in the
vicinity of the basketball
court with the pavilions
in
the
wooded
southeastern
section.
Trail surface varies from
stone
stabilized
“roadway” to woodchip,
to a concrete slab bridge
over a small run. There
were no markings or
interpretive panels along
the trail segment followed during field work. The trail
traverses some extremely scenic areas as well as
yards adjacent to neighboring residential areas.
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Nursery: Probably one of the
more unique facilities within
CMMP is the Kane Run Trout
Nursery
operated
by
the
Traditional
Anglers
of
Pennsylvania
(TAP)
in
conjunction
with
the
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
Commission. The nursery is
open to the public and supplies
3,000 trout per year to area
streams.
TAP sees the nursery as a part of
environmental tourism and as a means of attracting
more potential fisherman/women. As a side benefit,
PAJRC sees TAP’s presence as another welcome “set
of eyes” within CMMP in terms of Park security.

Other: There are numerous benches and picnic tables
throughout the Park as well as a monument in memory of
the miners killed during the famous Sonman Mine
Explosion in 1940.

General Condition and Use: The map on the following
page graphically depicts existing and proposed facilities
within CMMP. The facility narratives identify general condition of the facilities, which are
summarized on the table at the end of this subsection. As the survey in the Public
Participation section shows, most residents rate the facilities at CMMP as being good
(54%) or excellent (19%), with 21% rating them as fair and only 2% as poor. As a
reflection of use, in the same survey
89% of the respondents noted that any
member of their household used the
facilities at the CMMP within the past
year. A majority of residents from each
of the three communities used CMMP.
Facilities in poor condition and,
generally, the major repairs needed:
Some older metal rocking animal
apparatus in poor condition and should
be removed. In addition, a rink was
formerly used for skating in the winter
but is essentially unused presently (pictured to right).
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Portage Housing Community Playground
This is a small neighborhood playground to serve the family assisted housing
community in Portage, located on Washington Avenue. Facility is located at a rear
corner of the low-rise housing community that is characterized as having 48 units in
garden apartments and town houses. Signage posts the playground as for “Private
Resident’s Use Only”. The housing community dates from 1963 but the playground was
part
of
a
general
construction project in
1989, funded via HUD’s
Comprehensive
Improvement Assistance
Program
by
the
Johnstown
Housing
Authority.
The
Playground consists of
0.31 acres and has
newer
updated
play
equipment in good to
excellent condition, a
basketball court and an
open
play
area,
summarized as follows:





Play Equipment: Includes slides and climbing equipment, all in excellent condition.
Picnic Pavilion: Located at rear in excellent condition.
Basketball Court: A basketball court with hard surface in good condition is located on
the rear of this play site.
Other: The playground is surrounded by open area, essentially in the “back yard” of
several housing structures. There is no dedicated parking for this site since it is
targeted for residents of this compact assisted housing development. A chain link
fence surrounds this playground. Parking is available in front of the housing
structures.

General Condition and Use: Overall facility in very good to excellent condition, as
summarized on the able at the end of this subsection, with maintenance provided by the
on-site Johnstown Housing Authority staff. During the field work, the only comment was
need was for routine maintenance of the basketball court. As the survey in the Public
Participation section shows, 48% of the respondents had no opinion of the Portage
Housing Community Playground, perhaps reflecting the fact that it generally serves this
assisted housing development. Those who had an opinion rated it as fair (18%) or
good (17%) with just over 12% rating it poor. As a reflection of the neighborhood
orientation, only 14% of respondents noted that any member of their household used
the Portage Housing Community facilities within the past year, a usage rate similar with
those for Derby Park and Jamestown Playground.
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Portage Area School District (PASD) Playground
This play area is located on the
PASD Campus at the top of
Mountain Avenue in front of the
Elementary School. This is a
relatively new facility. Other
PASD athletic and recreational
facilities are in the area and
are summarized elsewhere in
this subsection. Signage posts
the facility for children 12 years
and younger, and hours from
8:00 AM to dusk. Records
designate
ownership
by
PASD/State Public School
Building Authority. The site is approximately 0.29 acres and consists of a variety of
relatively new play equipment in excellent condition, including a large swing set (11
swings during field visit), slides, climbing apparatus and picnic tables. There is an
adjacent paved parking lot for school complex is available for use and includes ADA
accessible parking.
General Condition and Use:
Overall
facility in excellent condition, in fact it is the
highest rated of the five (5) public
recreational areas rated as per the
recreation survey. As the survey in the
Public Participation section shows, 31% of
the respondents rated it as excellent and
49% rated it as good. Only 9% rated it as
fair and 2% rated it as poor. As a
reflection of the regional orientation of the
PASD facility, 66% of respondents noted
that a member of their household used the PASD facility within the past year, a usage
rate somewhat lower than that for Crichton McCormick Park.
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Other PASD Facilities
Baseball Complex: This facility is located off
campus and consists of two baseball fields.
Pete Haschak Memorial Baseball Field is the
home of the Portage Mustangs varsity baseball
team. The pony field, which is adjacent to
Haschak Field, is the home of the Portage
Mustangs junior varsity and junior high baseball
teams.
Elementary Gymnasium: The Elementary School Gymnasium can be accessed at the
main entrance of the Portage Area Elementary School, which is across the parking lot
from the high school. This gym consists of a small gym and two locker rooms.
Currently, the junior girls basketball team, junior high and varsity wrestling, and the
junior high girls volleyball teams call the Elementary Gym their home.
Fitness Center: Opened in the
summer of 2010, the Portage
Area School District Fitness
Center is located in the High
School. The center is divided
into
three
areas:
cardio
machines, pin machines, and
free weights. The fitness center
is used by physical education
classes, athletic teams, and
students before, during, and after school hours.
Football Stadium: Located off campus, the
historic Portage Area Football Stadium is
home to the varsity, junior varsity, and
junior high football teams. The football
stadium, the result of a Works Progress
Administration project, was constructed in
the 1930s.

Len Chappell Gymnasium: The Len Chappell Gymnasium is located in the High
School. It was dedicated to Len Chappell, former Portage, Wake Forest, and New York
Knicks standout.
Portage Revolver and Pistol Club: The Portage Pistol Club is off campus and is located
on Allen Street. It is the home of the Portage Mustangs Rifle Team.
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Softball Field: Located behind the high school, the softball field is the home of the
Portage Mustangs softball team.
Summit Country Club Golf Course: The Summit Country Club is the home of the
Portage Mustangs golf team. It is located in nearby Cresson.
Track: The Portage Area School District Track is
located behind the high school. It can be easily
accessed between the high school and elementary
school. It is the home of the Portage Mustangs
varsity and junior high boys and girls track and field
teams. Signage permits use and restrictions for
others.

Wrestling Room: Opened in 2011, the wrestling room is the practice facility for the
Portage Mustangs varsity and junior high wrestling teams. It is located in the
Elementary School.
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Derby Park
Derby Park is located in Cassandra Borough
and primarily serves as a neighborhood park
for the community. The park consists of
1.65 acres and the vast majority of the site is
owned by Cassandra Borough, except for a
very small section in the southeastern
corner of the property when Cambria County
Tax Records note the owner as “unknown”.
Derby Park is comprised of play equipment,
a picnic pavilion, a grass-covered basketball
court and a large open play area, as
summarized in this subsection.

Play Equipment: The Park
contains newer updated play
equipment in good condition,
including swings, a slide and
other play apparatus.

Open Play Area: There is a
large open space play area that
comprises much of the Park.
Local officials note that while
many of the users are not
organized leagues or teams, it
has been used by Portage Pee
Wee Baseball for practice and
games and Portage Girls
Softball practice.
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Picnic Pavilion: There is a picnic
pavilion at the Park in excellent
condition with picnic tables and
available electric service. Local
officials rent the pavilion out for
functions on an average of 3-4
times per year.
The lack of
comfort facilities is seen as
hampering greater utilization.
Riverside location

Basketball Court: The basketball court
has two backboards and baskets but
does not have a hard surface. Overall,
the court is in fair-to-poor condition with
some deterioration evident in the
backboards and a questionable playing
surface.

Other
Perhaps the most unique characteristic of Derby Park is its
riverside location and public river access for fishing and
relaxing in the water. Cassandra is a little upstream from
some of the most AMD degraded surface water in Cambria
County, a factor that reinforces the locational advantage of
this Park.
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General Condition and Use: The facility narratives identify general condition of the
facilities, which are also summarized on the table at the end of this subsection. As the
survey in the Public Participation section shows, most residents of the region (55%) had
no opinion of Derby Park facilities, reflecting the fact that it generally serves tiny
Cassandra Borough and some nearby sections of Portage Township (and likely
Washington Township). Those who had an opinion rated it as fair (22%) or good (12%)
with just under 8% rating it poor. As a reflection of the neighborhood orientation, only
13% of respondents noted that any member of their household used Derby Park
facilities within the past year.
As noted above, there are no restrooms at Derby Park. While restrooms may not be
necessary at the typical “neighborhood park” it is seen as a need here since it presents
an obstacle to greater use of the picnic pavilion, the only real revenue generator in the
Park. In addition, the installation of a hard surface would make the basketball court
more usable and useful.
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Jamestown Playground
This is a small neighborhood playground
in the village of Jamestown, Portage
Township, located on Jamestown Road
(T406), just off of PA Rt. 53.
The
playground consists of 0.24 acres, is
owned by Portage Township and
operated by the PAJRC. This is one of
two
neighborhood
playgrounds
recommended for the Township in the
1995 Recreation Plan.
The other
recommended playground was for the
village Martindale, but it was not
constructed
due
to
neighborhood
opposition as per discussion at
community meetings. The Jamestown Playground offers the following facilities:
Play Equipment: Includes swings, slides, and climbing equipment, all in very good or
excellent condition.
Basketball Court: A half-basketball court with hard surface in very good condition is
located on the back section of this play site.
Other: The playground is surrounded by a chain link fence and jersey barriers along
Jamestown Road. A parking area with a stone surface and curb stops capable of
parking 4-5 vehicles is part of the site.
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General Condition and Use: Overall the facility was in very good to excellent condition
during the field inspection, although weeds were evident through the mulch carpet.
Field investigation and anecdotal discussion during community meetings suggests this
playground may be lightly used. As the survey in the Public Participation section
shows, 44% of the respondents had no opinion of the Jamestown Playground, perhaps
reflecting the fact that it generally serves the small village of Jamestown. Those who
did have an opinion rated it as fair (30%) or good (13%) with just under 9% rating it
poor. As a reflection of the neighborhood orientation, only 13% of respondents noted
that any member of their household used the Jamestown facilities within the past year,
a usage rate identical with that for Derby Park.
State and other Public/Semi-Public Recreation and Open Space Land
There are approximately 3,660 acres of State, Public/Semi-Public and open space land
in the Portage Region. There are approximately 462 acres of State Game Lands #26
and approximately 162 acres of public land and water resources owned by the Cambria
Somerset Authority (CSA) at the Wilmore Reservoir located in the Portage Region. In
addition to the natural features that are part of these resources, there are over 400
acres of land owned by private sportsmen associations and shooting clubs located in
the Region. Other open spaces in the Portage Region includes the Cassandra
Volunteer Fire Department Park in Cassandra Borough, land owned by the Portage
Borough Municipal Authority managed primarily as a water supply protection area to
their Martindale Reservoir, and the Shady Springs park area located in Portage
Township. In addition there is a Drive-In Movie Theatre, the Bar-Ann, and a public Golf
Course, Maple Crest Golf Club, both located in Portage Township. The following table
highlights the State, Public/Semi-Public Recreation and Open Space Lands in the
Portage Region, as well as the total acreage of each (i.e. includes acreage outside of
the three municipalities in the Region).
NAME
Jamestown Rod and Gun Club - Facility
Benscreek Ball Field
Benscreek Social Club - Facility
Cassandra Vol. Fire Dept Park
The Bar-Ann Drive In Theatre
Shady Springs Country Club Inc
Portage Area Sportsman Assoc
Portage Revolver and Pistol Club
Benscreek Wildlife Association
Maple Crest Golf Club
Cambria Somerset Authority
Jamestown Rod and Gun Club
State Game Land No. 26
Portage Borough Municipal Authority
Totals

ACRES WITHIN
PORTAGE REGION
0.96
4.57
4.86
5.88
9.62
18.90
51.66
70.24
72.68
89.18
162.07
285.66
462.18
2,421.86
3,660.34

TOTAL ACRES
0.96
4.57
4.86
8.01
9.62
19.04
51.66
70.24
85.74
89.18
1,124.95
307.71
1,273.91
2,713.19
5,763.63
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A sample of these facilities are noted
here, including the Shady Springs
Country Club, which is privately
owned and available for rental, and
the Cassandra Volunteer Fire
department Park that is open for
sanctioned events and fishing for
members.

Shady Springs Club Grounds

Cassandra Volunteer Fire Dept. Park

As noted, the quantity of land and facilities under ownership by private sporting
associations is significant and reflects the deep and abiding connection and stewardship
of the area sporting audience to the land and resources of the region.

Twin Lakes – Jamestown Rod & Gun Club
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Facility and Open Space Inventory Summary

Name

CrichtonMcCormick
Memorial Park

Location

Portage
Borough

Acreage

Ownership

62 Acres Portage
(approx.) Borough
(operated
by PAJRC)

Facilities

Conditions/Use

Major repairs
Needed

Obsolescence

See Below

Survey Responses:
Excellent – 19%
Good – 54%
Fair – 21%
Poor – 2%
No Opinion – 4%

See Below

See below

Swimming Pool

Excellent

None

NA

Picnic Pavilions (10)

Excellent

Additional
parking

NA

Tennis Courts (3)

Good

None

Do not appear to
be heavily used

Volleyball Court

Good

None

NA

Basketball Court

Good

None

NA

LL Baseball Field

Excellent

None

NA

Softball Fields (2)

Excellent/Fair

Maintenance

NA

Pee Wee Baseball
Field
Wooden Play Area

Fair

Maintenance

NA

Good; maintained
annually

Wood carpet
needed under
pirate Ship

No sharp
edges/protrusions
noted

Trail

Fair; varying
conditions

NA

Kane Run Trout
Nursery

Good

Trail surface
consistency; trail
completion & trail
marking
None

Older Play Apparatus

Poor

Removal

Yes

Former Rink

Unused

Reuse/Repurpose

No longer used

NA

Standards
Comparison
(See Footnote)
9.68 ac/2010
pop(6,425)
Meets/exceeds
size/service area
stds for
Community Park
(NRPA: 5.0-8.0
Ac/1,000 pop)
Meets size &
service area stds
as per NRPA
Meets 6.35
tables/1,000 pop
per SEWRPC
0.2 courts below 1
per 2,000 pop in
NRPA
0.3 courts below 1
per 5,000 pop in
NRPA
0.3 courts below 1
per 5,000 pop in
NRPA
Well within NRPA
stds for I lighted
field/30,000 pop
Meets 1/5,000 pop
in NRPA
0.07 field below
1/6,000 pop in VA
Meets 0.35
facility/1,000 pop
for Boro pop
(2,638) per
SEWRPC
Deficit since 1.028
mi minimum as
per SEWRPC stds
SEWRPC stds
show 1 Nature
Study Center per
County
NA

ADA
Overall Park
appears to be
compliant
except where
noted

Travel &
Walkability
Park is
centrally
located for
vehicle and
local
pedestrian
traffic

Comments
Major regional
recreational facility,
destination and venue
for festivals

Student focus group
input reinforces pool as
summertime destination
Available for rental –
important revenue
source for PAJRC
Lighted; Utilization
should be monitored

Lighted

Lighted

Hindered by
surface
conditions

Partial trail; completion
of loop needed

Operated by Traditional
Anglers of PA

No

Older metal play
apparatus scattered in
Park

Deficit since 1 ice
skating area
needed for 6,425
pop per SEWRPC
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Facility and Open Space Inventory Summary

Name

Location

Acreage

Ownership

Facilities
See Below

Portage Housing
Community
Playground

Portage
Borough

Portage Area
Portage
School District
Borough
Playground (PASD) & Portage
Township

PASD Stadium and
Baseball Complex

Jamestown
Playground

Portage
Township

Portage
Township

0.31
acres

0.29
acres

23 acres
approx
(16 ac
cleared)

0.24
acres

Johnstown
Housing
Authority

PASD

Conditions/Use Major repairs Obsolescence
Needed

Standards
Comparison
(See Footnote)
Meets stds for
Mini-Park per
NRPA

ADA

Travel &
Walkability

Comments

Yes

Yes; adjacent
service area;
No dedicated
parking

Signage notes for
“Private Resident’s Use
Only”; Special purpose
facility for 48-unit
assisted living complex

Yes –
facilities and
ADA parking

Yes; parking
area adjacent;
within walking
distance of
much of
eastern side of
Borough

Sidewalks along
Mountain Ave. being
improved

Yes

Off-street &
on-street
parking; within
walking
distance of
western side
of Borough
and nearby
section of
Township

Dedicated use for
PASD football; Historic
& iconic stadium built
by WPA in 1930’s

NA

NA

Play apparatus

Survey Responses:
Excellent – 5%
Good – 17%
Fair – 18%
Poor – 12%
No Opinion – 48%
Excellent

None

NA

Picnic Pavilion

Excellent

None

NA

Basketball Court

Good

Maintenance

NA

Play Apparatus

Survey Responses:
Excellent – 31%
Good – 49%
Fair – 9%
Poor – 2%
No Opinion – 9%

None

NA (new facility)

Football Stadium

Not in survey but in
good condition

None

NA

Ball fields (2) – Varsity
and JV

Not in survey but in
good condition

None

NA

Well within NRPA
stds of 1 per
20,000 pop.

Yes

Play apparatus and
one-half basketball
court

Survey Responses:
Excellent – 3%
Good – 13%
Fair – 30%
Poor – 9%
No Opinion – 44%

Play area
surface
maintenance

NA

Meets stds for
Mini-Park per
NRPA / Well within
play area
0.35/1,000 pop.
facility per
SEWRPC
(assuming village
pop.)

Yes

Well within play
area 0.35/1,000
pop. facility per
SEWRPC
(assuming complex
pop.)
Meets 6.35
tables/1,000 pop
per SEWRPC
Well within 1 per
5,000 pop in NRPA
Meets stds for
Mini-Park per
NRPA / Well within
play area
0.35/1,000 pop.
facility per
SEWRPC
(assuming PASD
primary enrollment)
Well within NRPA
stds of 1 per
20,000 pop.

PASD

Portage
Township
(operated
by PAJRC)

4-5 parking
spaces;
walkable
within
Jamestown
village

In addition to LL/Pee
Wee fields in CrichtonMcCormick Memorial
Park
Essentially a
neighborhood
playground serving the
village of Jamestown
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Facility and Open Space Inventory Summary
Location

Name

Acreage

Bens Creek
Ballfield

Portage
Township

4.57
acres

Shady Springs
Country Club

Portage
Township

19.0
acres

Derby Park

Cassandra VFD
Park

Cassandra 1.65
Borough
acres

Ownership

Bens
Creek
Social &
Citizens
Club
Private

Facilities

Conditions/Use

Major
repairs
Needed

Obsolescence

Ball field

Poor

Play surface,
parking area and
backstop
improvements

Backstop

Picnic, Banquet and
Open Space

Fair

NA

NA

See Below

Play apparatus

Survey Responses:
Excellent – 3%
Good – 12%
Fair – 22%
Poor – 8%
No Opinion – 55%
Good

Open play area

(See Footnote)
Well within NRPA
stds of 1 per
20,000 pop.

Meets stds for
Mini-Park per
NRPA, but also is
a small community
park
Play area
surface
maintenance

NA

Good

Routine mowing

NA

Picnic Pavilion

Excellent

None

NA

Basketball Court

Fair-to-poor

Hard surface

Inadequate grass
covered court

River access

Excellent

None

NA

Picnic, fishing and
open space

Fair

NA

NA

Cassandra
Borough

Cassandra 8.0 acres Cassandra
Borough
VFD

Standards
Comparison

ADA

Travel &
Walkability

Comments

Poor parking
surface
precludes
accessibility

Walkable only
in small
immediate
village

Improvements can help
resolve Pee Wee
baseball and soccer
deficits

Fair parking

Vehicle
accessible

Private open space

Overall Yes;
parking
surface
improvements
will improve
accessibility

Highly
walkable
within
Borough;
limited parking

Very small
southeastern corner in
“unknown” ownership
status as per County
tax records

Well within play
area 0.35/1,000
pop. facility per
SEWRPC
(assuming
Borough pop.)
Well within play
area 0.39/1,000
pop. facility per
SEWRPC & 1 ac.
Minimum size
Meets 6.35
tables/1,000 pop
per SEWRPC
Surface precludes
consideration of
meeting 1 per
5,000 pop in NRPA
requirements
Probably meets
fishing bank
dimensional
(8’X50’) stds in VA
but below min. size
(10 ac)

Improvements required
if it would be used to
mitigate soccer field
deficit
Restrooms would
enhance utilization of
pavilion
Grass covered court

Unique factor in this
facility

Fair parking

Walkable in
Borough

Private open space

Standards Consulted:
NRPA - National Recreation & Park Association: Recreation, Park and Open Space Standards and Guidelines; 1983
VA – Commonwealth of Virginia: 2007 Virginia Outdoors Plan; 2007
SEWRPC – Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission: A Park and Open Space Plan for Washington County; 2004
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Analysis and Overview
Overall the Portage Region is characterized as having publicly accessible recreational
facilities oriented towards various audiences, with CMMP being the major regional
Community Park. It offers playfields for organized baseball and softball teams, tennis
courts, a basketball court, and a volleyball court. The biggest seasonal draw is the
swimming pool, which is the summertime destination especially for families and school
age children, and the picnic pavilions that have a wider audience. With the exception of
scattered older play equipment, CMMP facilities are typically in good to excellent
condition.
The Portage Housing Community Playground has facilities in good to excellent
condition and limits the audience to residents of the 48-unit Portage Housing
Community of the Johnstown Housing Authority. The Jamestown Playground is of a
similar size and offers similar facilities, and while not limiting its audience is in fact a
facility serving the small village of Jamestown within Portage Township. Facilities in the
Jamestown Playground are excellent, although visit visits suggest minor maintenance
issues with the play area surface.
Another of the small mini-parks is the PASD
Playground that offers facilities in excellent condition. Taken together, these facilities
are oriented towards younger children and other school age youth.
Derby Park is an anomaly in that it has elements of the mini-parks (i.e. small area, play
apparatus, basketball court, etc.) but also offers picnic facilities for rental and surface
water access. The lack of comfort facilities affects greater use of the picnic facilities,
and the additional revenues that would be thereby accrued, and a hard surface would
add to the use of the basketball court.
Overall, in the Portage Region, comparisons with standards used and cited suggest
facility gaps in basketball, soccer, trails, pee wee baseball, volleyball and an ice rink.
The Recreation subcommittee noted that Portage Region residents may take advantage
of AYSO soccer in the nearby Lilly area and a local effort raising funds for a rink was
being initiated during the planning period.
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Facilities and Equipment Maintenance (II H)
Recreational facilities such as
playgrounds
should
be
enjoyable
places
where
children and their parents
should not have to worry about
safety issues presented by the
place or the play equipment.
But children who use defective
playground
equipment
are
placed
in
considerable
jeopardy. Their safety can be
maximized
through
some
simple and common-sense
strategies. First of all, a few
facts and figures from the Centers for Disease Control are worth noting:






Annually, more than 200,000 children in the U.S. are treated in emergency rooms for
playground-related injuries, with approximately 75% of all non-fatal playgroundrelated injuries occurring on public playgrounds, mostly at schools and daycare
centers.
The most at-risk age group for playground-related injuries appears to be children
ages 5 to 9.
While swings are responsible for the most injuries on home playgrounds, climbing
apparatus is the most dangerous equipment on public playgrounds.
Playgrounds in low-income areas have more maintenance-related hazards than
those in higher-income neighborhoods, given the fact that trash, rusty play
equipment, and damaged fall surfaces are found to be more common in the former
than the latter.

The Portage Region consists of three (3) smaller communities with a combined
population of just under 6,500 people. The population base is expected to continue to
decline during the next two decades and also continue to age. The economic profile of
the Region is mixed, but can be considered to be in the low/moderate to moderate
income range. In this setting, a “maintenance first” philosophy is expected in relation to
recreational facilities, and in fact has been reflected in discussions during the planning
process.
In addition, there is a certain small-town cooperative and volunteer spirit associated with
the maintenance of recreational facilities. As cases in point, PAJRC noted that in-kind
assistance and use of equipment is offered by Borough, Township and Water Authority
forces for work in its facilities, also augmented by volunteer assistance and donations of
time and materials by individual and corporate residents. Likewise, Cassandra’s Derby
Park receives considerable volunteer work, basically as a sign of community pride. In
addition, Cambria County prisoners have performed supervised work as part of
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community service requirements in a number of area facilities. Economic realities often
trigger a creative array of meeting maintenance needs. However, recreation within the
Region is rather decentralized at the present time with the owners and operators in the
role of maintenance for their respective facilities.
Portage Area Joint Recreation Commission
Maintenance Program includes one (1) maintenance person for PAJRC’s facilities. The
highest priority of PAJRC is to maintain condition of existing facilities, rather than
consider new facilities. The vast majority (73%) of survey respondents rated the
condition of facilities within CMMP as being good or excellent. Conditions vary within
the CMMP. Field surveys identified only the scattered older play apparatus as being in
poor condition and providing a potential risk, and a former skating rink as being
essentially overgrown and unused.
During the planning process, feedback was received on the need to improve the
condition of roads near the lower fields in the northwestern section of the Park. In
addition, input on the varying conditions of the trail segments was verified via field
surveys, with certain sections near eastern edge of the Park nearly undefined. An
annual maintenance is completed in the Children Place wooden playground area by
volunteers, typically with only minor repairs needed. Maintenance activities of the
PAJRC are augmented by use of the supervised prisoner work program and in-kind
service/equipment is provided by Portage Township, Portage Borough and Portage
Water Authority. Vandalism has been an issue, although local feedback suggests the
presence of the Kane Run Trout Nursery has cut down on vandalism by providing more
“eyes and ears” in the Park.
The Jamestown Playground is a much different type of facility serving as neighborhood
or mini-park for the village of Jamestown. Many survey respondents (90) had no
opinion on the condition of this facility since it does not draw equally from the Portage
Region. When excluding those with no opinion, this small playground is viewed overall
as being in fair (54%) to good (24%) condition, while the field survey suggests that it is
in somewhat better condition. Again, maintenance is the responsibility of PAJRC.
Overall, the effectiveness of maintenance of the PAJRC is seen as being good, and is
somewhat dependent on community-based volunteers and in-kind contributions to
augment a small maintenance staff of one person. Commission members also perform
“sweat equity” and join with others in maintaining facilities.
Cassandra Borough
Cassandra is presently not in PAJRC and maintains Derby Park on its own. With the
small size of the Borough and its limited budget, maintenance of Derby Park is wholly
dependent on a dedicated core group of Borough residents and officials. As is the case
with Jamestown Playground, many survey respondents (112) had no opinion on the
condition of this facility, since it too does not appear to draw equally from the Region.
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When excluding those with no opinion, this small playground is viewed overall as being
in fair (49%) to good (28%) condition, while the field survey suggests that it is in
somewhat better condition. The poorer condition of the basketball court is less of a
maintenance issue and more due to having a grassy surface. Within the context of the
nature of maintenance, the overall view is that it is relatively effective. A larger question
may be long-term future maintenance as the current group of volunteers age. It is not
clear if the civic-minded volunteer spirit that maintains this small Park will be passed on
and accepted by a younger generation of residents and officials. The major need of this
Park is for comfort facilities, but this is more of a capital budgeting item rather than a
maintenance issue.
Portage Area School District
PASD recreational facilities are maintained by District maintenance staff. The survey
respondents view these facilities as being in good (49%) to excellent (31%) condition,
with relatively few having no opinion. Field surveys corroborate these conditions.
Maintenance appears to be very effective among the PASD recreational facilities.
Portage Housing Community Playground
This is essentially a mini-park serving a limited clientele comprised of residents of the
48-unit assisted housing complex of the Johnstown Housing Authority, who maintains
the facilities by a maintenance staff. As is the case with Jamestown Playground and
Derby Park, many survey respondents (98) had no opinion on the condition of this
facility, since it not intended to draw equally from the Region. When excluding those
with no opinion, this small playground is viewed overall as being in fair (35%) to good
(32%) condition. The field survey suggests that the facilities in this Park are in goodexcellent condition, and that the maintenance effort is effective.
Overview and Commentary
As noted above, maintenance is rather decentralized with each public agency
approaching it somewhat differently. A regional approach may be both an effective and
cost-effective way to maintain recreational facilities into the future. With the diversity of
facilities and sponsoring agencies there are some common denominators.
Playground Equipment
All public facilities - CMMP, the Jamestown Playground, Derby Park, PASD Playground
and the Portage Housing Community Playground – have play apparatus primarily for
younger children. Whether provided by professional staff or volunteers, carried out
independently or regionally, regular playground inspections/audits are important
focused on the condition and safety of the facilities. Some basic components of this
inspection and maintenance effort are as follows:
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Play Equipment: Playgrounds and outdoor play equipment can provide children with
fun, fresh air and exercise, but it can also pose some safety hazards. Playground
equipment should be made of durable materials that won't fall apart or worn down too
much by the weather. Faulty equipment, improper surfaces, careless behavior and lack
of adult supervision are just a few of the dangers that cause children on playgrounds to
visit hospital emergency rooms.
 Equipment should be regularly checked for dangerous hardware, such as:
o bolt ends, open “S” or “C” Hooks,
o splinters (in wood components)
o exposed or uncovered nuts, bolts, screws
o sharp points, edges, etc.;
 Fasteners should be corrosion resistant or have a corrosion resistant coating.
o fasteners should not be able to be loosened without tools
o nuts and bolts should be self-locking or have a means to prevent
detachment.
 Spaces such as openings in guardrails or ladder rungs measure less than 3 ½
inches or more than 9 inches;
 Tripping hazards in and around play area should be avoided, including exposed
concrete footings, anchoring devices above ground, tree stumps/roots, rocks,
support posts for certain equipment;
 Elevated surfaces such as ramps and platforms should have guardrails; and
 Fences should be provided to protect children from nearby traffic, whether a
public road or a drive service the playground or facility. If provided, the fence
should be in good condition, free from unintended openings.
Obviously, equipment and surfaces should be checked regularly to assure they are in
good condition.
Recreation literature does identify specific unsafe playground
equipment, including:
 Animal figure swings
 Glider swings that hold more than one child at a time
 Swinging ropes that can fray, unravel or form a noose (any kind of rope attached
to play equipment poses a strangulation hazard, so never let your child tie jump
ropes or leashes onto the equipment)
 Exercise rings (as used in gymnastics) and trapeze bars
 Monkey bars
 Trampolines
Commentary: For all equipment, no damaged parts should be observable. In
particular, wooden equipment should be regularly monitored for splintering or cracking,
while metal equipment must be checked for rust. Materials should be durable and
resistant to weathering and abuse. If a part is loose, broken or in need of maintenance,
the equipment should be designated as off-limits and the problem reported to
responsible maintenance personnel. If a fence separates the playground from nearby
traffic, it should be in good condition with no unintended openings. There should be no
protruding objects with sharp, unfinished or otherwise awkward edges, such as bolts or
S-shaped hooks, which could cut a child or catch or become entangled with their
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clothing. Surface material should be free from animal droppings, either by covering or
regular inspection/cleaning. A cover can be used at night to prevent birds, cats and
other animals from using a child’s sandbox as a litter box. A sandbox should be
regularly checked for hazardous debris such as sharp sticks or broken glass or for bugs.
In summary, all hardware on equipment should be secure with no loose or broken parts.
Plastic and wood should show no signs of weakening, and there should not be any
splintered or rusted surfaces.
Equipment Spacing: Spacing standards may vary with the specific equipment and
situation, but the following are rules of thumb:
 At least 9 feet of spacing is required for playground equipment taller than 30
inches.
 Equipment with moving parts, such as see-saws, merry-go-rounds and swings,
should be located in a separate area of the playground. Such equipment should
also be inspected for pinch points that may crush a child’s hand or finger.
 Swings should be spaced at least 24 inches apart and at least 30 inches from the
support frame, and “tot swings” should have full-bucket seats and their own bay.
 Swings, seesaws, and other equipment with moving parts should be located in
an area separate from the rest of the playground
 As noted earlier, spaces that may allow entrapment of limbs, such as ladder
rungs, should be less than 3½ inches or greater than 9 inches apart.
 Equipment designed for younger children should be clearly separated from
equipment meant for older children. Older children may be injured when they try
to fit into equipment intended for younger children, just as small children lack the
physical proportions necessary to be protected while using equipment intended
for larger, older children.
Commentary: Ideally, in terms of spacing, playground equipment should be designed
for three different age groups: infants and toddlers under 2, 2- to 5-year-olds
(preschoolers), and 5- to 12-year-olds (school-age Children). The entrapment potential
and pinch points are of particular importance in maintenance.
Ground Surfaces: A proper playground surface is one of the most important factors in
preventing and reducing injuries, and the severity of injuries, which occur when children
fall from equipment. The surface under the playground equipment should be soft
enough and thick enough to soften the impact of a child’s fall. Here are some things to
consider:
 Surfaces around playground equipment should have at least 12 inches of wood
chips, mulch, sand or pea gravel, or consist of safety-tested rubber or rubber-like
materials, and surfaces should extend 6 feet in all directions from paly
equipment.
 If there is loose-fill over a hard surface such as like asphalt or concrete, there
should be 3-6 inches of loose-fill like gravel, a layer of geotextile cloth, a layer of
loose-fill surfacing material, and then impact mats under the playground
equipment.
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Hard surfaces, such as asphalt, concrete and blacktop, are never truly safe.
Packed-earth and grass can also be unsafe because wear and weather can
reduce their ability to soften a child’s fall. More acceptable surface materials
include wood chips, mulch, shredded rubber, pea gravel, sand, shredded rubber
and safety-tested rubber mats. Of these options, rubber mats and wood chips
allow the best wheelchair accessibility. Wood chips containing chromated copper
arsenate (CCA) treatment are not recommended since the material can pose a
potential health hazard. Even the best surface materials are unsafe for falls
greater than 12 feet (i.e. measured to include height of equipment and child
combined).
The cushioned ground surface must extend at least 6 feet beyond the perimeter
of all equipment. Certain playground structures, such as swings and slides, may
require an even greater protective perimeter.
Surfaces should be free from items and debris, such as toys, tree roots and
rocks, which may cause a child to trip and fall. Standing water can also cause
dangerous slips.
Playgrounds should be maintained to remove dangerous debris, such as broken
glass, sharp sticks and twisted metal.

Commentary: In summary, surface materials on the playground should be maintained
regularly so that the surfacing is loosely packed and covers all appropriate areas —
especially the fall zones surrounding playground equipment.
Playgrounds should be enjoyable and safe havens for children and parents alike, but
they can be dangerous places if equipment is poorly designed or inadequately
maintained, and if basic safety practices are disregarded.
Sources:
ASTM Standards for Play Equipment
Playground Equipment Hazards and Inspection (Nick Gromicko)
http://www.nachi.org/playground-equipment-hazards-inspection.htm#ixzz2zfZVpXqQ
http://www.pbs.org/parents/food-and-fitness/sport-and-fitness/playground-safety/
http://Childrenhealth.org/parent/firstaid_safe/outdoor/playground.html#
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Recreation Programs (II I)
Three groups offering different recreational programs for fees to area residents and
share a website www.PortageBall.com
The Portage Area Youth Association (PAYA) coordinates youth
tee ball, baseball, and softball in the Portage Area. PAYA is
located in Portage, and organizes and coordinates baseball and
softball leagues for boys and girls aged 5 to 16. PAYA oversees
a tee ball league and a transitional baseball league, and
competes regionally in little league, softball, and pony leagues.
PAYA is completely a volunteer organization, maintains three
fields, and serves over 200 youths throughout the Portage area.









PAYA’s 2014 Tee Ball Schedule includes the weekend of
May 10 and weekday afternoons and early-evenings from
mid- May through the end of June
PAYA 2014 Transition Schedule includes the weekend of May 10 and weekday
early-evenings and weekend afternoons from mid- May through two-thirds of
June
Regional competition via the 2014 Keystone Youth Baseball League, which
offers games for various age groups (e.g. 6/6, 7/8, 9/10 and 11/12) from mid-May
through the end of June in various area towns, ob weekdays (evenings),
Saturdays (mornings) and Sundays (afternoons)
Regional competition via the 2014 Pony League, which has games from earlyMay through the end of June at various locations in Cambria County
Regional competition via the 2014 Cambria County Girls Softball League (i.e.
Pee Wee), which has games weekdays (5-7pm) and Saturday mornings from the
end of May through the beginning of July
Regional competition via the 2014 Cambria County Girls Softball League (i.e. 10
Under), which has games weekdays (primarily 6pm) and Saturday mornings from
the beginning of May through the middle of July
Regional competition via the 2014 Cambria County Girls Softball League (i.e. 13
Under), which has games weekdays (primarily 6pm) from the beginning of May
through the middle of July

PAYA also hosts a local MLB Pitch, Hit, and Run Competition held at the CrichtonMcCormick baseball fields, PA. This competition is free and open to all boys and girls
aged 7 to 14. Overall Winners of each age group advance to sectionals. PAYA lists
thirty-four sponsors on its website, embracing social/civic groups, retail businesses,
service and financial businesses, hospitality establishments and contractors.
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The Portage Youth Basketball Association
(PYBA) organizes and coordinates boys’ youth
basketball in the Portage Area for boys from
Pre-K to 6th grade. The 5th and 6th grade teams
2014 also competes in the East Hills Recreation
Schedule with games from late-December 2013
through early-March 2014 at several locations in
Richland (suburban Johnstown). PYBA has a
number of local and regional sponsors and
several team sponsors, ranging from civic/social groups to private businesses. The
website lists eleven (11) sponsors including social/civic clubs, banks and private
businesses.
Portage Stallions coordinate flag and tackle football for
Portage Area Boys from K through 6th grade, with a varsity
and a JV team in tackle and flag. In 2013, the four (4) teams
competed with teams from nearby towns and/or school
districts on weekends from late-August through earlyOctober. Effective in 2014 The Portage Stallions are joining
a new league, the Appalachian Youth Football League
(AYFL). Current plans are for a Flag team (grades 1-2), a
Minor (JV) Tackle (grades 3-4) and a Major(Varsity) Tackle (grades 5-6). Fees range
from $40 (flag) to $60 for the first player from a family, with a discount for additional
players from the same family.
The Portage Area School District (PASD) was noted as offering the following student
athletic programs during 2013-14 over three (3) seasons comprising the academic year:
Fall Sports
Varsity Football
Jr Varsity Football
Jr. High Football
Varsity Girls Volleyball
Golf
Jr. High Girls Basketball

Winter Sports
Boys Varsity Basketball
Boys Jr High Basketball
Girls Varsity Basketball
Varsity Wrestling
Jr. High Wrestling
Rifle

Spring Sports
Varsity Baseball
JV Baseball
Jr. High Baseball
Varsity Softball
JV Softball
Varsity Boys Track & Field
Varsity Girls Track & Field
Jr. High Track & Field
Jr. High Girls Volleyball

PASD students may also participate in Cheerleading and student athletes have use of
the Fitness Center
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A major summer recreational activity is embodied in the swimming pool at CrichtonMcCormick Memorial Park. According to the High School Student Focus Group, the
pool is not only a recreational activity but a defining social activity as well for school age
children. Simply stated, it is the place to be between Memorial Day and Labor Day for
Portage youth. Older residents chime in on that as well, since it had the same role in
their younger years. Fees for the pool during the 2013 season were as follows:




Single Pass Membership
Group of Four People
Group of Six People

$75.00
$225.00
$337.00

A single day admission was $5.00.
Recreation Survey Results – Programming Opportunities and Deficiencies
Respondents were asked to express their perceptions on the adequacy of specified
types of recreational programming within the region. Specifically, respondents were
given the choice to agree, disagree or have no opinion on the following statements on
recreation programs (i.e. organized sports/recreation, fitness, etc.) in Portage Borough,
Cassandra Borough and Portage Township. The table below identifies the responses.





There are adequate recreation programs for school age kids (age 5-18)
There are adequate recreation programs for young adults (age 19-29)
There are adequate recreation programs for middle-aged adults (age 30-59)
There are adequate recreation programs for mature adults (age 60+)

Statement

Agree

Disagree

No Opinion

There are adequate recreation programs
for school age kids (age 5-18)
There are adequate recreation programs
for young adults (age 19-29)
There are adequate recreation programs
for middle-aged adults (age 30-59)
There are adequate recreation programs
for mature adults (age 60+)

186
65.7%
96
33.8%
81
28.8%
84
29.8%

69
24.4%
154
54.4%
154
54.8%
145
51.4%

28
9.9%
34
12.0%
46
16.4%
53
18.8%

Response
Count
283
284
281
282

While nearly two-thirds of the responses feel that there are adequate recreation
programs for school age children, a majority believe that that is the only identified age
grouping where adequate recreational programming exists. The description of the
recreational programs above reflects this perception of adequate programs for school
age children, but not for young adults, middle-aged adults or mature adults.
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Respondents were to identify the types of recreational programming opportunities they
feel are needed in the area. The table below delineates the responses.

Programming Needs

Response
Count

Response
Percent

Response Percent by Municipal
Residence
Cassandra
Borough

Teen programs
Adult fitness programs
Adult sports leagues
Learn-to-swim
Youth fitness programs
Before/after school
programs
Youth summer camps
Programs for mentally and
physically challenged
Art, dance & performing arts
Child care
Youth sports leagues
Senior-oriented programs
Nature/environmental
education
Martial arts
Pre-school programs
Other
Answered question
Skipped question

Portage
Borough

Portage
Township

161
142
125
121
118

60.5%
53.4%
47.0%
45.5%
44.4%

66.7%
33.3%
44.4%
22.2%
55.6%

60.2%
59.3%
51.3%
44.2%
45.1%

60.4%
50.0%
43.8%
47.9%
43.1%

105

39.5%

33.3%

39.8%

39.6%

105

39.5%

44.4%

39.8%

38.9%

104

39.1%

22.2%

43.4%

36.8%

99
90
89
88

37.2%
33.8%
33.5%
33.1%

33.3%
22.2%
44.4%
22.2%

36.3%
42.5%
37.2%
34.5%

38.2%
27.8%
29.9%
32.6%

87

32.7%

22.2%

36.3%

30.6%

75
68
10
266
19

28.2%
25.6%
3.8%

22.2%
33.3%
0.0%
9
1

33.6%
27.4%
5.3%
113
3

24.3%
23.6%
2.8%
144
15

Recreational programming focused on teens is by far the most popular type of
programming in the region as well as in the three communities individually, curious in
that “teens” would include a portion of the school age demographic that appears to be
the focus of existing active recreational programming. Regionally, the next most
popular pressing programming needs are adult fitness programs, adult sports leagues
and youth fitness programs.
Comparatively, there are variations among certain perceived programming needs.
Adult fitness, programs for the challenged, child care and nature/environmental
education is identified particularly by Portage Borough residents, while youth fitness,
youth sports and pre-school programming is important among the Cassandra residents
responding. Adult fitness programming is a need by both Portage Township and
Portage Borough residents. Cassandra respondents do not view swimming lessons or
senior-oriented programming as particular needs, but are more likely to view youth
fitness as a need.
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Cassandra Borough
The graphic shows the
numerical popularity of
teen programs and youth
fitness programs, as well
as adult sports, youth
sports and youth summer
camp
programming
among
Cassandra
respondents.

Portage Borough
The graphic shows the
numerical popularity of
teen programs, adult
fitness and adult sports
as well as youth fitness,
swimming,
special
needs and child care
programs
among
Portage
Borough
respondents.
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Portage Township
The graphic shows
the
numerical
popularity of teen
programs,
adult
fitness,
swimming,
youth
fitness
before/after school,
youth
summer
camps, arts related
and special needs
programs
among
Portage
Township
respondents.

There was a relationship between at least one perceived recreational facility need and
recreational programming. During the planning process there was considerable
discussion over the possible need for a community center, which may be construed as
offering everything from a multi-purpose facility. If that center takes the form of a “youth
center” offering programs for younger people, nearly one-half of the respondents felt
this was a need. However, if it includes a “health club” the responses fall off
considerably to only 23%. The latter may reflect the fact that several private “fitness
centers” are located in Portage and nearby communities.
Summary
Throughout the planning process a common theme emerged common whether from the
recreational survey, the Recreational Subcommittee, the Portage Area Regional
Planning Commission, community workshops and the planning charrette, recreational
programming beyond the high school years is an issue. This issue is further
exacerbated by public funding limitations that affect potential offerings, the lack of a
critical population mass to sustain programming and the “maintenance orientation”
recreational providers encounter due to both of these factors. Clearly, PASD is an
important part of recreational programming for school-age children, but a programming
void exists for the young adult through senior citizen age groups. Likewise, local groups
such as PAYA, PYBA and the Portage Stallions provide a certain element of active and
organized recreational programming, but again oriented towards youth.
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Recreation Financing (II J)
Generalized Trends
During the planning charrette in April 2012, PAJRC noted that it operated on a budget of
approximately $80,000 annually, with just under one-quarter met by budgeted dollars
from Portage Borough (approximately $7,000) and Portage Township (approximately
$11,000). While the Portage Area School District (PASD) is a member of PAJRC it
does not financially support it with a budgeted donation. The remainder of the budget I
met by user fees, consisting of user fees from the pool, pavilion rental, and special
events and from donations.

2000
Municipality
Cassandra
Borough
Portage
Borough
Portage
Township

Total
Municipal
Expenditures

2010

2000-10

% on
Recreation

Total
Municipal
Expenditures

% on
Recreation

% change
Total
Expenditure

% change
Recreation
Expenditure

$26,549

1.4%

$36,035

2.8%

+35.7%

+177.8%

$462,548

1.8%

$748,683

0.9%

+61.9%

-17.8%

$450,923

2.5%

$823,515

1.3%

+82.6%

-4.5%

Source: PADCED: Municipal Statistics Reports

For the 10-year period analyzed, recreational expenditures for Portage Township and
Portage Borough declined both in aggregate terms and also as a percent of total
municipal expenditures. The opposite is true for Cassandra Borough.






Municipal expenditures in Portage Borough increased by nearly 62% from 2000
levels, while recreational expenditures declined by nearly 18%. In 2000
recreational expenditures accounted for nearly 2% of total municipal
expenditures but by 2010 they comprised just under 1%.
Municipal expenditures in Portage Township increased by nearly 83% from 2000
levels, while recreational expenditures declined by 4.5%. In 2000 recreational
expenditures accounted for 2.5% of total municipal expenditures but by 2010
they comprised just over 1%.
Municipal expenditures in Cassandra Borough increased by nearly 36% from
2000 levels, while recreational expenditures increased by nearly 178%. In 2000
recreational expenditures accounted for 1.4% of total municipal expenditures but
by 2010 they comprised 2.8%.

The period analyzed was certainly a challenging one especially for municipal
governments in Cambria County, which faced population declines, an older population
profile of the population at large, stagnant tax bases and The Great Recession all at the
same time.
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Comparative Profile
Aggregate information on recreation expenditures is presented on the table below for
the three Portage Region municipalities as well as nearby Cambria County
municipalities for comparative purposes for 2011. Generalized aggregate data is the
best comparable information available, even though municipalities may vary in a
number of ways. It does present information on the locally perceived relevance of
public recreation in terms of governmental outlays. The table presents information on
the local expenditures under the Culture and Recreation category in the respective
Municipal Annual Audit and Financial Report documents that municipalities are required
to submit.

Municipality
Portage Borough
Portage Township
Cassandra Borough
Comparisons
Adams Township
Cambria Township
Cresson Borough
Cresson Township
Croyle Township
Ebensburg Borough
Lilly Borough
Munster Township
Summerhill Borough
Summerhill Township
Washington Township
Cambria County

Recreation
Expenditures
Population
2011
2,638
$7,022
3,640
$10,741
147
$801

Recreation
Expenditures
Per Capita
as % of
Expenditures
Budget
$2.66
0.86%
$2.95
0.98%
$5.45
2.53%

5,972
6,099
1,711
4,336
2,339
3,351
968
690
490
2,467
875

$3,500
$39,803
$1,150
$90,440
$2,300
$376,433
$369
$200
$2,915
$0
$0

$0.59
$6.53
$0.67
$20.86
$0.98
$112.33
$0.38
$0.29
$5.95
$0.00
$0.00

0.18%
1.12%
0.15%
5.36%
0.29%
5.80%
0.06%
0.15%
0.54%
0%
0%

143,679

1,136,454

7.91

0.90%

Source: PADCED: Municipal Statistics Reports

Three (3) municipalities spent more on recreation than Portage Township, which had
the most aggregate recreational expenditures of the three municipalities involved in this
plan, specifically Ebensburg and the Townships of Cambria and Cresson. The same
three communities expended more than Portage Borough. While tiny Cassandra
Borough spent only $801 on recreation, it outspent Lilly Borough and Munster
Township, both of which have considerably larger populations than Cassandra, and in
fact two townships with larger populations actually showed no recreational
expenditures.
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The per capita expenditures of the three Portage area communities are relatively high,
at $2.66/person in Portage Borough, $2.95 per person in Portage Township and $5.45
per person in Cassandra Borough. Only four of the comparison communities have
higher per capita rates, Ebensburg and Summerhill Borough and the Townships of
Cambria and Cresson. Recreation expenditures as a percent of total municipal
expenditures among the three Portage area communities are also comparatively
respectable, exceeding most of the compared communities and Portage Township and
Cassandra percentages exceeding that for Cambria County. This is basically a
barometer of recreational philosophy of the area.
The budgetary process in recreation follows a two-fold philosophy in (1) keyed to a
“maintenance first” orientation in terms of sustaining existing facilities, and (2) working
from a reasonable estimate of funding available or anticipated.
Non-Tax Revenues
Tax revenues pay only a portion of the costs associated with providing public recreation
in the area, with user fees and donations providing the remainder. PAJRC receives
approximately 23% of the budget and relies rather significantly on user fees, in the form
of fees for picnic shelters (i.e. rates vary from $75 - $125 with pavilion size), swimming
pool user fees, fees from concession stand, and to host significant events such as
Summerfest where gate and soda sales go to the PAJRC. Funds also are generated by
endowments and individual donations.
At a different scale, pavilion rental is an important source of revenue for Cassandra
Borough, although the lack of comfort facilities is an obstacle to greater use. Other
improvements and maintenance of Derby Park is programmed by Borough officials
based on projected needs and met via a combination of Borough funding available from
the operating budget, donations from a major regional retailer, Community Service labor
and other projected revenue.
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Recreation Recommendations (II K)
Recreation proved to be an important and even
Recreation Vision:
complicated part of the planning process in the
Enhancements to the range
region.
Presently there are a number of
of recreational programming
recreational issues and needs and recreational
and recreation facilities
“players”, which add to the
that meet identified
mix. The existing system in
regional/local needs and
place is fully reviewed in the
add to the quality of life for
companion Portage Area
current residents and as an
incentive in attracting
Regional Plan of this planning
potential new residents
effort, placing recreation into
the context of interrelated
community services and needs.
The following recaps and
summarizes recreation facility needs expressed as percentage of
respondents to a survey conducted during the planning process.
(1) Facilities
Walking/hiking trails
Bike trails
Youth center
ATV/snowmobile trails
Boating/fishing access areas
Dog (off-leash) park
In-line skating rink
Soccer fields
Nature parks/areas
Skateboard park
Public open space
Neighborhood playgrounds
Basketball courts
BMX track
Baseball/softball fields
Outdoor stage
Youth football fields
Health club
Picnic shelters/areas
Tennis courts
Equestrian trails
ADA/accessible facilities

67.3%
65.5%
49.8%
48.7%
40.0%
39.3%
38.5%
37.5%
32.7%
32.4%
31.6%
29.8%
29.1%
29.1%
25.1%
24.7%
24.4%
23.3%
20.7%
20.4%
14.5%
13.8%
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(2) Programming
Teen programs
Adult fitness programs
Adult sports leagues
Learn-to-swim
Youth fitness programs
Before/after school
programs
Youth summer camps
Programs for mentally and
physically challenged
Art, dance & performing arts
Child care
Youth sports leagues
Senior-oriented programs
Nature/environmental
education
Martial arts
Pre-school programs

60.5%
53.4%
47.0%
45.5%
44.4%
39.5%
39.5%
39.1%
37.2%
33.8%
33.5%
33.1%
32.7%
28.2%
25.6%

Achieving consensus on the respective facilities, programs and ways to provide
the facilities and programs is a challenge, although interwoven with the nonrecreational components of this planning effort (e.g. demographics, economics,
etc) should be faced. In short, consensus must be achieved on the best
approach to establish and maintain multi-faceted recreational facilities and
programming among the three Portage Area communities. At a minimum, this
involves the three municipalities, the Portage Area Joint Recreation Commission
(PARJC), the Portage Area School District (PASD).
(3) Issues and Gaps: Considerable discussion during the planning process focused
on the present capacities and gaps related to the provision of a wide range of
recreational facilities and programming within the region, with the following as the
background context:
o
o
o
o
o

PAJRC is essentially focused on sustaining the facilities at Crichton McCormick
Memorial Park, with no responsibilities in Cassandra and no financial participation
from PASD;
PASD facilities are primarily focused on meeting the physical educational and
athletic needs of PASD students, although some facilities are available and used for
community/public use;
Derby Park is maintained by Cassandra Borough, particularly by a few civic minded
officials;
There is no identified agency/group presently interested in developing and
maintaining the proposed Martin Branch Trail or in developing and maintaining the
oft-discussed “community center”;
There is little in the way of fundraising or planning related to long-term regional
recreational facilities and programs
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(4) Overall Options and Recommendations: Among the options available are the
following:
o

Reconstituting and refocusing PAJRC or another authority to be comprised of
representation and financial participation by all three municipalities and PASD,
drawing on either committees or professional management:
a) Reconstituting and refocusing PAJRC as a regional recreation commission or
authority covering all three communities with committees focused on Crichton
McCormick Memorial Park, Derby Park, PASD facilities, Martin Branch Trail,
recreational programming and facility development.
b) Reconstituting and refocusing PAJRC covering all three communities with a
Park Manager focused on Crichton McCormick Memorial Park, Derby Park,
Martin Branch Trail, recreational programming, and facility development.

o

Either a) or b) as outlined above is suggested to partnering with other nearby
recreational groups (e.g. East Hills Recreation Commission, Johnstown YMCA,
others) to offer more recreational programming in existing recreational facilities,
reflecting:
a) Concerns about the sustainability and capacity of the area to offer its own
programming;
b) The capacity and expertise of the nearby groups in providing programming;
and
c) The potential for sharing at least some revenue from fees collected for
programming.

o

Make no changes or improvements in the 10-year planning period, which is the
proverbial “path of least resistance” but also an acceptance of the status quo.

(5) Special Emphasis – Trails: Given the popularity of trail development and the
concurrent feasibility analysis of the proposed Martin Branch Trail, special
attention given to recommendations for it.
o

Background: Engagement with and evaluation
of existing Portage Area organizations with a
recreation mission or connection to the Martin
Branch Tail Corridor was completed during this
planning effort to identify an existing
organization willing and able to take on the
development,
ownership,
operation
and
maintenance of the Trail.
An existing
organization able to take on this role was not
identified.

o

A Way Forward: From input received during the Public Participation process and
from the Portage Area Regional Planning Commission and Recreation
Subcommittee, it was suggested that a new registered 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization (e.g. Friends of the Martin Branch Trail) be formed to develop, operate
and maintain the Martin Branch Trail. To begin the process of forming this non-profit
organization and to generally keep development of the Trail moving forward, it is
recommended that Portage Township and Portage Borough together appoint
members to a Trail Development Advisory Committee. It is suggested that
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representatives of the Portage Area Regional Planning Commission and Recreation
Subcommittee, Portage and Cassandra Borough Councils, Portage Township
Supervisors and the Portage Area School District, the Portage Borough Municipal
Authority and Portage Area Sewer Authority, the Portage Area Historical Society, the
Wind Energy Education Center, Trout Run Watershed Association, the Portage Area
Joint Recreation Commission and Portage Area residents be considered for the
Advisory Committee. Responsibilities of the Advisory Committee will include the
following.
a) File Articles Of Incorporation With the Pennsylvania Department of State for the
new non-profit organization
b) Assist writing Bylaws to guide the Non-Profit Trail Organization’s day to day
operations.
c) Choose the initial Board Members

Members of the Trail Development Advisory
Committee may also elect to serve as Board
Members in the new Non-Profit Trail
Organization. Board members of the new nonprofit organization should have some type of
connection to the Trail Corridor and should
have a real commitment to the Martin Branch
Trail project and in increasing recreation
opportunities in the Portage Region, and other
future trail connections involving proposed
regional trails (i.e. Mainline Canal Trail, Little Conemaugh Trail and Portage
South Trail as per Trails Map from the Portage Area Region Plan; also
reproduced on the following page).
(6) Other Recommendations: The Plan suggests a number of both structural and
non-structural recommendations for recreational facilities and recreational
programming:
(a) Programming: Develop, plan and program sustainable recreational
programming in the Portage Region by a local agency or more likely in
concert with another recreational agency that reflects local demand.
Recreational surveys and other local input noted interest in the following by
40% or more of the respondents:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Teen programs
Adult fitness programs
Adult sports leagues
Learn-to-swim
Youth fitness programs
Before/after school programs
Youth summer camps
Programs for mentally and physically challenged

PARPC discussion expressed Interest in developing a volunteer assisted
effort involving (1) PASD students earning community service credits and/or
(2) from students at nearby universities/colleges.
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(b) New Facilities: Consider, plan and program sustainable recreational facilities
in the Portage Region that reflects local demand. Recreational surveys noted
interest in the following by 40% or more of the respondents:
o
o
o
o
o

Walking/hiking trails – non-motorized Martin Branch Trail being analyzed
would include walking/hiking/biking sharing
Bike trails – see above on Martin Branch Trail
Youth center – sustainability issue to be determined; project for reconstituted
recreation agency and/or suggested Community Development Corporation
ATV/snowmobile trails – several local on private/public land; may require
mapping/trail marking
Boating/fishing access areas – fishing access at Derby Park; boat access at
nearby Wilmore Dam; a number of private/membership sporting/recreational
club facilities.

PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) routinely
sponsors competitive funding application cycles under the Community
Recreation and Conservation Program (C2P2).
o

DCNR awards grants to municipalities and authorized nonprofit organizations
for recreation, park, trail and conservation projects. These include planning
for feasibility studies, trail studies, conservation plans, master site
development plans, and comprehensive recreation, park and open space and
greenway plans; land acquisition for active or passive parks, trails and
conservation purposes; and new development and rehabilitation of parks,
trails and recreation facilities. Most projects require a 50% match.

o

DCNR awards Pennsylvania Recreational Trails grants to federal and state
agencies, local governments, non-profit and for-profit organizations to assist
with the construction, renovation and maintenance of trails and trail related
facilities for both motorized and non-motorized recreational trail use, the
purchase or lease of equipment for trail maintenance and construction and
the development of educational materials and programs. These grants
require a minimum 20% match.

o

DCNR awards Rails-to-Trails grants to county and municipal governments,
prequalified Land Trusts, educational institutions and non-profit organizations
established to preserve and protect abandoned railroad corridors as trails.
Projects can include: feasibility, master site development and special purpose
studies, land acquisition and the development of abandoned railroad rightsof-way for trail purposes under rail banking. Development includes
construction of trails and associated support facilities, such as trail heads,
access roads, parking areas, interpretive facilities and comfort facilities.
Related facilities, such as walkways, lighting, landscaping and signage for
trail use, are eligible. These grants require a minimum of a 50% match.

o

DCNR awards Snowmobile/All Terrain Vehicle (S/ATV) grants to assist with
the planning, acquisition of land, construction, renovation and maintenance of
areas and facilities for snowmobile and all terrain vehicle (ATV) use, the
purchase or lease of equipment for trail construction and maintenance and
the development of educational materials and programs. These grants
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require a minimum 20% match. Land acquisition projects are the exception
and require a 50% cash or land donation non-cash value as match.

The local match noted in the program descriptions can include a
combination of cash and/or non-cash values, except for SATV land
acquisition projects, as noted above.
(c) Crichton McCormick Memorial Park (CMMP): Multi-year planning and
programming of identified CMMP enhancements, coinciding and relating
to recreational programs and extended usage beyond summer months,
are comprised of various facilities suggested for consideration reflecting
community workshop input:
o

Amphitheatre – development of a
venue sustaining a popularly suggested
concert series, Summerfest activities,
children’s theatre, etc. The venue need
not be extravagant as reflected by a
sample amphitheatre pictured in Huron,
Ohio, which consists of a segmental
block wall and a sloping grassy area with a
stage as seen above left, to a more structural
option less dependent on topography as shown
below right. The option chosen should be site
context-sensitive,
reflecting
the
natural
ambiance and openness of CMMP.

o

Rest rooms – suggested near the rather
heavily-used ball fields on the western side of
CMMP, an area quite distant from existing
comfort facilities.

o

Electric service extension – Input from PAJRC
and others during the April 2012 Community
Workshop note the need for this extension
also on the western side of CMMP.
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o

Completion of Loop Trail – completion of a loop trail
reflecting popularity of trails
in general and adding a
facility to CMMP with a 4season use potential (i.e.
hiking/walking in three
seasons,
cross-country
skiing/snowshoeing
in
winter and trail marking
and
nature/tree
interpretation panels –
potential low cost item via
PASD students/faculty and
local naturalists

o

Additional Winter facilities/activities – In addition
to the Loop Trail completion noted above,
reconditioning and/or reusing the former ice
skating rink

o

Constant
analysis
and
reevaluation of use of existing
facilities, such as several of the
tennis courts, which are perceived
to be lightly utilized. This was also
noted in field surveys carried out
throughout 2012 by the consulting
team. Input received during the
planning process noted interest in
conversion of surplus courts into additional basketball courts (for tournaments
and summer league programming), an alternate location for an ice rink, and a
skate park/in-line hockey rink location

o

Other miscellaneous enhancements include parking surface and accessibility
improvements, roadway surface improvements and a real-time security
camera link with Portage Borough Police Department as reviewed in the
earlier Public Safety Recommendations.

o

Greater pool utilization – input received
from PARPC, the PARPC Recreation
Subcommittee and the general public
suggest that the pool is the “unique factor”
of CMMP and while it sees heavy use,
there is a feeling that pool operational
hours should be extended (i.e. open
earlier/more later hours) and better
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incorporate programming, such as learn-to-swim classes (favored by 45% of
recreation survey respondents) and competitive swim tournaments.
o

Sustainability - local discussion reflects a perception that PAJRC should
initiate some type of “fundraiser” or memberships on a continuing basis,
which is seen as a way to sustain facilities and ultimately provide resources
for staff, improvements, etc. The current trend seems to be based on
seeking direct or indirect assistance for projects and events on a more
informal ad hoc basis. While this may have “worked” for these special
projects, it works against master planning and capital/operational budgeting.

(d) Derby Park:
Multi-year planning and
programming of identified Derby Park
enhancements are comprised of various
facilities suggested for consideration reflecting
community workshop input. Derby Park and
Cassandra are unique in many ways, not the
least among them
being
the
direct
access to a segment
of
the
Little
Conemaugh
River,
relatively unaffected
by AMD. The Park is
highly regarded by
local residents and a
matter of pride for
Cassandra Borough
officials who maintain it more as a civic
responsibility
than as a duty.
Simply stated,
the Park is as
much a part of Cassandra as are its
curb-stone lined streets, including
Second Avenue that affords vehicular
access to the Park, and the iconic foot
bridge that affords pedestrian access
to/from the Park and the western section
of the Borough.
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Derby
Park
enhancements
suggested include both structural
and non-structural items, including
provision
of
rest
rooms,
construction of a hard surface on
the basketball court, “wood carpet”
enhancements in the playground,
and parking lot surface and
accessibility improvements.

Surface Improvements

Court Surface Area
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Implementation Plan (II L)
This recreation plan was part of an overall comprehensive planning process that was
incorporated and included the Portage Area Regional Comprehensive Plan. The
Comprehensive Plan is comprised of two volumes – Background Conditions and
Moving Forward – Issues and Recommendations.
The latter synthesized
recommendations back to four key issue areas rather than by conventional planning
categories, as a reflection of PADCED’s focus on issue-oriented plans dealing with “real
world” practical outcomes. In this way, all recommendations were related back to the
following issue areas:





The Economy: Local and Regional
Intertwined Challenges: Aesthetics and Community Image
Maintaining the Quality of Life
Sustaining Community Facilities

A series of matrices in the Moving Forward – Issues and Recommendations
summarized the recommendations in terms of goals, recommendations and comments,
grouped into the above categories that cut across arbitrary functional “planning
categories” and are intended to be a bit more meaningful to the residents of the
communities in the Portage Region. In addition, a relative timeframe is given for each
outcome, coded as follows:
I
S
M
L

-

Immediate within 12 months of plan adoption
Short-term within 1-3 years after adoption
Mid-term within 4-7 years after adoption
Long-term within 8-10 years after adoption

Some outcomes will span several or all of the suggested timeframes and are coded as
such, with those requiring constant attention coded as I-L. That portion of the matrices
associated with recreation has been excerpted and included on the following page. By
its nature, these are somewhat generalized within the context of a municipal
comprehensive plan following the framework of the Pennsylvania Municipalities
Planning Code. The remainder of the subsection of this Plan provides more specific
information and places these recommendations into an implementation framework in
terms of the PADCNR planning requirements, with timeframes in short-term (1-3 years),
medium-term (4-7 years) and long-term (8 years plus). In addition, in accordance with
scope requirements, recommendations that may trigger measures reflecting Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements are noted in the right-hand column on the
matrices on pp. 185-88.
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Accessibility Considerations
The review of accessibility reflects citations to various sources. The Department of
Justice’s revised regulations for Titles II and III of the ADA of 1990 were published in the
Federal Register on September 15, 2010. These regulations adopted revised,
enforceable accessibility standards called the 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible
Design, "2010 Standards." On March 15, 2012, compliance with the 2010 Standards
was required for new construction and alterations under Titles II and III. March 15, 2012,
is also the compliance date for using the 2010 Standards for program accessibility and
barrier removal. The 2010 ADA Standards consulted used the Departmental publication
that includes:



The 2010 Standards for State and local governments, which consist of the Title II
regulations at 28 CFR 35.151 and the 2004 ADAAG at 36 CFR part 1191,
appendices B and D; and
The 2010 Standards for public accommodations and commercial facilities, which
consist of the Title III regulations at 28 CFR part 36,subpart D, and the 2004
ADAAG at 36 CFR part 1191, appendices B and D.

The above would apply to newly constructed facilities as well as alterations to existing
facilities; the latter defined in the 2010 Standards as:
A change to a building or facility that affects or could affect the usability of the building or
facility or portion thereof. Alterations include, but are not limited to, remodeling,
renovation, rehabilitation, reconstruction, historic restoration, resurfacing of circulation
paths or vehicular ways, changes or rearrangement of the structural parts or elements,
and changes or rearrangement in the plan configuration of walls and full-height
partitions. Normal maintenance, reroofing, painting or wallpapering, or changes to
mechanical and electrical systems are not alterations unless they affect the usability of
the building or facility.

Since these did not directly address trail accessibility considerations, and since a trail is
a major recommendation of this planning effort, several other sources were consulted,
which include:



US Forest Service Outdoor Recreation Accessibility Guidelines (FSORAG) and
Forest Service Trail Accessibility Guidelines (FSTAG), 2012 Updates, even
though they are required for National Forest System facilities; and
National Trails Training Partnership (NTTP) standards Resources and Library
(http://www.americantrails.org/resources/accessible/).
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Implementation Matrix – Creating Practical Outcomes
Priority

Key Issue Area Addressed

GOALS/Recommendations

The Economy:
Local &
Regional

Intertwined
Challenges:
Aesthetics &
Community
Image

Maintaining
the Quality
of Life

Sustaining
Community
Facilities

Comments

Recreation: Enhancements to the range of recreational programming and recreation facilities that meet identified regional/local needs and add to the quality of life for current residents and as an incentive in attracting
potential new residents

I-L

Recreational surveys and other local input noted interest in the following by
40% or more of the respondents:

Develop, plan and program sustainable recreational programming
in the Portage Region by a local agency or in concert with
another recreational agency that reflects local demand
X

X










Interest in developing a volunteer assisted effort involving PASD students
earning community service credits and from nearby universities/colleges
Recreational surveys noted interest in the following by 40% or more of the
respondents:

Consider, plan and program sustainable recreational facilities in
the Portage Region that reflects local demand
I-L
X

X








I-L

Multi-year planning and programming of identified Crichton
McCormick Park enhancements coinciding and relating to
considered recreational programs and extended usage beyond
summer months

I-L

Walking/hiking trails – non-motorized Martin Branch Trail sharing
Bike trails – non-motorized Martin Branch Trail sharing
Youth center – sustainability issue to be determined
ATV/snowmobile trails – several local on private/public land; may require
mapping/trail marking
Boating/fishing access areas – fishing access at Derby Park; boat access at nearby
Wilmore Dam; a number of private/membership sporting/recreational club facilities

Non-motorized trail need being addressed in planning for Martin Branch Trail
Facilities suggested for consideration reflecting community workshop input:

X

X

X












Multi-year planning and programming of identified recreation and
tourism enhancements in Cassandra

Teen programs
Adult fitness programs
Adult sports leagues
Learn-to-swim
Youth fitness programs
Before/after school programs
Youth summer camps
Programs for mentally and physically challenged

X

X

X

Amphitheatre – sustaining concert series, Summerfest, etc.
Rest rooms – near ball fields/western side of Park
Electric service extension – western side of Park
Completion of Loop Trail – 4-season use
Parking/roadway improvements
Reuse of former rink and underutilized facilities
Trail marking and nature/tree interpretation panels – potential low cost item via
PASD students/faculty & local naturalists
Security camera link with Portage Borough Police Department

Winter facilities/activities – X-country skiing (Loop Trail sharing),
reconditioning ice skating rink
Greater pool utilization – operational hours (i.e. open earlier/more later hours),
learn-to-swim classes (see programming above), swim tournaments, etc.
Local discussion on perception that PAJRC may need to initiate some type of
“fundraiser” or memberships on a continuing basis – can sustain facilities and
ultimate provide resources for staff, improvements, etc.
Derby Park enhancements – rest rooms, hard surface on basketball court, wood
carpet enhancements & parking lot surface improvements
Cassandra Overlook – discussion of ownership situation, provision of a rest
room, aesthetic site enhancements and bridge structure maintenance
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Recreation Implementation Program
Priority

Short

Recommendation











Short

Cost Estimate
NA

Review and possible reconstitution of PAJRC

Recreational programming expansion to
include the following suggested in the Survey

Short

Implementing
Agency
PAJRC, PASD &
municipalities

Teen programs
Adult fitness programs
Adult sports leagues
Learn-to-swim
Youth fitness programs
Before/after school programs
Youth summer camps
Programs for mentally and physically
challenged

Martin Branch Trail pre-implementation stage Establish and Appoint Members to a Trail
Development Advisory Committee (TDAC)










Portage & Cassandra Boroughs and Portage
Township
Regional Planning Commission
Joint Recreation Commission
Sewer & Water Authorities
Trout Run Watershed Association
Wind Energy Education Center
Historical Society
Residents/Trail Enthusiasts at-large

PAJRC in
cooperation with
East Hills
Recreation
Commission
(EHRC) and/or
Johnstown YMCA
PAJRC in
cooperation with
PASD and/or area
colleges/universities

Revenue sharing
with contracted
agency - TBD

PARPC

NA

Likely minimal costs
per programming
($500-$1,000) with
volunteer work

Comments

Accessibility Considerations

Options
 Reconstituting/refocusing PAJRC as a
regional recreation agency covering all
three communities with committees
focused on Crichton McCormick Memorial
Park, Derby Park, PASD facilities, Martin
Branch Trail, recreational programming
and facility development. The
reconstituted body should have
representation and financial support from
the three municipalities and the PASD.
 Reconstituting and refocusing PAJRC
covering all three communities with a Park
Manager focused on Crichton McCormick
Memorial Park, Derby Park, Martin Branch
Trail, recreational programming, and
facility development.
Option: The Plan suggests partnering with
other nearby recreational agencies such as
EHRC and/or the Johnstown YMCA, to offer
more recreational programming in existing
recreational facilities, both of which noted
interest during the planning process.

It is suggested that public meeting rooms used for
meetings and related activities should meet the
accessibility requirements for an assembly area
as per the 2010 Standards (sections 206
Accessible Routes, 208 Parking Spaces and 221
Assembly Areas)

Option: Volunteer assisted effort involving
PASD students earning community service
credits and/or college/university students (i.e.
UPJ, IUP, St. Francis, Mount Aloysius, etc.)
for internships, independent studies, special
projects, etc.
First step in trail implementation since no
existing organization with an interest in trail
development and ownership has been found
to exist

Again, it is suggested that facilities used for
programs and related activities should meet the
accessibility requirements for an assembly area
as per the 2010 Standards (sections 206
Accessible Routes, 208 Parking Spaces and 221
Assembly Areas). In addition, pool-related
programs may consider section 1009 to achieve
accessibility via pool lifts, sloped entries, pool
stairs, etc.

It is suggested that public meeting rooms used for
meetings and related activities should meet the
accessibility requirements for an assembly area
as per the 2010 Standards (sections 206
Accessible Routes, 208 Parking Spaces and 221
Assembly Areas)
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Recreation Implementation Program
Priority
Short
Short
Long

Recommendation
Form Non-Profit Trail Organization

Implementing
Agency
TDAC

Cost Estimate

Comments

$3,000 - $4,000 Consider the establishment of a Friends of the

linkages, although the linkages are noted as options

TDAC or
Friends of the
Martin Branch
Trail
Organization

ShortMedium
Medium

Phase 1 - Wind Energy Education Center to Puritan
Abandoned Mine Drainage Treatment System – 2.5
mi
Phase 2 - Puritan Abandoned Mine Drainage
Treatment System to Miller Shaft – 1.7 mi

NA

Martin Branch Trail organization to develop, own
and maintain the trail

$1,743,802 This includes the three (3) identified phases and two (2)

- Phased implementation of the Martin Branch
Trail along PA Rt. 164 and Trout Run between
Portage Borough and a point just west of
Martindale in Portage Township (4.65 – 5.6 mi)

Accessibility Considerations

Includes 3 easements, 18.5 ac acquisition, 3 bridges,

$428,614 trail head, trail base, miscellaneous and engineering

Inaccessible segment due to naturally occurring
slope

Includes 3 easements, 2 bridges/1 bridge refurbishment,

Accessible segment

Includes 2 easements, 1.6 ac acquisition, 1 bridge, trail

Accessible segment

Includes 2 easements, 1 bridge, trail base,

Inaccessible segment due to naturally occurring
slope

Includes trail base, signage and engineering

Accessible segment with street crossing
signage/accessible ramp

$531,909 trail head, trail base, miscellaneous and engineering

Medium
- Long
Long

Phase 3 - Miller Shaft to Portage Borough – 0.45 mi

$402,570 head, trail base, miscellaneous and engineering

Linkage to Portage Area School District Campus –
0.35 mi

$303,156 miscellaneous and engineering

Medium
- Long

Linkage to Crichton McCormick Park – 0.60 mi

$77,553

Address trail accessibility as segments are developed,
and posting of accessible/inaccessible segments,
meeting requirements of FSTAG and/or NTTP:
 Trail Slope: 5% or less (both sources)
 Cross Slope: 5% max. for most/2% for board
surfaces (FSTAG)
 Surface - less developed settings: crushed gravel,
fine crusher rejects, packed soil, and other natural
materials for firm and stable surface (FSTAG)
 Surface Width: 36” min.(both sources) w/ 32” due
to conditions (FSTAG)
 Passing space” every 1,000 ft. if trail is less than
60”(both sources)
 Tread Obstacles: 2-inch max. on trail surface
(FSTAG)
 Protruding Obstacles: Constructed objects must
not extend over the trail more than 4 inches if they
are between 27-80 inches above travel surface
(FSTAG).
 Openings/gaps: one-half across are permitted in
trail surfaces (FSTAG)
 Signage: Recommended to include Trail name,
Length, Type of surface, Typical/minimum trail
width, Typical/max. grade, Typical/max. cross
slope, Height of major obstacles (i.e. boulders),
and statement that posted information reflects the
condition of trail when it was constructed or
assessed, including the construction or
assessment date (FSTAG)

NOTE: To comply with the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 (ABA) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, trail facilities such as tent pads and platforms, camp shelters, pit toilets, viewing areas, and similar structures for trail users
that are provided along trails—even trails that are not accessible— must be designed to comply with the applicable provisions in FSORAG.
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Recreation Implementation Program
Priority

Recommendation

Implementing
Agency



Comments

PAJRC receives donations and in-kind work
from Borough, Township and local
businesses/residents
$50,000 To serve western side of the park near ball
fields

Crichton-McCormick Memorial Park
Improvements
Medium

Cost Estimate

Rest Rooms

PAJRC

Short



Facility analysis and evaluation

Medium
Short




Electric Service Extension
Completion of Loop Trail (750 lf +/-)

Short



Parking/Roadway Improvements

Medium



Rink reuse

Under $2,500 Clearing

Short



Security cameras

Short



Trail Marking/Nature Interpretation

$500 - $900 Depending on number of cameras and
software; Suggested by PASD Student Focus
Group
Under $1,000 Costs cover materials only with interpretive
research and donated labor by students/local
naturalists

Medium
- Long



Amphitheatre

Short



Revenue enhancements

NA Utilization analysis of tennis court usage and
consideration of conversion to a basketball
court if found to be under-utilized (NOTE: If
approved conversion cost estimated under
$5,000)
Under $2,500 Costs assume some donation of services
$7,000 - $11,000 Includes some restoration to sections of the
existing trail
$15,000 -$16,000 Costs include surface/subsurface stabilization
of approximately 13,000 sf

$50,000 - $75,000 Costs reflect current costs for select 40’ – 50’
wide structure packages commercially
available and concrete pad

NA Consideration of memberships and other regular

Accessibility Considerations

New facility requires compliance with 2010
Standards (section 603, including Turning Space,
(60” min) Mirror Ht. (40’ above floor), Door Swing
requirements, coat hook and shelve ht. (40”
min/48”max); as well as toilet requirements: water
closet location 16”-18” fro side partition/wall),
clearance (min. 56” rear wall/60”side wall),
overlap (grab bars, dispensers, etc. in clearance
area), seat height above floor (17”-19”)
NA

NA
See considerations for Martin Branch Trail above
Parking space requirements of the 2010
Standards apply for new/renovated parking areas
(section 208 providing for accessible spaces
based on number of spaces – 1 sp for lots with up
to 25 total spaces with an access aisle as per
design stds as per section 502 )
Provision of an accessible route from
roadway/parking area in accordance with 2010
Standards section 402 (e.g. slope of 5% max,
ramps, etc.)
NA

Signage to comply with 2010 Standards section
703.5 (e.g. Case, Style, Character
Proportion/Height, Sign Height above Grade [48”60”] and Finish/Contrast)
2010 Standards (section 221.5) note that lawn
seating areas and exterior overflow seating areas,
where fixed seats are not provided, shall connect
to an accessible route.
NA

fundraisers (i.e. contests, dinners, events, etc.)
aimed towards a continuing sustainability and
longer-term capital/operational budgeting
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Priority

Recommendation

Implementing
Agency

Cost Estimate

Comments

Accessibility Considerations

Derby Park Improvements
Short Medium



Rest room

Borough or
reconstituted
PAJRC

$25,000 - $32,000
(composting –
varies with
number of vaults)
$53,000
(conventional)

$25,000 is approximate cost for single-vault
composting requiring no utility hook-ups;
$53,000 is for restroom and extension of
utilities; Lower cost option would be monthly
rental of Portable Toilet

Long



Basketball court surface

$25,000

Improved hard bituminous surface

Short



Wood carpet replenishment

Under $1,000

Improved and safer surface in playground

Short



Parking surface improvements

$2,500 - $5,000

Cost reflects partial new stone surface

Discussion – no
cost; others TBD

Options:
1. Multi-use of PASD Physical Wellness
Center appears to be unlikely
2. Reuse potential for PVFD portion of
Administration Building if/when new PVFD
station is developed
3. Vacant buildings include former CMA
Social Center and former Christian
Academy
4. Recasting senior center to meet the needs
of emerging “baby boom” generation

Long

Analysis of options and development of a multipurpose Community Center at a
central location to house various community
programs and activities, or in concert
with the PASD facility, embracing indoor recreation,
youth center, senior center &
indoor venue for community activities (i.e.
Winterfest)

Portage Area
Community
Development
Corporation
(Proposed in
Comprehensive
Plan)

New facility requires compliance with 2010
Standards (section 603, including Turning Space
(60” min), Mirror Ht. (40’ above floor), Door Swing
requirements, coat hook and shelve ht. (40”
min/48”max); as well as toilet requirements: water
closet location 16”-18” from side partition/wall),
clearance (min. 56” rear wall/60”side wall),
overlap (grab bars, dispensers, etc. in clearance
area), seat height above floor (17”-19”)
Consider optional lower basket elevation or
adjustable height basketball backboard
Maintain accessible routes (section 1008.1) and
clear width (section 1008.2.4) as per 2010
Standards
Alterations trigger improving accessible routes as
per 2010 Standards (section 402)
New or rehabilitated facility will require adherence
to numerous scoping and specification
requirements in the 2010 Standards that should
accompany serious discussion of feasibility and
design. Actual requirements will vary depending
upon the actual facilities provided. A sample of
Scoping requirements includes:



Section 202 Existing Buildings (if applicable)
Section 202.5 Historic Building exceptions (if
applicable)
Section 211 Drinking Fountains
Section 213 Toilet/Bathing Facilities
Section 221 Assembly Areas
Section 236 Exercise Machines/Equipment
Section 241 Saunas/Steam Rooms






A sample of Specification requirements includes:







Section 402 Accessible Routes
Chapter 5 – General Site/Building Elements
(e.g. parking, loading, stairways, handrails)
Chapter 6 Plumbing Elements (e.g. toilet,
fountains, etc.)
Section 803 Dressing, Fitting & Locker Rooms
Section 1004 Exercise Machines/Equipment
Section 1008 Play Areas
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Recapitulation
While the program identifies a number of structural implementation measures
associated with recreational facilities and programming, two more non-structural
recommendations are equally or even more critical.
First, consideration of a
reconstitution of the Portage Area Joint Recreation Commission to be a regional
provider of recreational services, financially supported by the three municipalities, the
school district and perhaps a membership for area residents. The second critical nonstructural issue is the first steps in realizing the Martin Branch Trail, in the form of the
Trail Development Advisory Committee (TDAC). As was learned in the recreation
survey, walking, hiking and biking trails are by far the most popular recreational facility
need. The TDAC is the critical starting point.
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